The unique surface design of the Armstrong Highspire Travertone ceiling combines with snug-fitting joints to create a near-monolithic look. This distinctive image is the most recent addition to the Travertone family.

One thing that helps make the Austin Sheraton a showplace is the Travertone™ ceiling from Armstrong.

When your intent is to make the world's go places showplaces, everything you do must be top drawer. Which helps explain why the Highspire Travertone ceiling is one of the beautiful features of the beautiful Sheraton Crest in Austin, Texas. Long specified by architects wherever the image of quality is paramount, the Travertone line includes six designs that are available in a variety of sizes in both tile and panel form. Each is made of fire-retardant mineral wool uniquely formulated and featuring a distinctively textured surface that adds a new world of elegance to every architectural design it graces. So when first-rate is the order of the day, you won't find anything more first-class than Travertone. To learn more, write Armstrong, 4205 Sage St., Lancaster, Pa. 17604.

Nothing in wood has ever mixed strength with delicacy like this chair.

Nor has anything in wood come as close to the classic simplicity of the Bauhaus tubular steel chairs as this one.

We expect big things from it.

Rudd International
1066 31st Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007.
(202) 333-5600

Design: Rud Thygesen
and Johnny Sørensen
Vinyl-covered ULTRA WALL partitions frequently start out looking like they cost more than standard fixed partitions. But when moving-in time comes, you'll find material and labor savings have made ULTRA WALL costs very attractive indeed!

So if you are comparing prices, be sure to add in the cost to cut and fit carpet and ceiling into many cubicles around fixed partitions. Then consider the simple way ULTRA WALL goes up: carpeting, ceiling, lighting and other items are installed an entire floor-at-a-time! Core and perimeter walls are finished in one overall operation before partitions are installed. Doors, reversible frames, base, finish trim and even glazing can be handled easily, efficiently by the same partition crew. And every time you reallocate space, ULTRA WALL partitions pay for themselves all over again. Also consider the possible qualification for investment tax credit and accelerated depreciation advantages.

Call your U.S.G. Representative or write to us at 101 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60606, Dept. AIA58A.
The First Annual Review of New American Architecture

A Legacy of Light—Andrea O. Dean
A Welcoming Place to Read and Reflect—Nory Miller
An Evocative Enclosure of Luminous Space—N.M.
A Forceful Gesture on a Wooded Hillside—N.M.
A Bright Object Laid at the Foot of the Rockies—Donald Canty
A Bold Symbol of a City's Image of Its Future—John Pastier

The 1978 AIA Honor Awards

For the first time, 'extended use' designs outnumber recent structures
—Mary E. Osman

The Professional Press in Its Role as Standard Setter—D.C.
A sampling of buildings it selected for publication in 1977

Design Directions: Looking for What Is 'Missing'—N.M.
The three 'looks' of high-tech, slick and historicism

Design Directions: Other Voices
The pluralistic and questioning 1976 examined
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LEXAN® is guaranteed against breakage. And that could lead to your next breakthrough.
We couldn't break it. Not with a sledgehammer. Not with a steamroller.

And that means you can't beat it. Not for any design that calls for glazing that's tough, transparent, attractive, and safe.

LEXAN sheet is guaranteed against breakage. And that guarantees you the freedom to do things you never before thought possible.

LEXAN sheet is UL listed as a Burglary-Resisting Glazing Material (UL 972-1972) and complies with both ANSI Z97.1 and 16 CFR 1201 Safety Glazing Standards.

And then there's LEXGARD® BR bullet-resisting laminate which provides up to Super Power .44 Magnum handgun protection (UL 752-1974).

Spring Independent School, Administration Building, Houston, Texas. More and more school systems are calling for LEXAN sheet to combat vandalism and theft. And LEXAN sheet offers up to 25% more insulation than glass of the same thickness.

PROTECT-A-GLAZE® sheet comes in clear and five tinted shades. Its pebbled grain and low cost make it ideal for industrial and other highly vulnerable glazing.

Williams Park Bandstand, St. Petersburg, Florida. This blue-tinted PROTECT-A-GLAZE is weather-resistant, color-stable, and offers reduced glare.

More and more architects are finding more and more things to do with LEXAN sheet because there's a light-weight, economical, maintenance-free grade of LEXAN sheet to design almost anything with.
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**Notice:**

LEXAN SHEET IS THE LEAST COMBUSTIBLE SAFETY GLAZING PLASTIC SHEET BUT WILL IGNITE WHEN EXPOSED TO AN ILLUMINATION SOURCE IN EXCESS OF 600°F (315°C) FOR MAXIMUM SAFETY...

- Review all codes and local codes for maximum safety.
- Consider glazing systems for additional safety.
- Work closely with glazing contractors for construction applications.
- Consider the precautionary use of fire ratings.
- Consider emergency access with construction.

General Electric Company, Sheet Products Section, Plastics Business Division

1 Plastics Avenue, Pittsfield, Massachusetts 02101
**EVENTS**


**July 6-7 and 10-12:** Course on Preparing the Comprehensive General Plan, University of California, Berkeley.


**July 19-21:** Workshop on Life-Cycle Cost Application, Boston, sponsored by AIA and the American Consulting Engineers Council (repeat workshops: Aug. 16-18, Seattle; Sept. 20-22, Kansas City, Mo.; Oct. 9-11, Atlanta; Nov. 15-17, Anaheim, Calif.; Dec. 6-8, Denver). Contact: ACEC, 1155 15th St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

**July 19-21:** Seminar on the Planning, Design and Implementation of Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities, Chicago. Contact: Metropolitan Association of Urban Designers and Environmental Planners, Inc., P.O. Box 722, Church St. Station, New York, N.Y. 10008.


**July 23-28:** Seminar on Lighting for Interior Designers and Architects, University of Colorado, Boulder.

**July 27-29:** Stanford Conference on Design, Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.

**July 31-Aug. 4:** Seminar on Energy Conservation in Buildings, Hotel Sonesta, Hartford. Contact: Energy Educational Services of Connecticut, 266 Pearl St., Hartford, Conn. 06103.

**July 31-Aug. 10:** Institute on Principles of Construction Specifications Writing, University of Wisconsin, Madison.

**Aug. 15:** Entries deadline, Owens-Corning Energy Conservation Awards Program. Contact: W. N. Meeks, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.


**LETTERS**

**New Regionalism:** The article on passive solar design (April, p. 52) should be a timely eye-opener for the concerned practitioner. In a clear, concise way, the undeniable logic of natural solar architecture is presented.

It is ironic that highly efficient and cost effective architecture is being built, yet not one truly energy-conscious design was given an honor award this year. Merit was not lacking in the submitted projects, but simply a consciousness by the jurors.

Many progressive designs currently point the way to a significantly more natural and meaningful architectural direction. The final outcome of designing structures that optimally interact with their environments is a new regionalism. I look forward to more responsive structures in our landscape.

David Wright, AIA
Sea Ranch, Calif.

**Hartford's Phoenix:** I was appalled to read in the January issue James Britton's attribution of the form of Hartford's Phoenix to "accidental felicity" (p. 25). Felicitous it may be, but accidental the form is not. Not only is the statement inaccurate, it is demeaning. It is such a trivial—almost facetious—description of the symbol of Hartford's successful rebuilding of its once decrepit downtown that it reflects on the "new spirit" that triggered this rebuilding.

Does Britton think that Hartford's "new spirit" is also no more than a felicitous accident?

Most of us who participated in the long and exciting urban design effort to rebuild the heart of Hartford have heard the old "form follows function" rationale for the building's shape. And we have taken it with the grain of salt it deserves. After all, what else would a corporate officer say to justify so unusual a design in the eyes of conservative stockholders nervous about their institution's public image? I could make the urban designer's counter argument: that the building's location and symbolic significance determined its design, in which case the building's function must have followed its form.

It is probable that, as with most successful works of architecture, the felicitous form of Phoenix results from a bit of both rationales.

To correct Britton's article and perhaps help give it the depth it deserves, the story of the Phoenix is as follows:

1. In the 1950s, Connecticut General pulled its headquarters out of downtown Hartford and developed a then much heralded suburban plant;
2. Phoenix announced that it, too, had acquired a suburban site for relocating its downtown headquarters;
3. The public and private leadership of the city reacted with vigor—and this reaction was the origin of the "new spirit" which quite correctly has attracted Britton's attention. Constitution Plaza was initiated as was the downtown plan (including, incidentally, a pedestrian system that linked Main Street to the plaza and that raised the plaza's height to make this linkage possible);
4. Phoenix took a second look at the changes planned for its downtown setting and decided to build its new headquarters in relation to the plaza. The designers of the plaza—and of its subsequent southern extension—respected this decision and provided a background for an architectural jewel reflecting Hartford's and the Phoenix's "new spirit." And a jewel we got!

I worry about the current chic trends such as those reflected in the Britton article. The whole article has to me, instead of currency, a dated quality reminiscent of the serious discussion of the '30s and late '40s reserved for the battle of the styles, or the surface effects of architecture. One wonders whether this is really the future of design today and, if so, what we have done with the urban design lessons learned since the stylistic battle had presumably ended—lessons learned at such cost in cities like Baltimore and Cincinnati—and Hartford.

Archibald C. Rogers, FAIA
Baltimore
WHEN THE BUILDING YOU'VE DONE
GETS CHOSEN
"THE BUILDING OF THE YEAR"
IT'S BECAUSE EVERY LAST DETAIL IS
A MASTERSTROKES.

Yale Center for British Art by Louis I. Kahn
Architect, completed after his death by Pelechian
and Meyers Architects.

Congratulations. We're glad we could help.

SHERWIN WILLIAMS
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HAS JUST DONE IT AGAIN.

ANNOUNCING PRO-MAR™

For over a hundred years, whenever architectural finishes were made better, we led the way. Now, we've developed a whole new generation of architectural finishes, Pro-mar. We formulated every Pro-mar item to help make what you paint, design or maintain look better.

We made them to take a beating. Whether it's desert sun, rain, salt sprays, humidity and mildew or sub-zero temperatures. Our new exterior paints are tougher, more beautiful and longer-lasting than ever.

OUR EXCLUSIVE BEAU-MONDE™ II COLOR SYSTEM.

We designed this system to make sure you always get the right color match for your specifications. No matter what finish or substrate you're working with. Latex or Alkyd base. Through the 1,280 interior colors. And 320 exterior colors.

This is just the beginning. There are also Pro-mar Block Fillers, Primers, Traffic Marking Paints and Fast-Dri™ Floor Sealer. All designed to deliver the exact looks and performance your specifications call for.

Pro-mar is the finest line of architectural finishes we've ever made. And probably the finest any company's ever made.

See the Pro-mar line at Sherwin-Williams Stores across the country. Or write us, The Sherwin-Williams Company, Architectural Finishes, 101 Prospect Avenue, N.W., Cleveland, Ohio 44115. And we'll send you more information about Pro-mar.

THE NEW GENERATION OF ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES.
Recapitulation: Events Affecting Architecture, 1/77 Through 4/78

The news of this 16-month period that is summarized below and on following pages was drawn from the pages of the JOURNAL and other periodicals, and was in some cases updated and expanded through interviews. What emerges from this recounting of recent history, not surprisingly, is that this is a time of constant change—and that changes in society and architecture are inextricably intertwined.

More change will occur, and more news will be made, in the time that it takes to print and mail this issue. Perhaps the most anticipated professional event of this period is AIA convention action on ethics, which will be reported in the June issue.

We relate two major events in this issue for the first time. The first, reported under the heading "Ethics," is the Supreme Court's ruling that the National Society of Professional Engineers' ethical ban on competitive bidding is in violation of federal antitrust laws.

The second, reported under "Awards & Honors," is the bestowing of the R. S. Reynolds memorial award upon Pennzoil Place in Houston (see p. 152), by Philip Johnson/John Burgee and S. I. Morris Associates.

In the recapitulation that follows, events are grouped generically by topics. The first is that current national preoccupation, energy.—Mary E. Osman

Carter Lists Energy Proposals, Creates Cabinet Department; Schlesinger Budgets S14 Billion

Last spring, President Carter (who for symbolic reasons had viewed his inaugural parade from a solar heated reviewing stand) outlined his sweeping energy program. The President's package included HUD-promulgated mandatory performance building codes for energy conservation; conservation loans administered by federal agencies to ensure ready capital at reasonable rates from private lending institutions; insulation tax credits to homeowners; low-income assistance for weatherization hardware and labor; mandatory energy efficiency standards for appliances, and assistance to utilities to promote energy efficient equipment and energy conservation loans to customers.

There was generally favorable reaction from individuals in the design professions and construction industry. As Richard C. Stein, FAIA, an authority on energy conservation technology, remarked, "one obvious and desirable premise" was the "acceleration in the programs and policies that reshape our entire method of thinking about building design."

The President's concern with the energy situation was underscored last October with his creation of the Department of Energy (DOE) and appointment of James Schlesinger to head it up. In his 1979 budget request, Secretary Schlesinger projected an operating budget of S14 billion, $1 billion of which is to go for conservation programs. While the secretary's remarks didn't go into great detail, he did mention weatherization of 850,000 homes in 1979 as "a significant help to individuals in low-income brackets" and an "important step on the road to conservation at the individual homeowner level."

AIA Research Corporation is conducting research for much of the Carter-mandated HUD energy performance standards, which were to be completed by August of next year. The first phase measured energy use in buildings designed since 1973 in four residential categories and 12 nonresidential categories and seven climactic regions.

The study showed that on the average, hospitals and restaurants have the highest levels of energy use of all building categories, while highrise apartment buildings rank the lowest in the survey. In the residential group, based on data supplied by the National Association of Home Builders Research Foundation, single-family detached houses and mobile homes have the highest average consumption rate.

HUD's project is in line with AIA's contention that energy standards should be performance-oriented, i.e., designed to meet certain levels of performance. Another approach was taken in the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) document 90-75, which is held to be merely "specifications-oriented" by its proponents and "too prescriptive" in nature by others.

Prescriptive standards specify how much energy a building can use by evaluating its components. The performance approach, however, deals with relative potential amounts of energy so that, for instance, a designer is free to insulate or not so long as the building meets performance standards in the amount of energy the structure requires to maintain occupant comfort. Proponents of performance standards maintain that this approach encourages innovation while maintaining design freedom.

Meanwhile, ASHRAE is writing energy conservation standards for retrofitting existing buildings. These standards will provide a method to calculate how much energy a building uses and will show how the building can be modified to cut energy use, taking economics, operation and maintenance into consideration.

In line with the President's program, two California utilities—investor-owned Pacific Gas & Electric Co. of San Francisco and the City of Palo Alto, Calif., utilities department—are offering aid to homeowners to insulate their attics in the form of 8 percent loans of up to $500 for a maximum of five years.

In the application of solar energy, the Solar Energy Industries Association reported that installation of solar equipment...
Gunter Eberle designs Originals for Vecta Contract

Karin chairs frames are of flexible Finland plywood with flat surfaces of melamine laminate in designer’s color and pattern choice. KDX tables are available in laminates, including mirror chrome, or genuine woods. Karin® and KDX® ©1976 and patents pending.
People can't help but make noise while they work. Not much you can do about that.

What you can do something about are noisy walls, floors, ceilings, and furniture—the hard surfaces that reflect and broadcast every little sound people make.

Design an open office acoustically, and these surfaces can actually be used to control noise.

Not too noisy, not too quiet.

The Acoustic Open Office by Owens-Corning is a system of components designed to reduce the overall noise level and create the conditions that allow speech privacy.

It's made up of five basic elements:

An Acoustic Ceiling made of Owens-Corning Fiberglas* ceiling boards that works so well absorbing sound it's earned a Noise Isolation Rating of 20. (The open sky has a perfect rating of 23.)

Sound Screens to divide space and provide speech privacy. Each screen has a sound-absorbent core of Fiberglas.

Acoustic Wall Panels to soak up deflected sounds that hit the wall.
Sound Masking Speakers hidden above the ceiling that emit noise to help cover noise.
And Owens-Corning's acoustical experts. They work hand in hand with your designer or architect so our system is properly tuned to your open office.
The result: an open office that's not too noisy, not too quiet. So everyone gets the speech privacy that he needs.

**Hear it work.**

More and more major businesses are turning to open office planning for greater economy, improved productivity, and better communications.
And they're turning to Owens-Corning to make their new open offices work.
You're invited to come see and hear how we do it in our own open offices in Toledo.
Or take an armchair tour with the free booklet, "Hear Yourself Think."
Write J. Peter Detgen, Manager, Interiors Marketing Division, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.
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ment in 1977 more than doubled the previous year's total. SEIA expects the industry to triple President Carter's goals for solar in 1978. Specifically, in residential use, HUD reports that sales of U.S. houses equipped with solar space and hot water heating devices have increased dramatically, from only 200 five years ago to more than 6,000 today.

Massachusetts was the first state to receive a substantial federal grant to implement an energy conservation plan. With $563,000, the state is supposed to cut energy costs by $250 million a year and by nearly 8 percent by 1980. After 1980, the savings are expected to escalate dramatically as solar hot water and solar heating systems are more widely in use.

That energy consciousness is changing people's perceptions of the built environment was brought out by an Owens-Corning Fiberglas official in announcing the seven winners of top honors in his company's sixth annual energy conservation awards program. Said OCF Vice President Charles E. Peck: "The new architectural styles for this new generation of buildings should turn out to have a freshness and honest appeal since the basis is a closer fit between the building's physical performance and the user's real needs."

In California, where Governor Jerry Brown appointed as state architect the former director and founder of Farallones Institute, a commune-like school with some rays of hope for architects, if New States were not this fortunate, suffering a loss in employment from minus 28.1 percent to minus 11.2 percent.

At the end of 1977, another AIA employment survey was made which showed that from Dec. 31, 1973, to the end of Jan. 1977, architectural employment was down by 12 percent. There was a slight increase in employment in the fourth quarter of 1976 from the low point suffered in that year's third quarter.

The New York chapter/AIA, which, as a spokesman says, was the "first in the country to provide reliable figures on architectural activity," revealed recently some rays of hope for architects, if New York City can be a barometer. At the end of each year since 1974, the chapter has asked firms to report anonymously the total number of all employees. Using the peak year of 1969 as a base line, the chapter found that employment of all personal in architectural offices was minus 30.5 percent at the end of 1974, minus 36.4 percent for '75, minus 43.3 percent for '76.

The most recent chapter survey indicates that 1977 broke the long decline, with the figure for unemployment at minus 37.5 percent. New York architects are said to believe that 1978 will not show another decline but will continue on about the same level as 1977.

At the end of 1977, AIA's regional directors were able to report that the year had seen an increase in personnel in architectural offices, in contrast with 1976 when firms had to reduce their staffs because of lack of work. According to the directors' reports, sections of the country to experience a definite upturn in 1977 included the South, the Southwest and California, while not so rapid in recovery were the New England states and the Midwest. For the country as a whole, it is estimated that commissions averaged 15 percent higher by the end of 1977 over 1976, and the value of construction contracts rose 26 percent.

That 1977 saw an extraordinary advance for the construction industry is confirmed by the "1978 Dodge/Sweet's Construction Outlook." Through 1977, the housing boom was aided and abetted by a plentiful supply of mortgage money, federal spending gave a strong thrust to public works construction and "general economic expansion finally brought forth a belated burst of commercial and industrial building." All in all, 1977 was the biggest year "in nearly three decades of cyclical ups and downs."

According to a survey by Engineering News-Record, office construction during the first two months of this year soared 247 percent over a comparable period in 1977. The survey of more than a dozen cities reveals booming records in Houston and San Francisco, "while Chicago and Dallas are approaching that euphoric condition." Nationwide, many older high-rises are being renovated, but increasingly important to the construction industry are lowrise and midrise office buildings on large cities' outskirts and suburbs.

Aaron Sabghir, the Commerce Department's chief statistical forecaster, predicts that expenditures for new construction will continue to expand in 1978. Compared to a gain of 14 percent in 1977, the rate of increase for 1978 is expected to be only about 10 percent. For nonresidential building, Sabghir forecasts a 19 percent increase in new construction of commercial buildings, outpacing industrial, educational and hospital construction. Included in the figure for commercial construction are stores and shopping centers. Sabghir foresees "no strong rebound" for industrial construction in 1978. Even with the 8 percent gain expected this year, continued on page 18
For good looks and low maintenance, International Harvester specified Alcoa V-beam siding.

Beauty, economy and low maintenance. That's what International Harvester wanted from the siding for its new automated materials storage facility in East Moline, Illinois. And that's why Alcoa® V-beam siding was chosen—because it offers all that—and more!

V-beam siding is a strong, formed sheet product, so it was the logical choice for durability. The contours are simple yet attractive, giving just the appearance that International Harvester wanted. Yet, for all its strength and beauty, V-beam siding is light, inexpensive and easy to install.

Alcoa's Super Alumalure® Gold finish was selected. Its rich, earthy color blended beautifully with the facility's surroundings. And like all of our other nine colors, it requires little maintenance.

Alcoa makes a wide range of commercial and industrial building products in a number of gages, configurations and colors. And engineering and design assistance from Alcoa's technical staff is available. For more information on the many advantages of Alcoa industrial building products, write: Aluminum Company of America; 1212 Alcoa Building, Pittsburgh, PA 15219.

We can't wait for tomorrow.
Your building will go together faster, easier when you use

ARCHITECTURAL PRECAST CONCRETE and
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

When you make your decision to investigate the advantages of precast prestressed concrete, you're in for a revelation! You'll find you can get your building up quickly, and that the building will last for a long, long time. It may well put you ahead in both first cost and life cycle costing. It will save energy in its operation, provide full fire safety, give you almost complete flexibility in adapting for changing uses as years go by (long, prestressed spans eliminate columns); and, what's more, it will give everyone who walks into your building that quiet, solid, safe, permanent feeling so apparent in a concrete structure.

That is why more and more architects and engineers, contractors, developers, and builders are turning to precast and prestressed concrete—the component construction system developed specifically to meet your needs today. A building is usually comprised of basically simple components—columns, beams, floors, roof, walls, and other parts, such as stairwells. All these parts are precast in concrete.

Simple as 1, 2, 3
Now, the complete shell of your permanent, high-quality concrete building can be...

1. manufactured in a plant under ideal quality-control conditions, while...
2. foundation and preparation work proceeds at your site, then...
3. delivered and erected directly from truck to structure on a precise schedule.

Powerful combination
Precast prestressed concrete combines two basic quality materials—high-strength concrete and high-tensile steel—to give you the best of both.

Prestressing places predetermined engineered stresses in structural and architectural concrete to more than offset the stresses which occur when components are subjected to loads.

Versatility, quality, economy
Versatility of the precast concrete system is unmatched. All the primary components of your entire building—columns, beams, floors, walls, roof, facades, as well as internal structures such as stairwells—can be precast in one plant to your precise specifications and design. And mass production results in substantial economies through repetitive manufacturing operations under detailed step-by-step quality control.

Speed of construction
Since the concrete components can be precast during foundation preparation and erected directly from the delivery truck, on-site construction time is often reduced as much as one-half. This, of course, can save you many thousands of dollars in job-site labor costs, interim financing, and through earlier occupancy.

We have case after case to illustrate; for example: an all-precast six-story office building in Colorado, erected in only six weeks; a California parking structure, erected at the rate of 12,000 square feet per day; a 23-story motel in Boston, up in one year instead of an estimated two years.

Other advantages
• Attractive appearance. The pattern, texture, and color variations of architectural precast and prestressed concrete are practically unlimited. Its inherent beauty enhances the image of an occupant by suggesting good taste, stability, and permanence. This increases salability and rentability, keeps occupancy high.
• Fire resistance. Precast concrete's unique fire resistance assures occupant safety and low insurance premiums.
• Low noise transmission. The density of concrete provides excellent sound reduction properties.
• Energy conservation. Precast concrete provides several special advantages in reducing cost of heating and air conditioning.
• Flexibility for expansion. Precast components can easily be designed to facilitate future horizontal or vertical expansion.
• Durability. Precast concrete is exceptionally resistant to weathering, abrasion, impact, corrosion, and other ravages of time.
• High load capacity. This characteristic is essential to accommodate heavy manufacturing equipment.
• Long spans. Fewer support columns result in more usable floor space, greater flexibility, efficiency, and economy.
• Long economic life. Precast concrete buildings give added years of service with a minimum of repairs and maintenance.
• Minimum waste space. Floor-to-floor distance is almost always appreciably less in a precast prestressed building, thus reducing building height and space requiring heating and cooling.

For further information, call your local architectural precast or prestressed concrete producer, or his national association, the Prestressed Concrete Institute.
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industrial construction will be 40 percent below the 1969 peak, Sabghir believes.

Not everyone expects a replay of the upswing experienced in 1977. Some say that the remainder of the year may be plagued by such things as rising interest rates, costs of materials and uncertainty over labor negotiations. Regarding the cost of construction materials and labor across the nation for the 12-month period ended Mar. 1978, the Dodge building cost services department of McGraw-Hill Information Systems Co. reported in April that there had been an increase of 8.5 percent. This compares with an 8.9 percent rise a year earlier. Cost increases were highest—up 9.7 percent—in the region consisting of the Pacific Coast and Rocky Mountain states.

A generally optimistic outlook from construction indicators

The Engineering News-Record's construction cost index rose 7.1 percent for the year ending Mar. 1978, with costs of materials fueling the increase. According to ENR data, public works spending, a strong housing market and growing capital expenditures lifted the cost of construction materials 9.3 percent for the year ending in March. Lumber products, for example, were increased by 10 to 15 percent over the past 12 months.

Despite the crises of a coal strike and a severe winter, McGraw-Hill's F. W. Dodge division reported recently that in January of this year contracting for new construction stayed at near the 1977 level. In that month, contracts for future construction totaled more than $9 billion, up 39 percent over Jan. 1977.

George A. Christie, vice president and chief economist for Dodge, says that "January's construction statistics showed the same broadly based support that gave 1977 its strong finish—sustained high demand for housing, rising commercial and industrial building and special funding for public works." February's $9.7 billion of newly started construction was virtually even with the January rate, Dodge reports.

Christie predicts that the situation will change by midyear after the "expected cyclical decline of homebuilding sets in." Christie points to the $4 billion released by the federal government in the final months of 1977 to create jobs in construction as having a "strong but brief impact on the otherwise dormant categories of schools, hospitals and other public nonresidential buildings." Without such support in 1978, it is not known "whether the rising rate of new, private nonresidential construction will be able to fill the void."

The federal monies to which Christie refers were authorized by the Public Works Employment Acts of 1976 and of 1977. The funds provided for the construction of projects owned by local governments in areas of high unemployment.

The 1977 act, which authorized $4 billion for public works, was for President Carter one of his proposals for pumping life into the economy. Adherents of the bill said it would give a boost to the construction industry, in which unemployment in the summer of 1977 was estimated at 20 percent. Under the legislation, states and counties receive funds for the construction of schools, libraries, hospitals, municipal facilities and transit facilities through a formula based on number and percentage of unemployment. The bill requires that all construction work by private contractors be done through competitive bidding. Work for A/E services is through negotiated procurement.

Another indication of 1977's progress toward recovery is given by the Labor Department's employment and training administration which reports that building construction was one of three industry groups to have the largest increase in job openings in 1977—an increase of 70 percent or more in job increases for the three groups, well above the national level of 35 percent.

Some experts have predicted that total construction of all kinds in 1978 should reach $146 billion—5 percent higher than the 1977 rate of $139 billion. Nonresidential construction, a generally accepted barometer of economic health and growth, is predicted to rise 13 percent. Although the actual number of housing units will probably decline, the dollar volume may increase slightly.

A reading of some of the nation's leading newspapers and periodicals indicates that 1978 may not be the glorious year that some experts have predicted. According to Commissioner of Labor Statistics Julius Shiskin, the first two months of 1978 for nationwide growth were "very poor," the reasons cited being the coal strike and bad winter weather. Strange to say, as Shiskin points out, the coal strike had only a "dampening" effect on employment.

In April, the Labor Department reported that unemployment rose in March to 6.2 percent from 6.1 percent in February, the first time in seven months that the unemployment rate had gone up. Although this increase of only 0.1 percent is viewed by economists as statistically insignificant, the figure for jobless blacks rose sharply, from 11.8 to 12.2 percent. Even the overall slight increase in unemployment, when coupled with all the other economic woes, may be the cloud "no bigger than a man's hand" that is on the horizon.

In March, the House passed the Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of 1978 (HR 50), better known as Humphrey-Hawkins bill. The House version, which calls for a national goal of 4 percent unemployment by 1983, has deleted

Some pessimism over interest rates, materials and labor

some strong measures in the original bill, such as making the government the employer of last resort. One amendment of interest to the construction industry calls for participating contractors in public works projects to hire unskilled workers for 20 percent of its work force. An amendment to the Senate version calls for the President to consider anti-inflation measures when he proposes specific cuts in unemployment.

As the nation's economic health goes, so goes that of architectural firms, of course, and many business analysts are projecting an economic downturn before the end of 1978. The New York Times reports that some of the recent economic indicators have thrown economists into "sloughs of despond." Although, says the newspaper, it is "too soon to assert that the first quarter of this year there was probably little growth in the gross national product, she predicts a "strong continued on page 26
Nature Paints Regal Earth Tube
So You Don't Have To

Our new structural steel tubing combines great strength with a beautiful weathering surface. Its warm earth tones become even richer as sun, wind and rain enhance its colorations. Painting is never required. Available in square and rectangular shapes, size ranges from 2 x 2 through 10 x 10 and 12 x 8—with dozens of wall thickness/perimeter combinations for all structural applications. Earth Tube. Created to give you a beautiful new choice in structural steel. Send for our catalog.

The Copperweld Tubemakers
REGAL TUBE COMPANY
7401 South Linder Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60638
312/458-4820

Circle 10 on information card
What more can you ask from

Ask Robertson. Robertson offers you more options in flat or profile walls, finishes, colors and insulating values than any other single source. And today an increasingly aesthetic America is making your selection of exactly the right wall system more important than ever, to say nothing of the growing insistence of energy and cost-to-first-maintenance considerations. Robertson’s construction capability can be a significant plus, and compatibly designed roof and floor systems may be of additional interest to you. For Wall Systems Catalog, write Department A-5, H.H. Robertson Company, 400 Holiday Drive, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15220.

Overall night scene and photo left: The stainless facade of Burdine’s of Florida, Tampa, Florida. Architects—Reynolds, Smith and Hills.
Bottom left: Teamsters Local #100 Headquarters, Cincinnati, Ohio. Architects—Wright Partnership Architects.

Circle 11 on information card
a wall?
Everything you need to select, specify, draw and detail rolling doors and grilles.

New 1978 edition now available!
For your free copy of the 1978 Cookson Rolling Door reference catalog, write, phone or circle our reader service number.
(Also in Sweet's—8.7)
Mural, mural on the wall

Who's the fairest of them all?
Why, original photographic murals, of course! Can any lithoed mural give you such depth and saturation of color, such subtle gradations of tone, or so much control in the selection of subject matter and size? Not likely! Ours are custom enlarger-made on Kodak paper.

But what about mounting?
No problem. It's best to mount murals directly to the wall, be it flat, curved or otherwise. However, they can be mounted on moveable panels.

And cleaning them?
Just run a damp sponge over them now and then. They're sprayed with lacquer for protection.

Okay, where do I find outstanding originals?
You can furnish your own. Or you can draw upon our photographic collections and our Masters Library of Images by David Muench, Eliot Porter and other top photographers. Or we'll give you a choice of photographers who can create your own "photographic art program," completely versatile and personalized to your client.

Can you handle the job?
Meisel is the world's largest custom color lab and we have worked for top designers including Alan Ferry Design Group, Gensler and Associates, 3D/Newhaus+Taylor and H.O.K., for such companies as Reynolds Securities, AT&T, GE, Atlantic Richfield, Kerr McGee, Independent Life, Pennzoil, Fidelity Union Life, Omega Optical, Hyatt Regency Hotels, Bonanza Restaurants, Meade Corporation and the U.S. Government.

Just call Sally Vavrin at (214) 637-0170 or write for our literature packet to Meisel Photographic Design Division, P.O. Box 222002, Dallas, TX 75222.
The new LR MR HR elev
the cost saving advantages of systems engineering are now available in every type of elevator.

Otis has extensively redesigned its time-proven elevator equipment, adding significant improvements that have resulted in a totally new elevator concept for low-rise (LR), mid-rise (MR) and high-rise (HR) buildings. These new systems have unique benefits, available from no other source, that can save you money, both in the original installation and over the entire life of your building.

Here, for example, are three of the important new features available only on the LR MR HR systems:

A. A totally new hoist cable sheave insert, called Cable-Save,™ develops greater cable drive, yet gives you twice the cable life of ordinary sheave designs. Depending on usage, cable life generally varies from two to seven years. With Cable-Save, available on all MR and most HR machines, cable life is indicated to be as much as 15 years. You get a significant reduction in shutdown time and the other expenses associated with re-cabling and re-grooving of sheaves. In addition, minimum lubrication is needed on the cable and sheave, giving you a cleaner, safer machine room.

B. For the first time ever, the new Otis Comput-O-Chek™ brings computer accuracy to the measurement of elevator performance. With Comput-O-Chek, all MR and HR multi-elevator installations can be "fine-tuned" to deliver the highest performance possible when installed and gives a job-site printout to detail the measurements. At any time later, the elevator can be monitored and adjusted to reflect changing traffic patterns, or vital functions can be compared and adjusted to original design performance. The Comput-O-Chek system is much faster and much more accurate than ordinary stop watch and mechanical recorder methods.

C. Totally new "hang-on," horizontal and vertical cab panels can be changed easily to reflect new building decor. The standard platform and cab sizes of the LR MR HR systems allow you to move panels from one elevator to another, or from one building to another to fit your decorating ideas. You have an extremely wide variety of choices of color and material from which to choose. All cabs are engineered for easy use by the handicapped and special designs are available for institutions.

If you're designing, or specifying elevators for a new building or considering a remodeling program, it will pay you to investigate the new LR MR HR elevator systems from Otis. Call your nearest Otis office for complete information. You'll begin to see how the expenditure of over $1 million per day on research and development by United Technologies and its divisions can add extra dollars to your bottom line.

When you want the best, you want Otis.

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
Subsidiary of UNITED TECHNOLOGIES®
But Many Problems Still Remain
Rehabilitating Neighborhoods, Families and Young Professionals
Cities

Families and Young Professionals
Rehabilitating Neighborhoods, But Many Problems Still Remain

More families and young people are moving back to central cities, causing the health of these cities to improve. Consequently, developers, investors and other potential residents view the cities with greater interest. Demographic and other factors indicate that this new life being poured into the central cities will continue in the next few years. The anticipated rise in family units will be comprised of more smaller families. These family units are better suited to urban town houses and apartments and less likely to be drawn by the child-oriented attractions of suburbia. Fewer families can now afford to live in the suburbs, with their soaring land and housing costs. Young professionals are flocking to city neighborhoods and aiding in neighborhood rehabilitation. And with the new energy consciousness and memories of the 1973 gasoline shortages, urban living without its automobile dependency becomes more attractive.

Cities also remain a strong drawing force to nonresidents for work and commercial, recreational and cultural activities, as a recent Harris poll indicates. "Although the suburbs and outlying areas have spun off from the central city, they have not spun free and have not supplanted the city in the public's mind," the report concludes.

But despite these optimistic indications, grave problems remain for the central cities. As President Carter said when announcing his national urban policy on March 27, "The deterioration of urban life in the U.S. is one of the most complex and deeply rooted problems we face."

Indeed, there are more than 300 economically distressed metropolitan cities and more than 1,800 distressed small cities, according to HUD definitions. (HUD analyzed these cities by per capita income, population growth, unemployment rate, employment growth, housing stock and poverty level.)

To aid in the recovery of the nation's ailing cities, the President's urban policy contains a broad series of job programs, tax incentives, grants, public works, loan guarantees and a fundamental "retargeting" of many federal programs, costing $742 million in fiscal 1979 and $2.9 billion in 1980.

Among the proposals are: a national development bank to guarantee $11 billion in loans over the next three years to businesses expanding or locating in designated depressed areas, both urban and rural; employment tax credits "targeted" on those companies that hire the hard-core unemployed; a "differential" tax credit for companies investing in depressed areas; a $1 billion program of "soft" public works for various urban maintenance projects; a $200 million fund to states that proved they were aiding distressed communities within their borders, and social service grants for such programs as meals for the elderly and day care in areas that have high concentrations of poor residents, costing $150 million a year.

In addition, fiscal relief would be given to strapped localities in the form of an extension and reshaping of the so-called countercyclical revenue-sharing program scheduled to expire this year.

Local neighborhood self-help groups would receive direct financing for revitalization projects, totaling $15 million. Funding of the Section 312 program, which provides 3 percent loans for housing rehabilitation, would be doubled to $275 million. An urban Volunteer Corps, costing $40 million and run by Action, would be created with a pool of architects, lawyers, engineers, planners and other experts to volunteer their help in renewal. Other funds would be used to improve urban transit, prevent crime, build local clinics to relieve the burden on municipal hospitals, design waste recovery systems, spur urban arts programs and build parks.

Congress gave its first reaction to President Carter's urban policy in April as the House and Senate budget committees completed work on their first budget resolutions, which set spending ceilings for the coming fiscal year.

The Senate committee did not vote on some of the measures because sufficient details were lacking, but it did reduce by more than half the $2 billion requested for the development bank. The committee approved only $600 million for loan guarantees under the bank but did include in its budget ceiling the addition of $275 million each for the UDAG program and the Economic Development Administration's title IX program.

The House budget committee approved the amounts requested for the urban policy initiatives and added $400 million to the amounts requested for countercyclical relief and for fiscal relief to cities for welfare costs.

Another boost to urban revitalization and rebuilding could come from the 1977 Housing and Community Development Act. Signed into law in mid-October, the act authorizes almost $14 billion in housing and community development programs over the next three fiscal years.

The most dramatic new component is the urban development action grant (UDAG) program, funded at $400 million per year for three years. Grants are available for local projects which combine private capital with UDAG and other public funds. The emphasis is on

continued on page 31
This simple ceiling helped GTE Sylvania save $40,800 on heating and cooling costs in a year

It's a fact: Inadequate ceiling and roof insulation is a major source of heat loss—especially in one-story, flat-roof buildings.

That's why GTE Sylvania Incorporated put one of our Energy Saving Ceilings in a Massachusetts lab.

Result: Comparing similar buildings, 1975 heating and cooling savings totaled $40,800. Savings on equipment needed for air conditioning: $100,000.

A quick payback
First-year energy savings were almost five and a half times the added cost of our insulated ceiling.

You can save energy with our Fiberglas™ Ceiling Panels. Or Film Faced Ceiling Boards with Sonobatt™ insulation. Both are easy to install on any standard exposed grid system.

Make old ceilings save, too
Just slip our Sonobatt insulation on top of your present ceiling. You'll increase thermal efficiency up to 75% percent, depending on thickness.

Find out how much energy your building can save—free. Any Owens-Corning sales office or ceiling contractor will analyze it in-depth using the most economical Energy Saving Ceiling for you. Write Mr. S.G. Meeks, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.

Or call us today. You'll put a ceiling on your energy costs tomorrow.

Owens-Corning is Fiberglas

*T.M. Reg. O.-C. F. © 1977 O.-C.F.
When there's a lot at stake, it doesn't pay to gamble on a roof.

Not when you can specify Johns-Manville. And be sure of getting the best roofing protection available.

After all, no one can match J-M's 100 plus years of solving roofing problems. Or J-M quality that runs through a complete line of roofing products. Or the skills represented in America's most experienced team of roofing specialists. And no one comes close to matching the degree of coverage written into J-M's roof guarantee program.

Protection. That's what a J-M built-up roof is all about. Find out more. Consult Sweet's. Or contact Grant Edmonds, J-M, Ken-Caryl Ranch, Denver, CO 80217, 303/979-1000.

Keeping the water out. That's what this business is all about.

Johns-Manville

Circle 17 on information card
Only InterLoc™ Flooring provides total flexibility for the Open Plan Office.

Open Plan interiors provide aesthetic beauty to the office environment. They also provide interior flexibility, the ability to change area function, improve operational efficiency, and accommodate future unknown needs.

InterLoc solves the service distribution problems of the open plan concept. The InterLoc floor system provides layout freedom, service change flexibility, and total access capability. Underfoot, InterLoc is solid and quiet.

Seeking a solution to interior space problems? Consider InterLoc, the total answer to interior flexibility.
helping meet the economic needs of low- and moderate-income people and also on bolstering the fiscal base of the community.

A major change from the 1974 law is that an alternative formula for the allocation of federal funds can be used, thus permitting older cities to receive more funds. Smaller cities are still eligible to receive single-purpose, multiyear grants, but the new act encourages them to approach housing and community development problems in a more comprehensive manner, thus assureing a more dependable source of funds commensurate with existing need.

The new law includes a financial settlement fund, authorized at $100 million for each of the next three fiscal years, to provide assistance to local governments in continuing efforts to close out such old grants as urban renewal projects. Economic development activities under the new law have been clarified and expanded. And for the improvement of the nation's housing, the new law provides for two housing programs for low- and moderate-income people, the Section 8 rental assistance program and the traditional public housing program.

The Federal Housing Authority increases maximum mortgage amounts on single-family homes from $45,000 to $60,000, lowers down-payment requirements and retains the requirement for a down-payment of 3 percent of the first $25,000 on the appraised value of a home.

President Carter has signed into law a supplemental housing authorization which creates a 20-member national commission on neighborhoods. The commission is preparing a study of the effects of existing federal programs on neighborhoods and will make recommendations for the future revitalization of urban areas. To be completed in January 1979, the recommendations to the President and Congress will include: new mechanisms to promote reinvestment in existing city neighborhoods; more effective means of community participation in local governance; policies to encourage the survival of economically and socially diverse neighborhoods; policies to prevent such destructive practices as blockbusting, redlining, segregation; modification in local zoning and tax policies to facilitate preservation and revitalization of existing neighborhoods, and reorientation of existing housing and community development programs and other tax and subsidy policies that affect neighborhoods. The commission is chaired by Joseph Timilty, a state senator from Massachusetts.

The antiredlining crusade of the neighborhood movement, begun in 1973, has spurred the Administration to focus on savings and loan associations' practices. For a generation, savings and loan institutions have looked beyond the city limits to the suburbs for their mortgage customers. And although a reversal back to interest in cities is slow in coming, savings and loan institutions are rediscovering cities. Robert H. McKinney, the new chairman of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB), the independent agency that regulates the S&L industry, has made urban lending his number one priority.

Even a small success could have a large impact on the cities. Savings and loan associations hold about $450 billion in mortgages, according to the FHLBB. If 1 percent—$4.5 billion—could be shifted to the cities, it would amount to more than the entire community development block grant program's yearly funding.

McKinney proposed new antiredlining regulations on Nov. 9 which would substantially alter loan practices in central cities by forbidding lending institutions from denying a loan because of the age of the dwelling or the neighborhood in which it is located. McKinney also established the new office of community investment which encourages savings and loans to make loans to inner city areas.

The S&L industry is still hesitant to make mortgage loans because of the risks involved. And the dearth of statistical evidence to support any position on urban lending is adding to the problem. The office of community investment plans to gather facts—pro and con—with the hope that these facts will demonstrate that the cities present a good business opportunity.

It is not hard to find examples of successful neighborhood rehabilitation efforts. In such towns as Portsmouth, N.H., Newburyport and Salem, Mass., Seattle, Cincinnati, Baltimore, Savannah, Ga., and Pittsburgh, investment by private developers, community groups or both has spurred neighborhood rehabilitation. Neighborhood rehabilitation groups in Pittsburgh and Savannah are unique in their efforts to renovate without dislocating the low- and middle-income residents.

Patricia R. Harris announced HUD's 1979 fiscal year budget, which asks for project appropriations of $10.981 billion, up a half billion from last year, and outlays of $9.8 billion, $1 billion over 1978. A HUD staff increase of 1,410 employees is expected.

According to Secretary Harris, the new budget projects the use of the full $3.750 billion in block grants authorized by Congress for 1979, an increase of $150 million over 1978. Another $400 million is budgeted for the urban development action grants program and $20 million is earmarked for urban homesteading, bringing the total authorized to date to $55 million. The budget proposes rental assistance for 400,000 housing units and nearly 300,000 subsidized housing starts, compared to 51,000 starts in 1976.

New housing starts would also be encouraged by the $1.5 billion appropriated for low-interest loans geared to attract developers to construct new apartment buildings for low- and moderate-income people.

Also, a half-billion dollars in low-interest loans would be made available in 1978 and 1979 for financing mortgages for apartment houses for moderate-income people. HUD maintains that such action would attract middle-income people back to the cities.
Vulcraft joists and special 116 joist girders were fabricated to give new life to the Capitol Court Shopping Center in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Consider this.

Over half of all new shopping centers are enclosed malls.

Then consider the plight of older, unenclosed shopping centers. It's difficult for them to compete with a mall that protects shoppers from bad weather, is visually attractive and offers expansive space for merchants.

Unless they put Vulcraft overhead.

Vulcraft's lightweight steel joists and joist girders can quickly transform the appearance and appeal of an older shopping center. And in doing so, help to minimize the weight load on existing structures, while increasing the available square footage. They can be delivered and erected in less time and with lighter weight equipment than conventional steel I-beams. And they can be made to fit specific size and weight needs for design flexibility.

For these reasons, you should consider Vulcraft products and expertise if you're involved with a shopping center remodeling.

Simply contact your local Vulcraft representative, or write P.O. Box 17656, Charlotte, North Carolina, 28211, for your Joist & Joist Girder Guide (See Sweet's 5.2VU). Or call (704) 366-7000.

There's just no better way to close out competition than to close in with Vulcraft.

Owner: Capitol Court Corp.
Joint Venture Partners: Winmar Co., Inc. and Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Design-Build Contractor: Pankow Const. Co.
Architect: Charles Kober Associates
Engineer: Svend Sorensen, Inc.
Steel Framing System: McLean Steel, Inc.
Cities from page 31

The budget also provides $800 million for an estimated 25,000 units for housing for the elderly, including $50 million exclusively for housing for the handicapped, especially the nonelderly.

Meanwhile, it was reported that many of HUD’s subsidized multifamily projects are deteriorating due to inadequate project income, inadequate repairs, poor HUD management and unsatisfactory on-site project management.

Multifamily subsidized projects account for roughly 4 percent of the 14,000 FHA-insured projects and about half of the 2,600 projects that are now in financial difficulty. An estimated 154,724 families live in these projects. If the present trends continue unchecked, the number of troubled projects could rise to more than 3,000 by 1982, which is equal to about two years of HUD construction of projects. In addition, insurance fund losses would increase to over $3 billion.

HUD has also run into trouble with its “new community” developments. The program has been “plagued by a series of financial disasters,” and seven communities have been foreclosed or put up for foreclosure: Newfields, Ohio; Jonathan and Cedar-Riverside in Minneapolis; Cananda and Riverton, N.Y.; Flower Mound, Tex., and Park Forest South, Ill. Six other communities may be salvageable: St. Charles, Md.; Maumelle, Ark.; The Woodlands, Tex.; Soul City, N.C.; Harbison, S.C., and Shenandoah, Ga.

Recognizing this failure but not willing to give up on new communities, HUD plans to turn to a new-town-in-town approach utilizing land once designated for urban renewal. The new program is expected by August 1979.

The Feds

General Services Administration Puts New Emphasis on the Arts, Mixed Use in Public Buildings

Departing from Eero Saarinen’s Dulles International Airport—soon to be expanded—the tour of the nation’s capital begins. On route is the leaky Kennedy Center, the energy expensive White House, the Tidal Basin Park, where a memorial to FDR will stand; down the ceremonial Pennsylvania Avenue, to be redeveloped; with a stop at the Capitol, where Congressmen can’t agree whether to restore or extend the west front of the building.

The return trip passes GSA where administrator Jay Solomon is busy making changes in federal buildings policies, changes which bring hope for the quality of federal buildings in the future.

GSAs has shifted its emphasis from new construction to restoration and reuse of existing federal buildings. It has accepted the concept of mixed use, expanded its funding for artworks for federal buildings and continues at an increased rate the sale of excess property. In addition, GSA’s design action center has requested from the design community and other federal agencies suggestions to improve the quality of federal design.

Under the Public Buildings Cooperative Use Act of 1976, GSA is required to first look at historic buildings that can be restored to satisfy federal space needs. Reasons given by Solomon for this shift in emphasis are:

“First, it takes less energy to remodel an old building than to build from the ground. Second, most of the buildings are located in the central city near mass transit, which will become more important in the future. Third, if we remodel and reuse old buildings, we will be doing our part to save the central city. Fourth, utilizing space in the central city will make the government more accessible to minorities to whom we are committed to give equal employment opportunities.”

This does not mean that GSA is abandoning new construction. This year GSA plans to spend nearly $890 million on new projects.

Spurred by the same 1976 act, GSA now encourages mixed use—the government can sublease space on the ground level of its buildings to nonfederal groups for commercial purposes. To further buildings’ usage, GSA has launched a “Living Buildings” program which allows spaces in buildings, such as auditoriums, courtyards, plazas and courtrooms, for cultural and neighborhood uses.

In order to “humanize” federal build-
PPG glass helps cast a new masterpiece in bronze.
The Hyatt Regency Dearborn: A breathtaking, crescent-shaped sculpture standing near downtown Dearborn with its great wings spread in warm welcome.

Its form, with its deep, rich bronze appearance, has made the Hyatt Regency an almost instant magnet for people. Which, after all, is the whole idea of a great hotel.

The beautiful concave glass curtain wall is formed of PPG Solarban® 575 Bronze Twindow® units. The architect called them "the absolutely perfect material for such a powerful esthetic statement."

However, PPG Solarban Twindow units provide much more than beauty. They are high-performance, reflective, insulating glass units that conserve energy by reducing solar heat gain. On hot summer days they cut conducted heat gain. And in winter they reduce conducted heat loss for additional energy savings.

Learn more about how PPG Solarban Twindow units can glorify your next design. See Sweet's 8.26/Pg, or contact your local PPG architectural representative for information about any of our family of high-performance glasses.

Or write to: PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

PPG: a Concern for the Future

The Luckman Partnership, inc., Architects, Los Angeles, California, utilized these performance characteristics of PPG Solarban 575 Bronze Twindow units for the Hyatt Regency Dearborn:

Shading coefficient: 0.23
U-Value: 0.31 Btu/hr-sq ft-F (winter nighttime)
0.35 Btu/hr-sq ft-F (summer daytime)
Relative heat gain: 51 Btu/hr-sq ft, when ASHRAE Solar Heat Gain Factor is 200 Btu/hr-sq ft and the outdoor air temperature is 14 F warmer than the indoor air temperature.

Owner: Ford Motor Land Development Corporation
Operator: Hyatt Hotel Corporation, Burlingame, California
designed another building in this style—the old executive office building next to the White House in Washington, D.C. GSA will spend about $14.9 million on the St. Louis building (right).

However, promising as GSA’s new directions seem, two obstacles are blocking full implementation of the Public Buildings Cooperative Use Act, Randall Vosbeck, FAIA, an Institute board member and chairman of the AIA government affairs committee, recently told the Senate committee on environment and public works.

To achieve the goals of the act, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) is responsible for identifying significant buildings and recommending which may be appropriate for specific federal needs. But because of budgetary and organizational constraints, the ACHP has had great difficulty meeting its statutory responsibility. ACHP currently allocates only one half-time staff person to provide GSA with surveys and reports, and it has requested no additional funding for fiscal year 1979.

Second, the implementation guidelines put major emphasis on new or newly acquired buildings. But given GSA’s very modest level of activity in this area, new construction or acquisition proposals developed under the act will only have an impact over a very long term. It would be more beneficial if GSA would apply the multiuse program to existing federal buildings, Vosbeck suggested.

Still unresolved: whether to extend the Capitol’s west front

• Congress has deferred for another year the now 10-year-old question of whether to restore or extend the west front of the U.S. Capitol. In the meantime Architect of the Capitol George White, FAIA, is preparing a detailed report which will present eight alternatives for restoration or extension, to be issued this fall. The final decision is bound to be controversial since the Senate supports restoration while the House of Representatives favors an extension. AIA has consistently held the position over many years that the west front—the last visible facade of the landmark designed by Thornton, Latrobe and Bullfinch—should be restored rather than extended.

• A proposal has been submitted to Congress to renovate the Pension Building in Washington, D.C., for a national museum of the building arts. Suggested for inclusion in the museum is a showcase of two of the building arts. Suggested for inclusion in the museum is a showcase of two of the building arts. Whether to renovate or extend the Pension Building in Washington, D.C., for a national museum (right).

• A plan for retrofitting the White House for solar energy technology was prepared primarily by the Friends of the Earth (FOE).

• A proposal has been submitted to Congress to renovate the Pension Building in Washington, D.C., for a national museum of the building arts. Suggested for inclusion in the museum is a showcase of two of the building arts. Whether to renovate or extend the Pension Building in Washington, D.C., for a national museum (right).

For an energy savings of a half of a reported $61,000 heating bill, FOE suggests a greenhouse colonnade in Palladian style between the main building and the side buildings. A simple collector panel on the roof, it is estimated, would heat 550 gallons of water—enough for the family and staff; in warm weather, a southern sleeping porch would provide natural cooling.

Imminent and long-range plans for enlarging Saarinen’s Dulles

• Planning of the first extension of Dulles International Airport reached the final stages as construction bids were taken in January. Congress has appropriated $7 million for the expansion of the federally owned and operated airport terminal at Chantilly, Va., near Washington, D.C., designed by Eero Saarinen.

Saarinen himself realized that the airport would probably have to be extended, and he developed a master plan for future development with linear additions east and west. Saarinen’s concepts were incorporated in the chosen three-phase expansion plan by Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum. The first phase is a lowrise extension 50 feet toward the field and the full length of the present cantenary structure. It will be of concrete matching the 1962 facade, with skylights extending the 50-foot width placed so that Saarinen’s

continued on page 42
Quality Endures

The elegant Versailles, a masterpiece of modern metalworking artistry, is a dramatic contrast to this primitive wooden lock.* Wooden locks, such as this one of ancient Indonesian origin can be traced back thousands of years to other civilizations in Africa and Asia. Its basic locking principle of wooden pins and a notched key was the genesis of today's pin tumbler cylinder. Each in its own way reflects a dedication to traditions of quality and craftsmanship.

SCHLAGE
The World's Most Respected Name in Locks.

*Courtesy of the Schlage Antique Lock Collection.
The average panic door used to be a burglar’s “delight”. All he needed for unlawful entry was a bent coat hanger forced through the gap between the doors to hook the crash bars. Chains and locks could solve the security leak, but they violated safety codes. What was needed was a totally new security system.

Howmet’s new NIGHTWATCH Concealed Rotary Astragal Panic Door seals that security gap. And seals the burglar’s fate as well. For him it means “early retirement” as far as gaining entry with a coat hanger is concerned. Its action is “turnstile”, with a true mesh achieved each time contact is made with the male fin of the opposing door. Attempts to penetrate the mesh with a coat hanger would only trap it in a star tooth grip. Its entire mechanism is extruded, heavy-duty architectural aluminum alloy 6063-T5. NIGHTWATCH has no obtrusive trenches or obvious bars to mar the natural lines of the door, and features poly-pile weathering and a fully adjustable fin.

NIGHTWATCH offers freedom of choice, too. Should you want a concealed rod panic device other than the one we carry, just name it. Our door can accommodate it. And our system is available in narrow or medium stile doors.

Easier traffic flow. Safety. Security. It all adds up to Howmet’s NIGHTWATCH as the ultimate answer to keeping the “bad guys” out, without trapping the “good guys” in.

For further information on NIGHTWATCH, contact Sam Caldwell or Paul Graves at (214) 563-2624. NIGHTWATCH: beautifully simple. Simply beautiful.

NIGHTWATCH
Concealed Rotary Astragal Panic Doors
outward leaning columns will be visible from within. The new space will provide passenger waiting rooms and centralize security functions on the terminal floor level, with baggage handling facilities located below. This lower level will extend 26 additional feet toward the control tower. The extension will not be visible from the access road nor from the large public space inside the terminal.

Linear additions to the catenary roof structure are tentatively planned in two increments. The 1985 phase would add five bays to each end, with 100-foot low-rise extensions toward the field, and the 1995 phase would place four additional bays at each end, with a widening and continuation of the low rise "fattening" structure to 100 feet for the full length of the building.

Changes in the airport's design are subject to review only by the officials of the Department of Transportation and the National Capital Planning Commission. This process would be changed if Dulles is placed on the National Register of Historic Places, an inclusion which is recommended by the National Trust for Historic Preservation, AIA, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and the Virginia Historic Landmarks Commission.

- The Kennedy Center still leaks, although its flat roof was repaired in late 1976 and early '77 to the tune of $125,000. What still leaks, with abundance, are the building's horizontal surfaces, mainly the two terraces around the building. Another leaking problem of a horizontal nature is in the floor of the kitchen which serves the center's three rooftop restaurants. Water has oozed to the ceiling of the concert hall below. The restaurants were closed three months. All repairs are to be finished by mid-1979. Congress has appropriated $4.5 million for the work.

$29 million appropriated for Pennsylvania Avenue project

- On May 4, President Carter signed a 1977 supplemental appropriation act which provides the first $29 million for redevelopment of Pennsylvania Avenue between the Capitol and the White House. Initiated by President John F. Kennedy, a redevelopment plan was first unveiled in 1963. But it wasn't until 1972 that the Pennsylvania Avenue Development Corporation (PADC) was established to prepare redevelopment plans. Now, the appropriation has brought high hopes that the nation's ceremonial route will become an attractive and economically viable avenue.

PADC will receive $130 million during the next 15 years and hopes to attract an additional $400 million from private developers. Plans for the 21-block area during the next six years call for the restoration of the Willard Hotel; a superblock development of offices, apartments and shops; a new $100 million hotel and media center, and two finely landscaped plazas. In addition, the Canadian government wishes to build a chancery on the avenue's east end near Capitol Hill.

Legislation

National Energy Act Still Tied In Congressional Conference as Institute Pushes for Conservation

As this magazine goes to press, Congress has recovered from its long and heated debates over the Panama Canal and has turned to other major issues confronting this nation. Not very many days remain in this session to reach decisions on a number of key bills. One of paramount importance, the National Energy Act, is still in conference, and it is anyone's guess when the legislation will be presented to an impatient President Carter.

There are five principal parts to the energy legislation: natural gas pricing, energy taxes, coal conversion, energy conservation and electric rate-setting.

AIA has been vigorous in expressing its views on energy conservation policies. To date, conferees have agreed tentatively on some aspects of energy conservation which incorporate the viewpoints held by the Institute. For example, grants would be available to schools, hospitals and local governments for the retrofitting of $900 million in matching grants for the next three years.

In the area of energy conservation and life-cycle cost analysis in federal buildings, AIA supported goals rather than methods as the appropriate approach. There is tentative agreement among the conferees regarding the incorporation of this aim in some portions of the legislation.

Over recent months, AIA has monitored a wide range of legislative issues, ranging from common situs picketing to procurement procedures. Some of its activities regarding legislative proposals are discussed elsewhere in this news summary.

One of the more crucial bills—and one in which AIA has a great interest—being discussed by the subcommittee on miscellaneous revenues of the House ways and means committee, pertains to liability. The Product Liability Tax Equity Act (HR7711) would permit a business tax deduction for money deposited into a trust fund for contesting or paying professional liability claims. Contributions to this "self-insurance" trust would be deductible, approximately on the same basis as liability insurance premiums are now tax deductible.

The act is aimed at easing the economic strain on professionals and product manufacturers of escalating liability insurance premiums. The rate of claims has climbed 20 percent per year, and over the past six years some premiums have increased by 300 percent. A/E firms are now paying between 1.5 percent and 9 percent of their gross annual income for liability insurance. This increase plus efforts to limit premium increases by raising policy "deductible" items has placed a tremendous financial burden on some A/E firms.

AIA is currently making a major thrust in support of the legislation and has called for accelerated hearings by the subcommittee so that the bill may be sent back to the ways and means committee for inclusion in the overall tax revision package.

Some of the other legislative matters on which AIA has expressed its views:

- Testimony was given by the Institute on the community development block grants program (PL95-128). Signed into law in Oct. 1977, the gist of the legislation, greatly simplified, is that a new funding formula has been devised which channels more funding to older urban centers.
- AIA testified in favor of placing an energy conservation element in public works projects (PL95-28). The $4 billion jobs creation program, which included energy conservation priority, was signed into law in May 1977.
- AIA expressed opposition to the common situs picketing bill, which was defeated in the House in March 1977.
- In 1977, AIA testified that funds in the amount of $100 million should be appropriated for fiscal year 1978 for matching historic preservation grants. The legislation (PL95-74) was signed by the continued on page 46
The newest building panel in the Southwest. Molenco Span-Rib.

HEAVY DUTY WITH WIDE COVERAGE
Molenco Span-Rib comes standard in galvanized steel from 18 ga. to 24 ga. with an overall coverage of 36". One full yard.

A LONG-REACH PANEL
Span-Rib allows purlin spacing from 5 feet to 14 feet depending on gauge of product. (Call Molenco for actual load and physical property tables).

VERSATILITY OF MATERIALS
STEEL
- Mill-Rib is offered in the following standard materials:
  - Galvanized steel
  - Aluminum alloy coated
  - Embossed finished steel
  - Painted Steel (wide color range)
  - Korad® (hostile environment coatings)
  - Duranar® coatings
  - Fluoropan

ALUMINUM
- Mill finished aluminum
- Embossed aluminum
- Alclad aluminum
- Painted finish aluminum (wide color choice)
- Korad® (hostile environment coatings) (Korad, Inc.)
- Duranar coatings (PPG)
- Fluoropan

SPECIAL METALS
Span-Rib is available in Stainless Steel, Copper and other architect specified materials.

TRANSLUCENT SPAN-RIB
Especially included in Molenco's component options are Span-Rib in translucent panels for Skylighting and Sidelighting. Contact your Molenco salesman for colors and light transmitting capabilities of these panels.

FOR THE ENTIRE JOB OR AS AN ACCENT TO OTHER FACIA
Molenco Span-Rib is a broad-spectrum panel and can be used as the entire material of construction or as accent panels serving as architectural highlights to other facia.

INSULATION AVAILABLE
Molenco Span-Rib is not factory insulated but can be insulated at the job site. For consultation on achieving desired U. factors contact your Molenco representative.

CUSTOM LENGTHS
Like all panels manufactured by Molenco panels, Span-Rib is cut to custom length as you specify to fit your job.

CONSIDER BEFORE YOU PLAN
Molenco Span-Rib is a highly efficient beautiful panel that rivals most of today's more traditional building options. It's long and short term use offers substantial rewards to builder, building owner, and building occupants.

For more information, circle the reader response card number below or out of Texas call toll-free: Molenco (1-800-231-8050). In Texas call (1-713-225-1441).

Moncrief-Lenoir Manufacturing Company
2103 Lyons Avenue • P.O. Box 2505 • Houston, Texas 77001
Branches: Dallas/San Antonio/Lubbock/Temple/Harlingen
Through this glass, people and clouds fly. And
It's no wonder. When Johns-Manville built their new headquarters in the Rockies, the winning design included walls, ceilings and vision areas of LOF coated glass.

The sheer beauty of glass is reason enough. It reflects the natural splendor of its Rocky Mountain location.

But there are very practical reasons to use glass, too. Building owners in many regions of the U.S. have experienced savings in energy costs by using the natural lighting afforded by larger window areas and reducing artificial lighting.

But the most obvious benefit has been proved true. Studies show that more window area in the office environment can have a positive effect on worker productivity.

Find out how the right glass can help you decrease energy consumption and increase productivity. Contact your LOF architectural representative for an Energy Savings Analysis. Or write to Jerry Smith, Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, 811 Madison Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43695.
President in July 1977, with an appropriation of $45 million allowed. For FY 1979, AIA recently testified in support again of an appropriation of $100 million for historic preservation grants-in-aid programs.

- AIA also supported an appropriation for FY 1978 of $3 million for the National Institute of Building Sciences. The legislation (PL95-119), signed in Oct. 1977, appropriated $1 million.

Opposition to establishing a pay scale for professionals

- The Institute opposes the Service Contract Extension Act (HR314), which would extend its coverage to professional employees performing under federal contracts. The current Service Contract Act does not cover such professional services, setting wage standards or prevailing wage rates for blue-collar and white-collar service employees working under federal procurement contracts. As established by the Bureau of Labor Statistics' surveys and reports, the average becomes a minimum salary level for various job categories under SCA contracts.

If extended, HR314 would require the BLS to compile salary and fringe benefits for some 65 professional service classifications, including architects. AIA holds that rigid job descriptions to establish pay could destroy the flexibility required by small firms. It is estimated that 80 percent of the architectural firms in this country have nine employees or less. The smaller the firm, the more varied and generalized are its staff's duties.

AIA also contends that an even wage distribution throughout the profession would tend to promote mediocrity and hamper opportunities for advancement. The government affairs department of the Institute estimates that the minimum/maximum pay scale would be higher than that earned by half of the surveyed architects for any given job description. Also, a department spokesman points out that even medium size firms practice regionally and nationally. "A major project announcement by a federal regional office elicits responses from architects all over the country. But with the act extended, it will be almost impossible for an agency to compare firms since these contracts cannot be competitively bid and each firm will be working from a different wage structure."

The AIA committee on architecture for health has recommended that Congress "reinforce the objectives of PL63-641 as the most effective means of total cost containment" of health care in this nation. The committee suggested that this be accomplished by modifying review procedures that would implement a require-ment for life cycle cost analysis as the primary criterion for both the approval of health facilities in an area and of health facility programs. The committee also suggested an expedited approval process for the replacement of depreciated equipment and for code or regulation updating.

The AIA board approved in December a statement of policy regarding health care cost containment which says that AIA "supports the necessity to contain rising hospital care costs but recognizes that effective total health care cost containment must consider all aspects of care, including assessment of need (volume of service) and economic analysis of alternative approaches to meeting that need."

The statement suggests that both the reduction of health care costs and increase of efficiency are dependent upon capital investment. Although AIA "is committed on containment of hospital care cost, we are opposed to the idea of an arbitrary cap or moratorium on capital construction as a means of achieving this goal." If hospital construction is deferred for "any significant period of time," the effects will be to depress the construction industry and to have care facilities confront inflated costs when "catch-up" construction is attempted.

Preservation

Restoration and Adaptive Use Continue to Gain Support: Congress Raises Matching Grants

As in the past, preservationists are pitted against developers in their battle to save or demolish historic buildings. Given the proliferation of restoration projects, one is easily persuaded that the preservationists are winning. Indeed, there are encouraging signs: A recent survey indicated that 87.6 percent of the nation's private architectural firms will be involved in remodeling projects during 1977-78; the membership of the National Trust for Historic Preservation has grown significantly, from 50,000 in 1974 to almost 130,500 today, and Congress has passed four laws, which although not providing large amounts of funds, at least encourage preservation rather than demolition.

In 1976, Congress passed an amendment to the National Historical Preservation Act and the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act which established a new historic preservation fund. Matching grants for preservation work will be funded from sales and leases of Outer Continental Shelf oil and gas rights. The law authorizes higher levels of matching grants—$100 million annually for fiscal years 1978 and 1979 compared to $24 million for 1977.

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 disallows an income deduction to an owner of a certified historic structure for its demolition or for any losses incurred due to demolition, thus aiding in the protection of historic buildings. Tax write-offs are allowed for rehabilitation costs.

The Public Buildings Cooperative Use Act of 1976 authorizes the GSA to lease or purchase and rehabilitate buildings of historic or architectural significance for federal offices. This law is not limited to buildings listed or eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.

In addition, the Public Works Employment Act of 1977 provided $4 billion to generate employment through federally funded construction or renovation projects, with 100 percent federal funding for locally initiated public works projects in repairing or restoring municipal offices, courthouses, libraries, schools, museums and play facilities.

However, closer examination brings only cautious optimism; the threat of the wrecking ball still lingers. Even with the new federal laws, Cincinnati's Albee Theater was demolished, while the fate of New York City's Radio City Music Hall remains uncertain. Preservationists in Texas have no legal means of saving historic public buildings until 1979 due to a battle over three 19th century buildings in Dallas. Of more import to both preservationists and developers will be the U.S. Supreme Court's decision on whether the Grand Central terminal in New York City should be preserved or its integrity lost by building an office tower on top. The Penn. Transportation Co., owner of the terminal, wants to build a 55-story office tower over the Beaux-Arts original. If the U.S. Supreme Court approves the addition, it could have far-reaching impacts on the landmark law and future preservation efforts. The station's landmark status was upheld unanimously by New York State's highest court.

Preservation continued on page 48
If you've got a job coming up involving 20 or more bathrooms with back outlet water closets, tell us where to stick the fixtures. And we'll show you how to save up to 50% on materials and installation.

Just send us your rough-in drawings and we'll tailor a RufWall® system to your specs. And it won't cost you a dime.

Our RufWall system can save you a bundle on any project where the plumbing is repeated floor after floor—such as hotels, motels and hospitals. Because it simplifies installation and eliminates the need for dropped ceilings.

Complicated plumbing and tight places are no problem, either. Because you can assemble the units before you get to the job site. When you drop 'em in place, you've only got a few connections to make.

So if you're designing or installing 20 or more bathrooms—where people will be staying overnight, send us your drawings. And we'll show you why you should stick all your fixtures on a RufWall.

Mail your rough-in drawings to Manley Hendricks, Tyler Pipe, Box 2027, Tyler, Texas 75710.

Member CISPI and PDI
© 1978 Tyler Pipe
$4.96 million and restoration $1.38 million. The preservation board is now choosing who will rehabilitate the building.

Similarly, Atlanta's Fox Theatre was saved through the efforts of a local non-profit organization, Atlanta Landmarks Inc., which raised $1.8 million to buy the 4,000-seat theater. Although the organization received some money from foundations, government agencies and benefits, the average contribution was $15. If the money had not been raised, the "Fabulous

Saved: Buffalo's Sullivan landmark and Atlanta's Fox Theatre

Fox" would have been sold by Mosque Inc. to the Southern Bell Telephone Co. and demolished for a 45-story office building. Designed by Marye, Alger & Vinour, in 1929, the Peachtree Street theater—with its Turkish tiles, Moorish mezzanines and Arabic arches—was operated during the fund-raising campaign as a combination movie house, legitimate theater, dance theater and music hall.

The recycling of historic or otherwise cherished old buildings continues to grow in volume and popularity. Among shining recent examples: Mercantile Wharf Building, Boston, was built in 1857 as a ship chandler's warehouse and successfully restored and adapted recently for shops on the ground floor and housing on the upper stories (1977 AIA honor award). The exterior reflects the original facade and relates with the existing waterfront community.

In Chicago, Navy Pier, designed by Charles S. Frost and built in 1916, has been restored for a public recreation and cultural center (1977 AIA honor award). Stretching three-fifths of a mile into Lake Michigan, numerous alterations left physical scars that obliterated the original architecture. Chicago city architect, Jerome R. Butler Jr., AIA, removed the deteriorated material, blending new material with the old.

New Melleray Abbey, a relatively drab, nondescript Gothic institutional building in Dubuque, Iowa, was successfully converted into a chapel of "remarkable distinction." The stone exterior was unchanged, while floors on the second level were removed extending the abbey upward. Plaster and interior moldings and stone dividing walls were removed, resulting in a long and high but simple space (1977 AIA honor award).

The surge of preservation work is reflected in the AIA honor awards for design excellence: In 1975, no awards were given for restoration or adaptive reuse; in 1976, four awards, and a separate jury was established for restoration and reuse; in 1977, six awards, and in 1978, eight awards were given for restoration, rehabilitation and adaptive reuse.

while only seven received current use awards. The 1978 restoration-reuse awards (see p. 118) include the following:

Two 18th century frame houses and an early 19th century barn were moved from their sites on Long Island, N.Y., to a 40-acre oceanfront property and successfully restored. In Salt Lake City, a commercial block building and a four-story building were rehabilitated as the Kears/Dayne/Alely Annex. An older school building in Baltimore was converted into a theater, Center Stage, for the professional acting company. A police station, designed in 1886, was restored for the Institute of Contemporary Art, in Boston. The vacant Faneuil Hall Markets, opened in 1826, were transformed into an economically viable complex of restaurants, stores, flower and food markets and offices, in Boston. The 106-year-old Robert Elliott House, located in a Washington, D.C., suburb, was enlarged by an addition conforming to the "English style" of the period, but thoroughly modernized inside. The Cooper-Hewitt Museum in New York City was created out of a landmark mansion. A 24-story explosion-damaged factory loft building in New York City was transformed into a highrise apartment complex, Turtle Bay Towers.

There are also encouraging signs for the future. In Chicago, a federally funded study will examine the economic feasibility of restoring four famous Chicago office buildings of the late 1800s—Monadnock Block, the Manhattan Building, the Marquette Building and the Old Colony Building, all on South Dearborn Street. The project is expected to explore preservation techniques, including governmental rights of taxation and acquisition as well as private financing.

Environment

From Major Oil Spills to Local Successes, the Fight Continues To Clean Up the Face of Earth

The conflict of interest common to all developed societies continues in the U.S. between those favoring unimpeded growth and those who would restrict growth in favor of balanced land-use policies. And, while environmental disasters like the recent oil spill off the coast of France grab our attention, little heralded as well as more celebrated battles are fought to build with sensitivity to the environment, to preserve the land, clean the air and provide clean water while maintaining unpolluted waterways.

On the federal level, the Carter Ad-
Environment from page 48

Administration has agreed to help the Interior Department decide which of 828 politically sensitive federal water projects authorized at a cost of $32 billion will actually be built. Administration officials have promised not to pre-empt state water rights and prerogatives, aiming their cost cutting at such things as revised cost sharing ratios for federal projects and offering financial incentives to states to use water more efficiently.

For legislation governing offshore oil development, a conference committee is working out the differences in House and Senate versions. Congressional aides expect the compromise legislation to almost certainly result in a slippage in the current schedule for discovery and production of the Outer Continental Shelf oil supply.

In California, a landmark coastal act, contested by business and labor forces who viewed it as antigrowth, became law in 1977. It established permanent controls on development along the state’s 1,100-mile coastline by specifying detailed policies on which conservation and development decisions in a designated coastal zone are to be based. Those policies affect public access to the coast, recreational shorefront lands, operations affecting wetlands and estuaries, land resources (including wildlife habitats and coastal-related agriculture), new development (giving priority to "coastal dependent development"), and industrial development dealing with offshore oil and gas development and with power plant siting.

An ambitious project to enhance the environment of downtown Seattle saw fruition in the form of a five-acre lid over a portion of I-5. Designed by the Lawrence Halprin firm, the $24-million park uses cascading water to cover the freeway roar, and features a 33-foot "canyon." Vegetation was selected for its pollution tolerance.

Meanwhile, Chicago’s suburbs are looking for faster relief in an area of dwindling water supplies. The suburbs rely on ground water as their source, and they are depleting the supply faster than it is being replenished naturally. All agree that the answer is to tap Chicago’s Lake Michigan supply, but the method is still in question. Three western suburbs have proposed a plan that they say would bring them water faster and cheaper than the five-year plan proposed by the Northeastern Illinois planning commission.

Back on the federal level, the Environmental Protection Agency has outlined 130 proposed regulations planned for implementation through the end of 1980. The outlines cover the range of EPA’s program, including toxic substances control, air and water pollution controls, solid waste management and exposure to atomic radiation. The purpose is to reduce paperwork, simplify regulatory language, eliminate outdated rules and improve interagency coordination.

To give an overall picture of the problems, a 1977 report prepared by a task force of 63 leaders from the nation’s 12 largest membership environmental organizations and sponsored by the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, provided a blueprint for debate on issues including population control, land use, genetic engineering, pollution and the energy economy. Entitled continued on page 58

Weathering for sale . . .

To enhance the beauty of wood...

Cabot's Stains

Why are stains often chosen over paints? Because wood and stains are made for each other . . . stains bring out the best in wood, blend naturally, beautifully into the setting. For the home shown here, the architects specified Cabot’s Bleaching Oil to attain the weathered “driftwood" look . . . an effect heretofore found only in seacoast areas after years of exposure to salt air. Cabot’s Stains, in 87 unique colors, protect the wood, enhance the grain, grow old gracefully, never crack, peel or blister.

Samuel Cabot Inc.
One Union St., Dept.545, Boston, Mass. 02108

Circle 26 on information card

Cabot’s Stains, the Original Stains and Standard for the Nation since 1877

Long Island home; Architects: Vernon and Jay Sears, Quogue, Long Island; vertical siding treated with Cabot products.
Antron® III hollow filament nylon.
The carpet fiber with lasting good looks and durable static protection. At Upjohn.

"Antron" III hides soil. Antron® III hollow-filament nylon is designed to mask the presence of soil. You can see the remarkable hollow-filament structure of this fiber in this 250X electron micrograph. The four microscopic voids optically scatter light to hide soil. This configuration also creates the effect of blending soil concentrations into the overall carpet look. The smooth exterior shape minimizes soil entrapment to facilitate cleaning.

"Antron" III controls static shock. "Antron" III nylon offers built-in protection against static shock. Its nylon sheath and core of polymeric conductive material is designed to control the generation of static electricity comfortably below the level of human sensitivity. This protection works well in all locations, including areas where relative humidity is extremely low. Extensive Du Pont tests confirm "Antron" III maintains effective static control even after 3 million traffics, repeated vacuuming and regular shampooing.

"Antron" III is durable. Fiber loss due to abrasive wear is negligible, in regular or heavy-traffic sites, with pile of "Antron" III nylon. And "Antron" III has a subdued luster which, unlike bright or sparkle luster fibers, does not dull rapidly in contained high-traffic areas.

Why Upjohn chose "Antron" III. The Upjohn Company wanted carpet outstanding in low maintenance, wear resistance, and long-term appearance-retention qualities for its International Division headquarters in Kalamazoo, Michigan. That's why they selected and installed more than 11,000 square yards of carpet with pile of "Antron" III nylon throughout the building. And that's why "Antron" III nylon is the leading contract carpet fiber brand.

Specifiers' Information Kit—Write, Du Pont Contract Carpet Fibers, Centre Road Building, Wilmington, Delaware 19898, for a manufacturers' resource list, a commercial office building specification guide, a maintenance manual and an "Antron" III anti-static brochure.

Magnification of 250X "Antron" III nylon showing hollow filaments and round, anti-static filament.
Institute

David Olan Meeker Jr. Replaces William Slayton as Executive; Energy Policy Is a Major Goal

David Olan Meeker Jr., FAIA, took office as executive vice president of the Institute on April 1, 1978. He replaces William Slayton, Hon. AIA, who resigned as of Dec. 31, 1977, because "it is time for me to have one last career before I reach that chiseled-in-stone retirement age of three score and five." Slayton was subsequently appointed deputy assistant secretary of state in charge of foreign buildings operations.

Meeker is a former assistant secretary of HUD; was deputy mayor of Indianapolis; worked as an architect developing building systems for academic institutions, among other projects, and holds an advanced degree in religious architecture. He regards everything he has done as "architecture." Among the most valuable assets he brings to his new position is the conviction that there are almost no boundaries to the role of architect. This at a time when the present and future functions of the profession are everywhere in question. He also comes with an intimate knowledge of the workings of government and extensive contacts with policy makers. "If we didn't need to have influence on public policy, AIA could as well be headquartered in Kansas City," as AIA president elect Ehrman Mitchell, FAIA, said in connection with Meeker's appointment.

AIA's first public director was appointed to the board in 1977. This non-voting member of the board, Harold C. Fleming, Hon. AIA, will help Institute policy makers draw on opinions and resources outside AIA.

AIA's primary national legislative efforts during the last 18 months or so have been aimed at advocating an equitable and comprehensive energy policy keyed to conservation and based on performance standards.

William Slayton advised Congress, in testimony before the House subcommittee on economics, that federal funds should be expended on energy efficient public works in order to increase employment and decrease energy use. The $4 billion public works program, signed into law by President Carter and supported by AIA, was expected to create up to 280,000 jobs, principally at local and state construction sites. AIA board member Robert A. Burley, AIA, testified that a new energy conscious approach to planning in cities and metropolitan areas is essential to the long-term future of national energy conservation.

In his farewell speech as 1977 president, John M. McGinty, FAIA, again stressed energy conservation, saying that the response on the part of architects to this issue alone "will be as significant an architectural design determinant as was the Industrial Revolution. If we can succeed in meeting this design challenge, the future of our profession is secure."

In line with its emphasis on energy conservation, AIA had Michael Sizemore & Associates of Atlanta conduct an energy analysis of its headquarters building and a design scheme for retrofitting it to save energy.

In its internal affairs, the main emphasis of the Institute during 1977 was on ethics and standards, membership and dues. The main theme was perhaps sounded by McGinty when he said, what is important is not necessarily "what we do but how we do it."

Among resolutions passed at the 1977 convention in San Diego were: that the Institute proceed "with refinement of performance standards related to energy conservation and undertake a study of the best means of implementation"; that each task force investigation of an issue be decided by the membership be required to submit "a summary of the full range of information, both pro and con, including minority opinions, alternatives and comparative benefits"; that a study of AIA's regional structure be undertaken; that AIA pursue a policy advocating that government agencies funding construction include architects in the initial determination of programs and administrative procedures; that minority affairs "be emphatically reaffirmed in view of this period of critical economic difficulty," and that communication of AIA business to the membership be improved.

The convention approved changes in the Institute's ethics, dues and membership structures, but refused to remove bans on contracting. During the year following the convention, the membership task force made recommendations on changes in dues and membership based on the following criteria: that there be a minimum and a maximum level of dues; dues be based on the current year's personnel; the system not require any information which members could consider an invasion of privacy; the system allow for quarterly payment of dues; be equitable for the largest number of members possible; encourage accurate reporting; be affordable to the largest number; not endanger the financial stability of the Institute, and encourage the increase and retention of membership.

Elected at the convention were Elmer E. Botsai, FAIA, as president and Ehrman B. Mitchell, FAIA, as first vice president. Elected to serve as vice presidents were Sarah P. Harkness, AIA, who is the first woman to hold that position; Herbert Epstein, FAIA, and Charles F. Schwang, FAIA. Joseph F. Thomas, FAIA, was elected for a two year term as treasurer; Robert M. Lawrence, FAIA, began his second year as secretary.

The theme of the 1977 convention was "Tomorrow." Former astronaut Russell Schweickart sketched a not-distant future in which "tens of thousands of people" will live in space, and urged architects to involve themselves in the beginning efforts to design suitable habitats for space use. Schweickart based his prediction of space habitation on current directions in space technology and the potential uses of space installations as suppliers of energy and raw materials. The final speaker, futurist continued on page 62
Inryco® Wall Panels can help you solve four tough building problems

Inryco wall panels are more than good looking. They also work hard for a living, helping you gain economies in construction, maintenance, and heating and cooling costs as well as reducing noise.

Conserve Energy

New factory-insulated Inryco/wall™ has a U-value of .064—six times as efficient thermally as an 8” block wall—and yet it’s only 2” thick, with prefinished steel faces on both sides. Inryco/wall’s low heat loss factor helps reduce a building’s energy consumption, making possible savings in heating and air conditioning—both in equipment and fuel costs. Important savings are also possible with Inryco field-assembled panels that have U-values in the range of .10.

Resist Pollution

New Duofinish 700™ is one of the toughest wall panel finishes you can get—bar none. Its armorlike urethane surface resists even the most corrosive, abrasive industrial atmospheres (test data on request). And like all Inryco Duofinishes, it is a two-coat, oven-cured, factory finish applied over ASTM G-90 galvanized steel. Duofinish 700 is a wall panel finish that doesn’t just put up with pollution—it fights back. For less hostile environments, Duofinish 500, Inryco’s two-coat, oven-cured, Kynar finish delivers reliable, long-life performance.

Save Through Design

New deep-profile Inryco panels have been specifically designed to make long span walls economical. Ribs up to 4½” deep provide strength that makes possible longer panels, fewer rows of panels and fewer horizontal supports on tall-wall structures. That means fewer laps, too, and erection savings, both in time and in auxiliary structural steel.

Reduce Noise

One of the best ways to reduce noise levels in a building is to provide sound absorbing surfaces. Inryco Acoustiwall™ and Acoustideck® help to provide dramatic reductions in overall decibel readings—important to human comfort and efficiency in any kind of building.
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F. M. Esfandiairy, said to the dismay of some, "We are at the beginning of an energy glut ... All the primal screaming about scarcity is a galactic farce." As for cities, he consigned them to becoming museums. "We should leave them as they are and get out," he said.

President Elmer Botsai, whose California firm specializes in investigating and troubleshooting architectural failures, has put his primary emphasis in 1978 on improving the profession's overall competence and self image, enhancing communications to members and components and strengthening energy programs. "In the last few years," he said, "I think partly because of the economic crunch, architects' opinions of themselves have not been as high as they should be. Some of this is due perhaps to a lack of self-confidence, and one of the ways to improve self-confidence is to improve professional capabilities. I believe that the profession, by and large, has done a fairly good job, but there is no question that in certain areas it has not been adequate. I think that the public is demanding more and more of all professionals, and the level of care that must be obtained by any professional has got to improve. I don't know any other way to do that than through a professional development program that has some organization, some structure."

The 1978 program and budget clearly set forth Botsai's direction. It increased support for professional interest programs. These are designed to respond to the increasingly complex requirements of specific client groups—housing, health care, education, arts and recreation, justice, commerce, industry. The budget expanded AIA's continuing education program, increased support for practice and design programs, codes and standards, design and environment, documents, construction specifications, the financial management handbook and related practice aids. It emphasized the role of AIA's energy program through an improved Energy Notebook, as well as practice and design programs, including codes, standards and documents.

Among recently published documents is a new edition of B141. Released in 1977, it is designed for use in conjunction with revised A201 and includes changes in such key matters as scheduling, budgets and cost. Among other things, the revised B141 states that the architect is responsible for making and holding to a time schedule if requested, that he is entitled to payment for all services even if construction is aborted and is required to carry extra insurance coverage or risk not being reimbursed.

For the first time, a national directory of architectural firms has been published. Also available for the first time is A Directory of Minority Architectural & Engineering Firms, published by AIA in cooperation with GSA and the Department of Transportation.

A revised and expanded edition of AIA's 1975 Compensation Management Guidelines for Architectural Services was also published in 1978. It is composed of two parts: The first, called B161, is the so-called boilerplate containing typical terms and conditions that remain constant from job to job. The second part, called B162, is tailored into nine phases that correspond to the nine phases of Guidelines. There is also a supplemental booklet for in-house use by architects and engineers explaining issues that frequently come up when negotiating with clients. It is intended to work in harmony with a new, comprehensive financial management system, which the Institute is introducing piece by piece and plans to have fully coordinated by the 1980s.

In 1977, seven regional/urban design assistance teams (R/UDATs) of architects, planners, economists and social scientists went to different American communities to help them solve their planning problems. The teams visited Trenton, N.J., Fort Smith, Ark., West Palm Beach, Fla., Lansing, Mich., Portsmouth, Va., Liberty Park, N.J., and Tacoma, Wash.

The AIA Journal, meanwhile, won a silver medal from the Society of Publications Designers for its October 1976 cover, as well as four certificates of excellence for the design of complete issues.

A design conference attempts to define current directions

In November 1978, about 250 people met in Washington to attend an AIA-sponsored design conference. Its purpose was to explore how the profession will replace discredited tenets of modernism. About all that participants could agree upon was that architecture, as it shakes off modernism and the International Style, is experiencing a chaos of styles; and that architecture is moving toward humanism and/or being victimized by technocratic society. George Nelson, FAIA, was moderator. William N. Morgan, FAIA, served as chairman. Other participants were Robert Gutman, a sociologist on the faculties of Rutgers and Princeton universities; Joseph Esherick, FAIA; British architect Norman Foster; Japanese architect Arata Isozake; Philip Johnson, FAIA, and writer William Marlin.

The Institute's committee on design has recently completed a visit of 18 American architectural schools. The committee's purpose was to help the designer evaluate the quality of education as it relates to today's needs and to give educators more contact with a range of practitioners. Among the findings: When there are real options among design and, for example, building technology, research or energy design, the design studios are invariably regarded as the test of the true architect; systems design is almost nonexistent in the schools; with the abatement of the building boom, design is concentrating again on custom-made solutions; design studios are generally isolated from other courses offered in schools; despite the fact that there are more students in school than will be able to enter design practices, the nondesigner is not accounted for in most programs; most schools are isolated from their local communities, and fewer and fewer faculty members are practicing architects.

Ethics

Advertising and Design/Build
Still the Most Important Issues
As AIA Prepares for Convention

Questions about professional ethics have continued to be paramount in Institute deliberations over recent months, reflecting broader societal changes and accompanying shifts in values. Developments that stress consumerism, causing a rise in public expectations of professional competence, as well as long-reaching decisions by government and state regulatory agencies, have intensified the demands on the part of the public for integrity in performance.

For AIA members two questions are pre-eminent. Stated simplistically, they are: whether in today's world of keen business competition it is demeaning to the tradition of the profession for an architect to advertise his services and fees, and whether there is a conflict of interest if an architect acts simultaneously as designer and builder. By the time this is read, AIA's 1978 convention may or may not have resolved these ethical questions. Ethics continued on page 66
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Kawneer 1600 SG for sloped glazing does not require extra effort, long custom-engineering lead times, expensive installation, or performance compromises. All it needs is your imagination.

Talk to your Kawneer representative about designing with 1600 SG for sloped glazing. Or for more information, write: Kawneer Architectural Products, 1105 N. Front Street, Niles, MI 49120.
The JOURNAL opened its pages to AIA members for an expression of opinion on ethical matters in its “Ethics Forum.” In the pages and in letters to the editor, opinions varied widely, ranging from accusations that AIA is “behind the times” to protestations that the Institute was violating the professional tradition.

At the 1977 convention, it was decided that the Institute’s long-standing policy against advertising should be continued. Despite the heated debate at San Diego in 1977, the 1978 resolutions committee did not receive a single resolution regarding advertising for debate at the Dallas convention in 1978. Elmer E. Botsai, FAIA, Institute president, in commenting on AIA grass roots meetings held earlier this year, said there was a “dichotomy between this year’s grass roots and last year’s convention.” At the grass roots meetings, he said, an “almost lethargic attitude prevailed. . . . There were obviously pockets of outright resistance as well as pockets of ‘let anything go,’ but the general consensus was that we have more important concerns to tackle.”

Some observers detect a note of “inevitability” in the matter of advertising. Advertising is a “distinctively American invention,” as one critic of the social scene has put it, and is stimulated by a competitive business drive directed specifically to the consumer. Inescapably, advertising is associated with the entrepreneurial spirit of the free enterprise system. Last June, the U.S. Supreme Court itself said that “commercial speech” plays “an indispensable role in the free enterprise system.”

This majority opinion was given in a ruling which stated that it is a violation of the Constitution’s First Amendment on free speech to ban all advertising by lawyers of the availability and prices of their service. Many commentators at the time pointed out that this ruling would have a tremendous effect on all professional codes of ethics.

The American Bar Association later yielded to the Supreme Court decision and adopted guidelines for lawyers in the advertising of their professional services.

The ruling of the Supreme Court was followed by a decision of New York State’s official licensing board. It ruled that effective Oct. 1, 1977, architects as well as other professionals under its control, including doctors and dentists, would be permitted to advertise and quote fees for routine services. Advertising in the printed media, as well as on radio and television, was approved.

Some professionals finding that ‘it pays to advertise’

A New York Times survey early this year on the consequences of the ruling indicated that some lawyers and dentists were finding that “it pays to advertise,” while others were not taking advantage of the situation, believing advertising to be beneath the dignity of a professional.

Previously, the New York chapter/AIA had decided to take a cautious stance until AIA modified its position, and the chapter reported in February that architects were evidently assuming the same attitude and were not advertising.

In addition to the 1977 convention decision to keep the ban on advertising, delegates also voted a reaffirmation of AIA’s long-standing prohibition against its members engaging directly in contracting. A resolution was passed that AIA’s board continue its investigation of the prohibition of “architects acting as designers and builders simultaneously, understanding full well that professional judgment continue to be observed in the best interest of the client, and a report be made at the 1978 convention.” The design/build task force duly submitted its report to the board for review at its meeting in March.

Other professional societies are also deliberating ethical principles. For example, the National Society of Professional Engineers has been battling the courts for several years in an antitrust suit brought by the Department of Justice. Justice attorneys have held that any restraint on competitive bidding is a restraint of trade, charging that NSPE’s ethical canon which prohibits competitive price bidding is illegal. In 1972, AIA agreed to modify its code of professional ethics, dropping its long-held prohibition on price bidding.

Two years ago, the Supreme Court refused to grant a hearing of the NSPE case and ordered it remanded to the lower court for reconsideration. The lower court reaffirmed its initial ruling that NSPE’s strictures on competitive bidding are unlawful. And in January of this year, at long last, the Supreme Court heard oral arguments.

In a decision of far-reaching significance, the Supreme Court ruled on April 25 that NSPE had violated the antitrust laws. The justices agreed unanimously with the Department of Justice contention that NSPE’s ban on competitive bidding deprived clients of their rights of free and open competition. NSPE had contended that its ethical canon was in the public interest, and that a lifting of the ban would lead inevitably to poorer quality of professional services which would ultimately result in endangering the public’s health, safety and welfare.

Chief Justice Warren E. Burger agreed with the majority’s conclusion but said that NSPE should still be permitted under the Constitution’s First Amendment to state in its ethical canons “the view that competitive bidding is unethical.” Associate Justices Harry A. Blackmun and William H. Rehnquist also agreed in the conclusion but stated that the court had gone too far in intimating “that any ethical rule with an overall anticompetitive effect promulgated by a professional society is forbidden under the Sherman Act.”

Associate Justice John Paul Stevens, writing for the majority, said that NSPE’s ethical canon is “an agreement among competitors to refuse to discuss prices with potential customers until after negotiations have resulted in the initial selection of an engineer.” He also said that while this is not price-fixing as such, no elaborate industry analysis is required to demonstrate the anticompetitive character of such an agreement. It operates as an absolute ban on competitive bidding, applying with equal force to both complicated and simple projects and to both inexperience and sophisticated customers.”

Meeker comments on decision of Supreme Court in NSPE case

A statement by David Olan Meeker Jr., FAIA, executive vice president of the Institute, comments that AIA has been following the NSPE case with interest, “hoping that the U.S. Supreme Court would set forth clear antitrust guidelines for voluntary professional associations which adopt standards that are higher than the law demands for the public health, safety and welfare.” Although AIA is not directly affected by the court ruling, having already signed a consent decree, says Meeker, “we had hoped that the court would indicate guidelines for valid ethical standards which would minimize deception of and damage to the public.”

Meeker says that AIA is currently having discussions with the Justice Department “to ensure that its ethical standards do not violate the antitrust laws and
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the First Amendment of the Constitution.” AIA, he said, “reaffirms its belief that the selection of professionals on the basis of competitive bidding is not in the best interest of the client.” AIA will continue working with NSPE and other engineering societies, he said, “to help establish legislative procedures for all levels of government procurement which would require the selection and negotiation with A/E firms on the basis of the best qualified to do the job.”

Last year, a U.S. district court in New York rendered an opinion that the American Society of Civil Engineers had violated a consent decree made with the Justice Department in 1972. ASCE had agreed, as did AIA, to remove its ban on the submission of price quotations. The Justice Department started a reinvestigation when ASCE suspended two of its members, contending they had violated its code of ethics in an “attempt to supplant another engineer in a particular engagement after definite steps have been taken toward his employment.”

The judge directed ASCE to reinstate the members, saying that their suspension implicitly retained the ban on competitive bidding. ASCE contended that its disciplinary action was based on the “attempt to supplant” provisions of its ethical code and that the purpose of the 1972 consent decree was the elimination of a ban on price competition, and was not intended to affect submission of price information in other situations.

Although the Justice Department had asked that the judge order the complete elimination of ASCE’s supplanting provision, the court found that this was but a single instance of the prohibition and there was no reason “to believe that it has been or will be used to thwart the purposes of the consent decree.” Meanwhile, the Justice Department has been reviewing AIA disciplinary cases in which charges of supplanting have been involved.

Ethical matters will also be considered by the American Consulting Engineers Council’s board this month. Last September, ACEC made a move toward organizational changes that would give the national federation greater responsibility in the expulsion of members for illegal acts. Currently, such duty is held by state organizations comprising the council. The new disciplinary rules will be debated by the board.

This endeavor is reported to have been undertaken in the wake of the many stories in the media regarding kickbacks and illegal activities. ACEC believes that it must have the responsibility for dis-

closing and disciplining its members in order to buttress its position on procurement. ACEC wants selection procedures to give qualification first priority, after which fee negotiations would come, in opposition to selection on the basis of competitive price bids. Price bidding, says the chairman of the ACEC model code committee, cannot cure corruption problems, but the council is unable to protest the adoption of procurement on the basis of competitive price bids unless it has “an acceptable program of correction.”

Practice

AIA Grapples with the Question Of Architectural Recertification; Professional Yardstick Developed

Inevitably, many of the ethical issues which professionals are debating are tied into the broad problems of doing business in today’s dynamic and changing world. For example, the question of whether AIA should support any program of recertification or license maintenance has arisen from the same kind of consumerism that has spawned the issue of advertising.

Just as the public is demanding the “right to know” about fees and costs of professional services, it is also demanding accountability, an assurance that professionals are keeping abreast of new knowledge. As with advertising, the issue of recertification was to be placed before the 1978 convention delegates.

The difficulties of keeping informed were pinpointed in a full-page advertisement by a major industrial company in newspapers in April. The advertisement said that “75 percent of all the information available to mankind has developed within the last two decades.” The total amount of information is doubling every 10 years. Under such circumstances, it is no wonder that consumer groups, backed by other societal pressures, ask for proof that the money expended on professional services goes for the most up-to-date knowledge and information. And the question asked by many in recent months has been, is practice alone enough to maintain competence?

In response, AIA has been developing a voluntary professional development measuring system (PDMS) to provide a method for the architect to evaluate continuing education experience. PDMS recognizes that practice is a major means of staying informed about technological change, but it also provides a means of measuring other educational experiences such as formal and informal instruction, participation in workshops and seminars and service to the community.

At the 1977 convention, the PDMS—endorsed previously by the AIA board—was affirmed by convention delegates. It was resolved that the board “encourage active participation by the membership in the use of the PDMS and that a ‘strong liaison' be maintained with groups involved in education and licensing “to assure professional guidance and leadership in the continuing development of professional practice standards.”

Subsequent to the convention, AIA continued the development and testing of the PDMS. The Institute also continued to study the development of specific proposals for the administration of professional development requirements for AIA membership. Although AIA does not advocate the adoption of license renewal requirements, it has endorsed the concept of PDMS in those states considering or establishing license renewal as requirements.

Carrying out the will of the 1977 convention, AIA has shared information with other organizations involved in education or certification and has attempted “high level discussions” with the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards to “develop a unified stand on license renewal” that would serve the interests of the profession and at the same time preserve the responsibility of state registration boards to protect the public’s interests.

NCARB has been working on its own architectural development verification program which is, in essence, a mandatory testing program of a professional’s knowledge in certain key subject matter areas. The verification program will be further debated at NCARB’s annual meeting in June.
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The First Annual Review of New American Architecture

The intent of this special issue is a simple one: to bring together in a single place a sufficient sampling of recent buildings to show and discuss directions in American architectural design. Regular readers of the architectural press will have seen some of these buildings before. Our effort here is not to seek novelty, but to put them in conjunction—and in perspective.

Core of the issue are the winners of the 1978 AIA honor awards. We begin, on the cover and the following pages, with a work that has several claims on the appellation "building of the year": as an honor award winner, as the last work of Louis Kahn and, beyond these things, as a building that is rich in the fundamental qualities by which architecture is defined.

Between it and the other award winners are two intriguing libraries and a house, designed by three of Mr. Kahn's many illustrious former students; then what are perhaps the most ambitious, if not wholly successful, corporate and civic buildings of the year. Following the awards is a sampling of the buildings chosen in 1977 by the magazines whose main function is the presentation of new work, then a discussion of current design directions from a variety of viewpoints. D.C.
A Legacy of Light

It was the principal organizing element of the Yale Center for British Art. By Andrea O. Dean

By a quirk of fate, Louis Kahn’s last building stands across the street from his 1953 addition to the Yale Art Gallery, the work that brought him to prominence as a seminal figure in recent American architecture.

By coincidence, the preliminary ideas for the building developed by Jules Prawn, director of the Yale Center for British Art from 1968 to 1976, contained echoes of Kahn’s sometimes mystical thoughts about architecture. This was in 1969 before Prawn knew Kahn’s work well or had begun considering him, or anyone else, for the commission.

The director wrote that he wanted the building to express and reflect the institution’s dual nature (exhibition gallery and library), as well as the collection it would house—“what the building wants to be,” in Kahn’s vocabulary. More specifically, Prawn felt that since the collection speaks of people and their everyday activities, “the Mellon Center must be informed by a similar concern with people and with life. Rather than a pure abstract statement of architectural form, its building must relate to the people who will use it”—a “place of well-being,” in Kahn’s lexicon.

It should not be monumental and, importantly, it should have natural light—Kahn’s “giver of all presences.” The building, Prawn continued, “should have a variety of light, spaces, scale and views” and “a clear relationship of architectural parts”—a “sense of connection” for Kahn. For the sake of visitor orientation, Prawn suggested “a plan that revolves around a courtyard or courtyards”—calling to mind Kahn’s library at Phillips Exeter Academy in New Hampshire.

Early on, Prawn decided that “the anonymous formalist architects wouldn’t do, that monumental statements were out. The grand gesture wasn’t appropriate, nor was the sociological school of architects.”

After selecting Kahn as architect, Prawn was to define the essence of the building as “the study of man through what he makes,” as contrasted to “the study of man through what he is” physiologically, which is how Jonas Salk characterized Kahn’s Institute of Biological Sciences at La Jolla, Calif.

Although its metal, glass and concrete exterior appears at first
White oak walls soaring above a band of steel.

glance to bear little resemblance to Kahn's characteristically awesome, silent citadels, the new Yale Center for British Art serves as a fitting summation of his work and ideas.

At Yale, Kahn once again disclaimed the Bauhaus emphasis on formal, unchangeable design principles in favor of a personalized idiom that translates unmeasurable qualities of psyche and circumstances into architectural form. In fact, many of the most forward-looking aspects of this building, which opened its doors a year ago, are adaptations of Beaux-Arts principles firmly repudiated by most "modern" architects. Kahn returned to the use of natural light, though employing it in a completely novel way. Instead of undifferentiated spaces, he created rooms complementing the scale and tone of Paul Mellon's collection, never overwhelming it.

The exterior of the Yale Center barely hints at what lies within. It is primarily a piece of the city, and the only museum in this country with shopfronts on its ground level. The idea was to extend the urban neighborhood of Chapel Street's northeast side. The stores were in the original program and were welcomed by Kahn, according to Marshall Meyers, AIA, who spent 15 years in Kahn's office and was project architect for the Kimbell Art Museum in Fort Worth. In 1974, together with Anthony Pellechia, AIA, he founded Pellechia & Meyers, the firm which completed the design for the Yale Center after Kahn's death. "The idea of an unhysterical, quiet background building right on the street was one Kahn was long attached to," says Meyers.

Above the hustle of the street and shops, the center stands as a hushed, sealed, taut and classic rectangle. Smooth concrete post and slab construction defines its "skeleton" as Kahn called it. Serving as infill are matte finished, stainless steel panels folded back where necessary for the nearly frameless windows. The whole is held flat and tightly seamed, reminiscent of Beaux-Arts prototypes. Yet, structural and nonbearing elements are clearly distinguished, and the facade reflects Kahn's penchant for juxtaposing and visually welding unadorned materials with different textures and values.

Kahn referred to the metal panels as "pewter" and "lead," and liked to say of the facade: "On a gray day it will look like a moth; on a sunny day like a butterfly." And, indeed, though a weak, moth-like creature when the sky is gray, in sunshine it takes flight, the whole becoming animated with subtle tones, the windows reflecting the arches of the old Yale Art Gallery across the street, the life of the street, the sky.

On the center's roof gleam metal skylight casings that give a hint of overhead light flooding the fourth floor of the building. The windows more than anything else hint at and give expression to what is happening inside. On the Chapel Street side, glass openings are irregularly sized and spaced, and the slab is pressed on the second floor for a two-story library within. The result is a random-appearing rhythm, a playful counterpoint to the otherwise stern composition.

The counterpointal rhythm created by the windows on the main facade gives way to a steady, undifferentiated beat on the east elevation where all windows have the same interval, size and shape. As a result this facade looks steely, rigid, like a metallic four-story gray wall—an unfortunate introduction to the center as one approaches its entrance from the small and varied shop fronts of Chapel Street. The corner entrance portico, designed to express the structure of the building, is a 40-foot-deep low and heavy-seeming space, making the interior entrance courtyard come as all the more of a surprise.

No paintings hang in the entrance court; there is a sales desk, an information desk. It is simply meant as a vestibule. But what a vestibule! Rising the full four stories of the center, the entrance court is bathed in natural, undiffused light. Glassless openings on the second and fourth floors give glimpses into perimeter galleries. The upper three stories are paneled in white oak, a favorite of Kahn and intended here to recall the residential hallways of old England.

The entire first floor level of the entrance court is sheathed with the familiar stainless steel paneling of the exterior. The dark horizontal band it forms anchors and gives a sense of repose to the otherwise soaring vertical space. The use of stainless steel here is a holdover from the original design, which had shops on the interior of the first floor, and had to be scaled down and changed because of high cost.

Throughout the interior of the center oak paneling, travertine floors, stainless steel panels are detailed with exquisite care and consistency equal to that used at Kimbell. Structure is always distinguished from infill.

At the end of the entrance court, just beyond two facing stainless steel elevator doors, is a circular concrete tower, containing a spiral stair rising to the fourth floor. Its muscular utilitarianism contrasts somewhat oddly to the formal elegance of the court.

On the second floor is the even more impressive library court through which the stair tower rises rather ponderously. Paneled in oak, hung with large and lavish paintings, the library court receives soft light from louvered, angled skylights.

One begins here to understand the organizing elements of Kahn's plan for this building. These are twofold: First are the two courtyards, suggesting the dual nature of the center, around which are wrapped galleries and study rooms. The second is

Though flooded with natural light, the entrance court retains a sense of austerity. Intended as a vestibule, it has no paintings. Stainless steel sheathes the first floor level, white oak the upper floors (below left). Atop the building, skylights admit diffused light; reflected in its windows is the Yale Art Gallery.
Diffused natural light fills the library court.

Illumination, of which there are three kinds: undiffused daylight, incandescent light and, most unusual and effective, the diffused natural light on the second story library court and throughout the fourth floor. It falls softly from angled, louvered skylights, designed to block out bluish north light and minimize ultraviolet, according to a theory developed by consultant Richard Kelley. Aluminum baffles above plastic bubbles are angled to admit a small amount of light when the sun is high, more when it is low.

Where the natural light at Kimbell, reflected back into the vaulted rooms, serves a primarily psychological function, at the Yale Center it is the primary source of illumination. It is the quality of that light which makes Kahn’s last building transcendent and has drawn to it the attention of museum people everywhere.

The basic plan is a throwback to 19th century ideas about library and museum design—but only to a point. In a Beaux-Arts plan there would be a cascading, unifying grand staircase, while here elevators are the main vehicles for circulation. The circular stair tower poses a somewhat intimidating face, and its steep, winding steps send most visitors to the elevators.

Kahn wanted to house the stairwell in a glass shaft. This was vetoed by the fire marshal. He then proposed a concrete well with glass doors. The glass was again rejected, so that he ended up with stainless steel doors and an impenetrable-looking object.

Fire regulations also distorted Kahn’s original idea for a stainless steel handrail. Designed by Pellechia & Meyers, it is probably heavier and more convoluted in shape than Kahn might have liked. Vincent Scully calls it “the Bauhaus Revenge on Kahn.”

In the absence of a connecting grand stair, Kahn’s plan is, as William Jordy has said, “more disjunctive than the primitivised Beaux-Arts emblem in plan leads us to expect. The entrance court is not spatially linked with the galleries and exhibition galleries on the first floor, as an authentic Beaux-Arts scheme would have had it.” A split persists between upstairs and downstairs.

Around the large, public areas of the courtyards are wrapped small, intimate spaces—exhibition galleries, library and study rooms. The residential qualities of the galleries are underscored by the ever present 20-foot bay system and the detailing. Undyed natural fiber carpeting is used everywhere, interrupted at each column line by a flush strip of travertine. In the center of many of these carpeted squares, interior designer Benjamin Baldwin has placed back-to-back pairs of seating units, recalling stiff-lipped, straight-backed Britannicas.

As Kahn’s biographers Romaldo Giurgola, FAIA, and Jaimini Mehta wrote of his concept of “room”: “For Kahn, this unit is not an abstract entity, such as implied by ‘space’ in contemporary architecture, but concrete, corporeal and, above all, human. Here Kahn was working with a keen perception of the human activities; their rhythm, their light, and the subtle transition between different activities. Defining in such simple terms the identity of architecture space is one of the basic contributions of Louis Kahn.”

The paintings in the Mellon collection, with their intimate yet formal subject matter, were intended to be viewed in the home, where people could meet, browse and talk at leisure, a feeling
The fourth floor study gallery (right) is divided into 20-foot bays, each with its own skylight. Running through the second floor exhibition galleries (above) are large, cylindrical stainless steel airconditioning ducts.

Kahn simulates at Yale. His rooms look onto courtyards, into other galleries and out over the street.

The library has "the invitation of books" and with its window-side carrels embodies Kahn's idea of a library as a place "where a person is alone near a window." The precedent was Phillips Exeter.

The Yale Center library has big windows through which light pours, too much of it in the afternoon. Kahn had wanted to use wooden shades to block out afternoon sun; instead, there are movable canvas window panels. They are especially distracting when seen from the street, where they look like baggy, flapping things. Still, the library itself, as Vincent Scully has written, "is an English library right enough, with all the sheltered, sunbeam moted peace of the originals, even though its space is also notable by the passage through it of enormous, silvery cylindrical ducts, worthy of High Tech's shiniest fantasies."

These ducts, running through the second and third floor exhibition galleries as well, were intended as a forthright expression of the entrails of the building. But in the galleries they overpower and contrast disturbingly with the small, English genre paintings hung beneath them.

The singular qualities of the Yale Center come together on the fourth floor; it is figuratively and literally the high point of the building. Here the intimate residential feeling of the galleries is further reinforced by truncated, pyramidal, concrete V-beams. Skylights, admitting diffused light, top each 20-foot bay. The painting study gallery, instead of being one long corridor-like space is, again, divided into bays.

And unlike the arrangement in most museums where administrative offices are remote from exhibition spaces, here they open directly onto painting galleries. This creates a physical closeness between curators and the world over which they preside. And since all offices have skylights and picture-hanging spaces, the entire fourth floor could become an exhibition gallery, an extra "availability," as Kahn put it.

Kahn believed in designing "not for need but for desire." "Bare need," he said, "comes from the known, and supplying only what is lacking can bring no lasting joy. Did the world need the Fifth Symphony? Did Beethoven need it? He desired it; now the world needs it. Such desires bring about the new need."

Quite possibly Kahn's perception of the "desires" for the Yale Center for British Art have already brought about "new needs" in museum design. 
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Welcoming Place to Read and Reflect

Mitchell/Giurgola's Tredyffrin public library in Strafford, Pa. By Nory Miller
The Tredyffrin library arcs toward its suburban park (left); its park wall is fully glazed but shielded by a concrete sun-screen. Outside the arc form, the plan accommodates offices, workshop and entry. Mechanical services are gathered in a small tower on the parking lot side (below).

“A good building is a good place to be,” says Aldo Giurgola, FAIA, and it might be taken for the worst kind of cliche were his words not backed up in concrete, which they are.

In the unsettled Seventies (“S” for sardonic, sophisticated, subversive, surreal, slick, solipsistic . . .), Giurgola is an exception. He is neither an evangelist for modern architecture nor its confessed sinner, nor yet a volunteer undertaker. Literate in both modern and contemporary vocabularies, Giurgola attempts to work through them toward what he feels are the essential architectural goals—buildings firmly conceived, at home in their settings and good places to be.

Like Sullivan’s function, after which form followed, Giurgola’s good is intended to indicate far more than adequate plumbing. Good has to do with the personality of a building and its materials, provision for man’s private aspirations and the presumption of his public ones.

Mitchell/Giurgola’s Tredyffrin Public Library “has to do” with a place to read and reflect, a place that acknowledges individuality and puts it in a social and natural context. The library is small—20,000 square feet, $1.2 million, located on Philadelphia’s exclusive Main Line, in the town of Strafford, set in Strafford Park across from tennis courts. Its walls are stucco over concrete with a roof of cedar shingles. Such materials along with modest scale make for a comfortable relationship with its residential neighbors despite differences in style.

Simple geometry is the ordering principle. The plan is an arc, with various permutations on the hump to accommodate offices and other complicating functions.

Not only the deviations in form but also the basic form makes this building a fragment. An arc is but a piece of a circle. Unlike the self-contained shapes of Greek classicism and its modern revisitations, an arc is inherently unfinished. It is pervious to its
A comparison to Aalto is unavoidable. On the opposite page, Giurgola's library is shown on left, Aalto's library at Seinajoki on right.

The arc, itself a segment, is cut into rings.

setting. This arc sits in the crest of a hill with a commanding view of the park. It is with nature but not of it.

The arc itself is raised above the extraneous irregularities, a story higher at point of contact, sloping downward as it retreats. It reads clearly from within or without. Inside the arc is the library's raison d'être, the reading room.

As the building appears as a segment in its surroundings, the reading room is but a series of segments. It is sliced subtly into rings, function by function, providing a sense of intimacy for each place while maintaining their connections to each other and the whole. Outside the layering continues, terrace after terrace, into the park. Color too modulates the passage from inside to outside as the blue-painted window frames connect to the blue paving stone just beyond.
The park is the true focus of the library. It turns its back and an almost solid wall to the parking lot and tennis courts on the opposite side and wraps around the park. Only a glass shield separates library from park, with a concrete sunscreen—the wall faces south—superimposed 11 feet farther out. The screen filters outgoing views as it filters incoming light.

The views are different and specific for each reader and unfold in episodes for someone moving about. Because of the arc form, a reader can always see the park but not always the rest of the library and, in fact, is closer to outdoors than most of indoors, creating in effect a quiet balance between being alone in nature and being in an esteemed community institution.

Light is most always solely natural during the day. It streams in from the south-facing window wall and washes across the ceiling from north-facing clerestories. At the ends of corridors and next to each carrel, there are atypical windows intended to seem like someone’s personal view. Three skylights—the most striking elements on the nonpark exterior—fill the entrance and adjacent areas with light. A special skylight calls attention to the circulation desk. It is lozenge-shaped and rimmed in yellow.

One enters the library from the unprepossessing, almost motley, nonpark side through a doorway that is suddenly energetic with decoration—patterned tiles and wooden doors appliqued in rectilinear design. The entrance is midway on the arc.

Inside, neutral carpeting, white walls and formwork and light wood furniture leave most of front stage to the park and the books, with the important accent of the circulation desk (touched with red leather and backed by an autumn-colored tapestry). The honey- and reddish-toned Douglas fir ceiling slopes from the window wall to the top of the clerestories and holds the whole performance together.
Intimations of Kahn and Aalto are everywhere.

The reading room is layered—stacks to the wall, then tables and chairs and finally a sunken curve of seating around the park, high-backed built-ins with generous cushions. This last came from Giurgola’s memories of home. “My image,” says Giurgola, “was the Piazza di Sienna, an 18th century stadium in Rome. It is full of trees with only three or four deep tiers. It is not a place for a hot sports contest. It is a place to relax, to leisurely read a newspaper as you watch.”

Almost half of the arc is the children’s section. Children are treated as adults—almost. The Aalto-designed furniture is smaller and gayer with blue insets. The formwork is willfully curvilinear and the little staircase has been expanded into a carpeted amphitheater for story hour and adorned by an unexpected apple green slash of wall. But there is little of the frenetic clowning normally used to attract children.

In the irregularities behind the arc are offices, workrooms and lavatories. Downstairs, in a basement opening onto the park are meeting rooms, staff, lounge, a reception area and a big hunk of partially finished footage to expand into. Mechanical details are stashed in a small tower.

For this library, Giurgola has freely drawn from architectural precedent—in the shed roof from vernacular houses and recent revivals to the color-rimmed skylight à la Corbusier’s La Tourette. Evidence of his teacher Louis Kahn is everywhere, most specifically, perhaps, in the archetypal geometry of plan, the Beaux-Arts collonade between sunscreen and curtainwall, the benches along the periphery and the separation of served and servant spaces.

But mainly, the Tredyffrin Library owes its debt to Alvar Aalto and his classic library at Seinajoki, Finland. The fan-like
Giorgio's layering of space is never clearer than at the edge where the library slips little by little into the park.

plan, sloped and sculpted ceiling, radial stacks, clerestory back lighting, layering punctuated with small white columns, folk-craftlike doorway—these are very like Seinajoki but with interesting reversals.

Seinajoki curves around its own sunken reading room, densest in the center of the circle. Tredyffrin curves around the park, empty in the center. Yet both use the curved form to give inherent definition to a repetitive, linear space. Similarly, both use wood for warmth and color, but Aalto put it on the floor and Giorgio put it on the ceiling.

"Wood," says Giorgio, "is the least abstracted thing you can think of. The problem with modern materials is they are all homogenized—no character, no personality. Wood or brick have the tremendous advantage of texture—they're dancing."

Personality is exactly what Giorgio is looking for although not the eccentric or expressionist images this word calls forth.

"You can't do things from too impersonal a standpoint," he says. "You can't build out of psychology or sociology or technology."

Subjectivity, of course, has its disadvantages. It tends to be self-indulgent. For instance, two of the library's three skylights which happily mark the entrance on the exterior are afterthoughts once inside. And on the end wall, the dramatic inverted beaker-shaped cutout makes for a striking facade and was once intended to signal a special auditorium entrance. But when the entrance was eliminated, the cutout remained, dramatically signaling nothing.

The overall personality of Tredyffrin is one of dignified accessibility and good will. Indeed, use of the library is up 800 percent over what it was in its predecessor building. The meeting rooms are "booked solid," says the librarian. "Even the police come here to meet." It is a good place to be.
An Evocative Enclosure of Luminous Space

MLTW / Turnbull Associates' library and city museum in Biloxi, Miss. N.M.

Biloxi, Miss., is a Gulf Coast town, kept alive by shrimp boats and golf-playing tourists. Creole, Cajun, Yugoslav, Greek, Italian, all make their home here, as once did Jefferson Davis. His house still stands, but most of Biloxi's past has been swept away by devastating hurricanes.

The latest wreckage, from Camille, coincided with a new mayor's ambitions and 1976 bicentenomania, yielding this sensitive and successful building by MLTW/Turnbull Associates of San Francisco. But it didn't start out that way.

It started with $1 million budgeted for a parking garage that Mayor Jerry O'Keefe thought would be better used for a library and city museum. But he wanted it to be special so he went to William Turner, AIA, head of architecture at Tulane University, and suggested a competition among students from local colleges. Some students would get a prize, he thought, and their ideas could be turned over to a local practitioner.

Turnbull fashioned the entry (above) from memories of Biloxi's Spanish colonial predecessor, then recalled it under the cultural center's grand stair (opposite page).

Next thing anyone knew, the man from Tulane showed up with William McMinn, AIA, dean of the one-year-old school of architecture at Mississippi State. McMinn had an idea for a full-fledged design festival involving six famous architects from all over the country in a public learning experience. Later, a local architect would build something.

So Biloxi invited Robert Stern, AIA, from New York City; Stanley Tigerman, F-IAA, from Chicago; O'Neil Ford, AIA, from San Antonio, Tex.; Kemp Mooney from Atlanta; Harry Wolfe, AIA, from Charlotte, N.C.; and Charles Moore, F-IAA, from California/Yale to come to Biloxi and each head a team of local students in a five-day, televised, open house design charrette.

Only Moore couldn't make it; so his suggested substitute—William Turnbull, FAIA—was the California man in that Biloxi ballroom in November of 1974. "It was a lot of pressure," Turnbull remembers. "By Wednesday, I was still looking at blank paper."

By Friday's presentation, however, he managed a design that completely won the confidence of Mayor O'Keefe and others.
The library wraps around its site, making a public square with the 1905 city hall across the street and a continuous window on the garden for its visitors to read by (opposite page). The cultural center is approached from the opposite direction and intersects only at the central rotunda.
‘A sort of push me/pull you with pinchers.’

By February, Biloxi had switched gears and offered Turnbull the commission. Mississippi architects, however, had not changed gears. There was a campaign (unsuccessful) to fire McMinn from his academic post. And somehow Turnbull didn’t get licensing reciprocity from the Mississippi state board—on which several Biloxi and neighboring Gulfport architects sat—nor could he get his application forwarded to the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards. Instead, as his papers sat on some desk, he was threatened with a misdemeanor charge for practicing without a license and forced to withdraw his application.

Finally, Turnbull hired The Architects Group of Mobile, Ala., who were licensed in Mississippi to associate on the project. In 1977 Mississippi passed a law requiring architects not licensed in Mississippi to associate with resident Mississippi licensed firms.

Complaints from local architects and their allies kept up throughout construction. “But we got over that provincialism,” says city attorney Cono Caranna, “and got one hell of a building.”

The building in plan is a sort of push me/pull you with pinchers. On one side, the library’s entrance and segmented arms frame a courtyard, which it shares with the neoclassical city hall across the street.

The open space is called Bicentennial Plaza and gives Biloxi its strongest public symbol downtown. Set in it is an 1830s Creole tourist cottage that became the state’s first free library. (Nicholas H. Holmes Jr., FAIA, of Mobile was restoration architect.) On the other side is a high observation tower forming a 65-foot entrance foyer for the cultural center.

Inside, the library and center are linked—and kept separate—by a rotunda in which an octagonal circulation desk acts as control point. Everything has been done to give a domestic scale and setting, which is transformed by light into something quite special.

Turnbull sounds like his late teacher Louis Kahn: “I asked what did the building want to be. Good public buildings had to be comfortable for people, as comfortable as houses from previous generations when there were libraries, not TV rooms. Where do people want to read? By the window in the sunshine. It needed intimate scale, a garden outlook, light. In the city you make a garden with a wall around it. What could we make a wall out of? The thing there was most of was books. So it is a hollow wall—books on one edge, garden on the other. The meeting rooms, museum, etc., hang off the back. For the control place in between, there is the one piece of clear geometry. We put the cottage in the garden as a monument. No one makes statues of Jeff Davis anymore.”

In some ways, Turnbull’s library suggests a comparison with Giurgola’s. Both chose to wrap their buildings around a garden, opening that view while controlling sunshine with a heavy screen wall and closing the back wall but allowing light in at the top. Both control the interiors by layering them. Both use a sloped dominating roof/ceiling to focus and contain their designs.

The connection between Giurgola’s design and Aalto’s at Seinajoki has already been drawn but Kahn’s Exeter library should also be mentioned. Though a rectangle in plan, it embodies the concept of “man takes the book to light” in its peripheral carrels and benches.

Yet the differences in form and feeling between the Strafford and Biloxi buildings are considerable. Where Giurgola edges toward the classical, Turnbull embraces the picturesque. Where Giurgola’s library is sunshine bright, Turnbull’s is luminous. The former is immensely welcoming and comfortable in a down-to-

Karl Smith
The cultural center weaves inside-outside ambiguities with its entry through the Mission-like observation tower (far right) into a public area depicted as if it were an outdoor courtyard. Layers of pierced walls mark the transitions as space flows freely (right).

**Echoes of Spanish Mission and, perhaps, Gothic.**

Turnbull's building, of course, is a good bit larger—33,000 square feet, 68,000 volume capacity—and pieced together with the architect's penchant for complexity and ambiguity using many of the techniques seen in his previous work (designed with and without Charles Moore). The library as walled garden is the kind of foregrounding seen previously in his lattice-enclosed Zimmerman house as porch of 1975, and reminiscent of MLTW's raised sleeping loft as four poster bed at Sea Ranch. Here also are the framed views, layering and overlapping, partial levels rather than stories, emphasis on surface rather than mass, concentration on irregularities, historic allusions, town planning techniques of organization within a single building and traditional building materials and methods. The latter effected an impressive $38 per square foot construction cost.

The building rises and falls, protrudes and draws back, with hard edges and an intense feeling of unconnected things juxtaposed, held in check by the seemingly molten roof. Things push up into a tower or peel off into a sunscreen. It is a facade as full of recognition as it is of energy. Not only are there the signs of historic styles—most notably Spanish Mission in the stucco-covered concrete, broad asymmetrical "campanile" and (gray metal) corrugated roof—but there are a number of forms that become emblematic for the building itself. Most strongly, these are the crenellated tower, the circular series of skylights above the rotunda and the abstracted Spanish colonial library entrance (which is recalled under the grand stairs of the cultural center).

The facades are also full of complicating, distinguishing, size-minimizing details. One wing ends in what can only be described as a corner drugstore detail complete with the only column on the site. The other wing ends in a sudden verticality with windows rising and angling in anticipation. Both entrances are detailed with ceilings that soar or drop (or both) and shapes that focus on the very special experience of entering.

All around, there are recessed areas for fire doors and other irregularities, fronted by pierced screens which reinforce the facade in absentia. And all around, there is what Turnbull calls "wainscoting," a low band of slightly different color that not only serves to break up the monotony and scale of the wall, but rises and falls to mark the various formal events.

Inside, the building is as fluid and inflected as it is on the exterior. On the garden side is a series of little living rooms with lamps, coffee tables, even wing-backed armchairs and flower arrangements, along with more typical library furniture. The ceiling holds close here but, rising steadily toward the back, it delivers an arresting balance between the awesomeness of height and the intimacy of modest, focused space.

"Too many libraries," volunteers city attorney Caranna, "are waterproof boxes where one librarian can sit in the middle with a machine gun and get anyone going out the door. This is residential. Nearby there is a retirement home and some low-income housing. People from both can now walk to the finest living room in Biloxi and sit in some of the finest chairs."

What pulls this building into a realm beyond comfort, though, is the quality of light. It washes in through windows and skylights and is filtered by an unbelievably delicate color scheme. The walls are painted various grays and whites. The ceilings are a muted aqua, and beams and exposed ducts are shades of lavender. Bookstacks are royal blue, upholstery is purple and the wing-backed chairs meld these tones in a floral pattern.

How appropriate to the Magnolia State, very like the colors
of the Gulf. Turnbull turned to these hues as a refreshing anti­dote to the hot and humid climate. And they read not as candy colors but as a soft, sustained mood.

The distracting element is the carpet, although nicely changing colors from one space to the next, it does so within the earthy ranges. Apparently, the architect intended the carpet to be within the same color range as the rest of the interior but cost suggested ready-mades and ready-mades suggested browns and beiges. Despite the ensuing earth and sky rationalization, it is unfortunate.

At an angle to the library is the axis of the cultural center with the rotunda as ball bearing. High, skylit and cylindrical, the rotunda is the pivot, connected yet separate. It is separated not only by shape and a pierced screen drum but by the witty device of detailing interior forms as if they were exterior ones.

For instance, a direct glance from the library at the screen wall of the cultural center falls upon two chairs and a large potted plant in front of two small windows with windowsills. Never mind that these are really cutouts in a screen wall, the sills make them windows and the windows make the center out-of-doors, at least as far as anyone in the library might see it.

It is the same from the center to the library. Upon entering the center, one comes upon an immense staircase, behind which is the library. Like a Southern stair, says Turnbull. Perhaps, but even more like the Laurentian Library stair. Not only does it pick up some of Michelangelo’s details, but it behaves in much the same manner. As the Laurentian stairs were overscaled to give the sensation of walking up an outside stair, there to emphasize the specialness of the reading room, Turnbull’s stair—also “outside” a library—is overscaled to create an outdoor courtyard (complete with window sills all around). The “courtyard” is both a focus for the center and a device for differentiating it from the adjacent library.

Around the “courtyard” are arranged the 120-person meeting room and a variety of exhibit spaces through a complex series of screens differentiated by color, lighting and openings. Throughout the building, pierced screens play a dominant role, not only ordering it into layers but charging it with a certain tension. The stiff rectilinear joints, thick and slightly awkward proportions, hard juxtapositions, nervous complications like chamfered corners result in a kind of clenched equilibrium between solid and void, surface and mass.

The library opened in September 1977. Head librarian Jackie Sue Broome says people like the elegance and soothing effect of the library. She doesn’t like the “sprawled out quality.” She, like most librarians, would have preferred a square building where the librarian can monitor everything. Last February, an electronic surveillance system was installed to compensate. The tower, though, is still a problem. The mayor intended for it to have coin telescopes that told about the history of Biloxi. The wiring is there but the telescopes aren’t, and meanwhile drunks keep going up there and throwing bottles off and the fire extinguisher has been stolen twice so the tower is locked much of the time.

A lot of people, the librarian says, still hate the roof. (After all, this is Quonset hut country.) And the lines seem “awfully straight and modern-day.” She had something more with columns in mind. (And a good case could be made for the building recalling the Spanish Mission and Victorian Gothic of Turnbull’s San Francisco rather than anything much in the South.)

But the cool colors and dramatic spaces, the feeling people get and, it comes up again and again, the wing-backed chairs have won everyone over, says Ms. Broome.
"We thought of an Art Nouveau grandfather clock with arts and crafts overtones while designing this house," Robert Venturi, FAIA, explains. "It's Palladio fused with Aalto and Le Corbusier inside and a lot of other things," says partner Denise Scott Brown. One might also add: a little pagoda, the proverbial child's drawing attenuated, a tree house, a lighthouse, a face with hat. It is Venturi & Rauch eclectic in the midst of developer eclectic—a ski and vacation house above the Swiss chalet and Tudor "new town" of Vail, Colo.

Despite its small size and untaxing program, perhaps because of them, the Brant-Johnson house is among the firm's most successful "nonstraightforward" architecture. It is complex, contradictory, accommodating but, in the end, whole. Venturi speaks of the "difficult whole"; the unity which [quoting August Heckscher] maintains, but only just maintains, a control over the clashing elements which compose it. Chaos is very near; its nearness, but its avoidance, gives ... force.' "It is that force more than any other quality—more than talent even—that makes this house on the hill different from its neighbors below.

The house was built for a young family and bachelor friend and unpredictable numbers of guests. It is a four-story house, "at home in the trees," on a steep slope. Private floors are below, public above—sauna and storage at ground level; four bedrooms on level two; kitchen, dining and TV/guest room on three with a porch off back, and a vaulted parlor on four with big dormer windows and a warm fire—2,600 square feet in all.

When Venturi speaks of it, he uses words like "romantic." "A tower house is appealing, romantic," he says. "The top floor is like an attic in the tree tops. It's romantic to be in an attic, it's fun to be high." It is wood inside and out (a client request): cedar siding, cedar shingles, old pine floorboards, oak stairs, maple counters. Even the electrical outlets, medicine chest and dishwasher door panels are wood. It not only looks handcrafted, it was handcrafted, from the carpentry to custom-made lanterns and hardware.

It is also tense. Exaggerated formal gestures and exaggerated formal conflicts—all in exaggerated scale—give this house its peculiarly impudent stance, especially from the exterior. The stance is all the more pronounced by its sudden appearance atop a rambling board and dirt walkway.

Basically, each facade is one big bilaterally symmetrical, centrally focused gesture, made emphatic by contrast and threatening to come apart at any moment. Each facade is an exercise in verticality with its high-waisted siding, hierarchy of openings and gradual incline. The low-slung hip roof, on the other hand, is about as subtle a stop sign as a bully's fist. Its slope is as fast as the facade's is slow and its eaves have the place surrounded. The huge dormers seem to have broken through in the crash.

Visually, it isn't clear if the dormers belong to the roof or the facade and this helps hold the composition together as does the fundamental parallel that both are pyramidal shapes pointing toward the sky (similarly the semicircular windows).

This thrust is intensified by opposition from the openings in the facades. These are never entirely symmetrical. On the front facade, they form a triangle in direct rebellion. In all cases, they are right-angled and nondirectional objects that, by holding their own against the squeeze job of the trapezoidal surround, seem almost bug-eyed in their demand for equal time.

Meanwhile, the unity of material holds together what the...
The wooden house carries imagery of rustic log cabins and adventurous frontier towns, but delivered with sophistication and a 'civilized' sense of self-mockery. Opposite page: the treetop parlor.

From the road, there is a long, twisted hill path leading slowly up to the house, some stairs to the door and, inside . . .

\textit{A fugue of wood}; a kind of angry romanticism.

articulation of siding threatens to put asunder. On the front, the changes in direction of the boards, from vertical to horizontal back to vertical, seem to indicate stories—although their idea of where the stories are doesn’t jibe with the windows’ and the windows are right. On the side facades, not even this pattern holds. We are dealing with appliqued ornament here, complete with vestigial shutters and sills, a condition made patently clear by the parallel vertical cuts in wood and concrete at the entry. Boards running up and down heighten the tower effect as they fight the slant; horizontal boards bring the roof’s power down into the body of the house, and the changes of direction keep everything lively.

The fireplace’s blank dormer, the chimney, the porch (where nonsymmetrical benches and fenestration are held in check under the shadow of the overhang) are all accommodated as little acts around the main event.

Things calm down a bit as you go inside, but they don’t get any less “nonstraightforward.” The big mouth of the building, for instance, suggests one entrance parallel to the facade. In fact, there are two, both perpendicular. Where entry occurs is also shifted off center.

Once inside the main entrance, you land in a basement with sauna and staircase. The attic turns out to be the most important and lavished-upon space. Unlike a \textit{piano nobile} arrangement though, the only way to enter the public spaces directly is through the back porch, and even then you arrive in the kitchen.

The kitchen is actually both kitchen and dining room, with the shapes failing to intersect just enough so that their discomfort with each other reads through. Two floors are largely symmetrical in plan, two are not in the least. Rooms and staircases are accommodated without much fuss until the top floor. The one exception is the third floor wooden lace screen for, says Venturi, “a little bit of glitter.” Venturi also pulls a bench out of it, like a rabbit out of a hat. What holds the place together, and keeps up an interest below the parlor, is the fugue in wood—accented in white for window frames and black for entrywall, doors and fireplace.

The grand parlor is beautiful. The barrel vaults of the dormers flow into a groin vault that wraps up the room in curves of cedar and light. It is enclosure within enclosure, with the space in between acknowledged in the crowning cove. It is knowable from the outside but distinct.

Here the vault dominates; outside the straight, squat lines of the hip roof are in charge. Inside is almost as centralized as the Todi Chapel; outside the centrifugal pull of the corners and dormers leave the center struggling. What is front on the outside is merely one of two dormers fitted comfortably with mattress window seats that double as guest beds. Here, front is the fireplace—a 90 degree turn.

A number of elements enrich the basic fabric. The fireplace is both fireplace and a residual dormer and the duality is played off in a series of superimposed planes. The stairs come to a landing where physically the room begins, then continue three steps more. The curve upward and frontward of the dormers appears from some angles continuous, but from others, scalloped.

It is complicated and contradictory but somehow also warm and relaxed, at least by contemporary standards. And it brings up a quandary in Venturi’s work. Because for all the polemic on the messy vitality of life and popular taste and the fallacy of the avant-garde, there remains in much of the work a kind of white-knuckled aggression that is intelligent, deftly executed but, not surprisingly, repellent to the “masses.”

The Brant-Johnson House is caught somewhere in between. It does indeed have a romantic quality with its rustic country feel, its lovely lumber and wonderful “attic.” But there is that odd and angry—if brilliant—exterior first. \Box
Johns-Manville world headquarters near Denver, by The Architects Collaborative, has contributed one of the great images of recent architecture: a bold slash of gleaming aluminum across an incredibly rugged and beautiful landscape.

The site is an otherwise undisturbed valley in the 10,000-acre Ken-Caryl ranch, owned by the corporation since 1971. The valley ends at the beginning of the Rocky Mountains, a ridge of rocks called "the hogbacks," and it was here that the building was placed. Its only near neighbors are the giant rocks of the fountain formation on the valley floor, staring up at the building like a herd of thoroughly bewildered prehistoric beasts.

This is no contest between man and nature: Man could not successfully compete with such a landscape. Nor, TAC decided, should he try to imitate its burly grandeur or otherwise blend the building into it. So TAC set out to design a building that would immediately identify itself as a "man-made object."

And a finely wrought object it is: an exceedingly long and sleek four-story structure with an angular cafeteria stepping down into the valley near one end, the whole sheathed in aluminum plate with a clear anodized finish. But for all of its sheen and size (750,000 square feet), the building is not such a commanding presence in the valley as many photographs of it, including the one above, seem to indicate. In reality, it reads more as it does in the aerial photo at right, as an incident in a landscape which TAC itself describes as "overwhelming."

Were there no other reason, the building would be notable
for the circumstances of its birth. TAC and its design were selected in 1973 in a limited competition among nine firms. The jury, chaired by Harry Weese, FAIA, commended Johns-Manville for the highly unusual use of a competition for a corporate headquarters, for its sensitivity to the environment, and for its aspirations that the building is a "significant advance in the states of the art" and "an influence to similar undertakings in the future."

Indeed, one would hope that other corporations would set their sights similarly high, not just in seeking a landmark design but in having the commitment to see it through to completion as close to the original concept as this building is. Nevertheless, there is one respect in which the building's influence could be less than positive, and that is its location.

The ranch in which it sits, where still roams a herd of Johns-Manville Black Angus cattle, is 22 miles from Denver. The city is distantly visible from parts of the building but the drive from it via the major interstate seems, if anything, longer than it actually is. Leaving the highway, one traverses rolling, largely open countryside with the majestic Rockies in the back-
The access road winds into a central court. Ground. The last few miles are on a winding canyon road along which the lone sign of man's hand is Johns-Manville's earlier, less ambitious research and development center. Arriving at the headquarters building, one feels far from the city indeed.

One way in which the building's size is often dramatized is to say that if it stood on end it would be one of the West's tallest towers. "Too bad it wasn't," says one Denver planner, lamenting that so large an investment could have been very useful in strengthening the city's core rather than encouraging suburban sprawl, which is spreading rapidly and inexorably towards Johns-Manville's ranch.

Approaching the building past the staring rocks, one sees it obliquely, as above. The dramatic frontal view on the previous pages is visible only to hikers and climbers. Early on, consideration was given to a configuration of the access road that would have let the building reveal itself more theatrically, but it was abandoned because of cost and possible disruption of the valley.

The road curves upward directly into the building itself, revealing for the first time that it is bifurcated into two parallel rectangular wings. The road continues through an open, thrice-bridged courtyard between the wings.

To the left, through a forest of shining columns, are acres of parking in a natural amphitheater between the building and the hogbacks. Additional parking is on the roof, reached by helixes at either end which add further drama to the sharply rectilinear form. There are 1,700 parking spaces in all (for a working population of some 1,900 in the building).

The competition jury praised TAC for placing the building against the hogbacks and using its breadth to shield the parking from the valley's view. "The roadway approach is elegant and minimal," it said. "The arrival is dramatic with a view under the building. The complex forms a very distinctive image from the air." (This last was a program requirement since Johns-Manville executives and customers often arrive by helicopter.)

In summary, the jury said: "All of the elements—parking terraces, helix ramps, reflecting pools, greenhouse (not yet built) and wide open ground level—are combined in a sculptural composition of great interest and variety... This can become a singular piece of work—one worthy of its site and the aspirations of its user."

Other competitors were Welton Becket & Associates, Caudill
Problems of coping with the competition program.

Rowlett Scott, Inc., Vincent G. Kling & Partners, Neuhaus + Taylor, I. M. Pei & Partners, William L. Pereira Associates, RTKL, Inc., and Sert, Jackson & Associates. Associate architect to TAC on the building was Carl Groos Jr., AIA, of Denver. TAC principals in charge were William J. Geddis, FAIA, and Joseph D. Haskins. Project architects for design were John P. Sheehy and Michael Gebhart.

Sheehy and others at TAC, despite their victory and their pride in the end result, are openly critical of the competition program, produced with the help of the Space Design Group, which subsequently did the building’s interiors. Their main point of criticism is that, through a complicated formula, the program required an excessive ratio of perimeter to interior offices (even a Johns-Manville official close to the project calls the ratio “extreme”).

The other competitors clearly also had problems with this requirement (the Pei scheme was an intriguing assemblage of what look like glass cubes on the valley floor, each nearly square in plan to maximize perimeter space). The TAC scheme fell somewhat short of the exact ratio and it was relaxed by the jury. Nevertheless, it had its impact on the building as designed: mainly the bifurcation into two wings. This means that roughly half of the perimeter spaces in each wing look out on the other wing rather than the scenery. Only roughly a fourth of all of the perimeter offices have the magnificent valley view. A like number look out on the hogbacks, but over a sea of parked cars.

The cars also dominate the vaunted view from the air. Johns-Manville ruled out underground parking or an above-ground garage. Some consideration was given to putting the parking in a remote location on the ranch, of which there are plenty, and bringing employees and visitors to the building via shuttle buses or people-movers. This idea was defeated by the fact that the building’s population is “very mobile,” according to Eric Dienstbach, who saw the project through both the competition and construction for the corporation, with people coming and going all day. Also, Sheehy says, TAC decided it wanted to “welcome the automobile” and make it integral to the building.

The Johns-Manville building inevitably invites comparison with the Weyerhaeuser building near Tacoma, Wash., another very large corporate headquarters in a beautiful natural setting. The major difference is that Weyerhaeuser shares views widely through open office landscaping, while Johns-Manville has conventionally partitioned offices. During construction, Johns-Manville occupied temporary quarters near the interstate and tried a variety of office arrangements, according to Dienstbach, “some of them tending toward landscaping.” The Space Design Group, not advocates of landscaping, did the temporary interiors as well as those of the new headquarters. Sheehy said that the building designed on the assumption that it would be open and that TAC fought hard for landscaping.

Given the partitions and the length of the building, and thus of its corridors, the innermost spaces of the office floors can seem like endless rows of people-boxes (see plan). For relief, however, employees have at their disposal a generous variety of communal spaces on the lower floors, most of them with fine views—notably the handsome, terraced cafeteria with its patio overlooking the valley.

If the cafeteria is the building’s most successful interior space, the lobby-reception area (left) is surely the least. Its garish futurism seems almost a parody of the disciplined modernity of the exterior. In general, the interior design is the only major failure of execution in what the competition jury perhaps fulsomely predicted would be “a great building.”

Upper left, a dramatic aluminum X marks the building’s entry as seen from the parking lot. Center left, the lobby-reception area. Right, the east facade shines in a reflecting pool.
In this time of architectural questioning and change, the Dallas city hall and park plaza (I.M. Pei & Partners, Harper & Kemp) embody familiar and perhaps even old-fashioned values: monumental scale, studied formalism, structural daring, thoughtful detailing and a heroic, futuristic stance. They are bold and confident symbols for a sanguine and expansive city. Small may be considered beautiful in California, but in the Texan center of the sunbelt the calculus of success and accomplishment is still simple and straightforward.

For all its overwhelming drama, it would be a mistake to think of the city hall as primarily an essay in architectural form. Coupled with its park, its main significance is urbanistic, both as a component of a problematic downtown and as an icon for the entire city. The 11-year process of planning and construction was clouded by controversy and hesitation, but that effort has been justified by the results. In the architectural context of downtown Dallas, the city hall is a Neiman-Marcus in the midst of bargain basement operators. During the postwar boom that nearly tripled the city's population, good design has been painfully scarce in downtown's plentiful construction. The city hall, and to a slightly lesser extent the new ReUnion (Welton Becket & Associates), have already made 1978 the best year for downtown Dallas architecture in a generation.

Both as architecture and as formal urban design, the city hall and park plaza are unrepresentative of the city that exists. Rather than epitomizing prevailing developmental attitudes and practices, the new center of government represents the way Dallas has always liked to see itself, namely as progressive, sophisti-
cated, cultured and, perhaps paradoxically, as both future-oriented and tastefully conservative. This Dallas mystique, nurtured far more through economic expansion than environmental design, has finally been given some credibility in urbanistic form.

The park plaza, extending 425 feet out from the front of the city hall, was originally proposed by Pei himself and is strongly related to the building. The city hall's 68-foot northward cantilever will shade the plaza during Dallas' blistering summers, and implicitly link the building and park. That six-acre expanse, which forms the roof of a 1,325-car underground garage, is the first large planned pedestrian open space in downtown. Unfortunately, it is not near the center of building concentration and pedestrian activity, but is at the core's southern fringe. Furthermore, downtown growth is headed north and west, away from the plaza, so that the park seems destined to be a place of premeditated civic ceremony rather than a natural crossroads and spontaneous meeting point. Its northern edge will soon be flanked by a new library and a federal reserve bank, which, combined with the city hall and the immense convention center to the east, seem likely to produce a vast segregated civic center of the sort beloved by officialdom and lamented by people concerned with the richness of city life.

The separation of the city hall and park from the heart of downtown yields one advantage: A spectacular view of the Dallas skyline can be had from both the ground and the building's north windows. The open space facilitating this vista is handsomely composed, being split diagonally into paved and planted domains. Although planned asymmetrically, its formalism and scale recall the monumentality of the City Beautiful movement. Three awkwardly conical flagpoles rise eight stories to anchor one corner, and the paved area contains a 180-foot round pool of turquoise-colored water enlivened by a vertical jet and a whimsically bobbing red sculpture by Marta Pan. Eventually, the plaza will house a major Henry Moore sculpture.

The plaza's best embellishment, however, will not consist of works of art. Scores of gnarled live oaks and other trees indigenous to the north Texas prairie have been planted throughout both the paved and grassy areas, and in time promise to soften and humanize the surgically precise lines and forms of the park. Here is a brilliant and wonderfully understated symbol of origins and regional identity—while the building demonstrates a portable cosmopolitanism and concern with technology and future time, the trees stand as quiet reminders of ecological order, the cycle of seasons and a sense of special place.

The city hall's futuristic quality stems, of course, from its dramatically pitched cantilever. It is easy to envision this north facade becoming a favorite shooting location for films set in the 21st century. (One Pei building, the National Center for Atmos-
An effect of drama rather than mere theatrics.

Ppheric Research near Boulder, Colo., has already appeared in just such a film, Woody Allen's "Sleeper." In less capable hands, that looming shape could look like Buck Rogers posturing, but in this case the effect is one of drama rather than mere theatrics. This is not a new shape for city halls. Tempe, Ariz., and West Covina, Calif., are two earlier examples of four-directional and two-directional outward sloping forms, but never before has such a steeply sloped overhang been executed on such a grand scale. The north face is 560 feet long, and at a 2:3 pitch, it extends 34 degrees out from its plaza level supports.

The short east and west facades also cantilever outward over part of their length, but there the building mass is stepped at each floor instead of forming an inclined plane. Not surprisingly, all these daring sculptural gestures require extraordinary structural effort to keep them firmly in place. That the final results seem so effortless and relatively inexpensive (construction costs were less than $42 per square foot) is a tribute to the collaboration of the architectural team with structural engineers Terry-Rosenlund & Co., general contractor Robert E. McKee, Inc., and concrete post-tensioning contractor VSL Corp.

The cantilever is supported and stabilized by a combination of 14 major bearing walls and associated roof-level box beams post-tensioned by unusual methods. To simplify installation, reduce costs and provide a smooth monolithic cantilever face,
the vertical and horizontal cables were installed in loops that permitted tightening from the top and rear while avoiding or reducing the need for conventional anchorages at the footings and front face of the building. The stress applied to each set of cables reached as much as 6 million pounds.

Interestingly, this structural tour de force is not given total architectural expression. Rather than thrusting out on an unimpeded diagonal, the cantilevered front is punctuated visually by three massive vertical stair towers reminiscent of Le Corbusier’s entrance pylons for the high court at Chandigarh. (Coincidentally, the sloping front itself recalls, in its angle and visual impact, Corbu’s Firminy youth and cultural center.) Those solid 19-foot-wide shafts seem to prop up the sharply leaning facade, but they do so only visually and are in fact structurally independent of the cantilever. The result, although expressionistically arguable, is psychically justified since a looming slope nearly two football fields long and over 100 feet high would appear disconcertingly precarious.

Visual solidity has also been introduced at the ground level, but with less happy results. Five of the six major bays fronting the plaza are blank concrete to a height of 15 feet. When combined with the width of seven solid service bays, the result is a first story that is nearly nine-tenths windowless masonry, almost three times as tall as an average person. Project designer Theodore Musho, AIA (Theodore Amberg was project architect) gives two reasons for this decision: to give the huge building a proper visual base and to emphasize the single glass entrance bay near its eastern end. But these two benefits are gained at the cost of walling off the building from its park, and creating an eye-level “streetscape” inhospitable to human presence for nearly 500 feet of its length. Here the otherwise impressive gestures of formal monumentalism become inadvertently brutal: There is no ground level transition of scale receptive to human presence. In this single instance the building fails as a civic symbol, for it seems designed to overwhelm its constituency rather than show its deference.

After having run that long gauntlet of unrelieved concrete, however, the visitor is rewarded by an airy three-story lobby, and is drawn left and upward by a flight of escalators. At the top of this moving staircase, a sloped interior court soars 100 feet to a vaulted clerestory roof. Although this space is monumentally scaled and abstractly detailed, its is nevertheless pleasantly surprising and satisfying. It is ringed by four floors of side balconies, of which three levels step back as a reversed echo of the sloping front. The roof vaults and their supporting 14-foot-deep beams further modulate this “grand court,” and polished brass handrails and flower-filled planters within the balcony fronts provide hints of a personal scale within the collective one.

The main floor of this court corresponds to a Renaissance piano nobile, and is covered by a burnt orange carpet that provides a major counterfoil to the exposed buff-colored concrete structure. This essentially open floor houses many of the build-
From the plaza, one enters the three-story lobby (right) and proceeds by escalator to the 100-foot-high central court (above right in photo taken during opening ceremonies). Lit partially by clerestory windows, the court is glazed on one of its four sides, open to balconies on three. The main floor (above left) is where many of the public counters are located.

Traffic on the balconies enlivens the huge court.

Within this consistently rational structural framework, there is a freer office landscape of low partitions which embody all the drawbacks and advantages inherent in such a system. Perhaps significantly, elected representatives occupy closed offices that permit privacy. About half the building's occupants have stunning panoramic views of the downtown skyline with the park and plaza as a foreground, and this vista is also prominent from the employee cafeteria and the lobby of the city council chamber. The chamber itself is a high-ceilinged rectangular space whose sharply sloped floor provides 250 seats facing a horseshoe-shaped council desk and a huge white overhead band containing the city seal and two 19-foot-square projection screens. These screens dominate the space inordinately, and to know their purpose is to understand something about Dallas itself. Most city council debates, it seems, involve requests for zoning changes, and the screens are needed for the visual presentations made by both sides in such contested issues.

Realizing this, the significance of the city hall and park becomes stronger, and one can only admire an architectural team that was able to persist for 11 years to give this laissez-faire metropolis such an exceptional public monument, and one can only be glad that the city itself saw fit to set an example so triumphantly above the prevailing norm.

Photos by Robert Laustman
Honor Awards/1978

By Mary E. Osman

Two juries selected 15 projects of "exceptional excellence in architecture" as winners of AIA's 1978 honor awards. The winning designs vary from Louis Kahn's Yale Center to a modest community services center in a low-income area to the sophisticated rehabilitation of a six-acre landmark marketplace in a large, preservation-conscious city. The winners underscore a respect for past architectural achievements—this is the first time since AIA started three years ago to distinguish projects for rehabilitation, restoration or adaptive use that designs in this "extended use" category outnumber those to win awards in the "current use" category of recently built structures. For the second year, energy-conscious issues were very much in the minds of all jurors, reports Herbert E. Duncan Jr., FAIA, adviser to both juries on energy matters. "None of the winning projects appears to have been designed without a reasonable concern for energy considerations," he says, and at least one entry of "superior architectural design" did not receive an award because of its "disregard" of energy conservation.

The jury for extended use, chaired by George M. Notter Jr., FAIA, said that foremost in its deliberations was "design excellence" rather than "preciseness of restoration." To achieve quality in adaptive use, the jury said, "commitment of the owner" must be united with the "dedication of the architect." Serving with Notter were Donn Emmons, FAIA; A. Quincy Jones Jr., FAIA; Charles W. Moore, FAIA; Terry Morton (National Trust for Historic Preservation), and student William Michael Comer.

The jury for contemporary use, chaired by William C. Muchow, FAIA, conceded that another jury at another time might very well select other than the seven projects that won recognition. This, the jury said, "substantiates the premise that architecture is an art" and that we are all "subjective in our evaluations of it." Among the foremost considerations were how well the architect satisfied the program requirements and how well the solutions responded to social, environmental and energy issues. Serving with Muchow were Fred Bassetti, FAIA; Joseph Esherick, FAIA; Patrick Quinn, AIA; William Warner, AIA, and student Robert M. McAnulty III.

Right, the IBM Santa Teresa Laboratory (see following pages).
Angular Buildings Around A Terrace That Is Also a Roof

One honor award juror found the configuration of the IBM Santa Teresa Laboratory, San Jose, Calif., an echo of its site—a plain surrounded by hills. The terrace that is the roof for one element of the complex, the computer center, reminded the juror of the plain and the surrounding nine colorful buildings of the hills.

Designed by McCue Boone Tomick (now MBT Associates), the campus-like facility consists of eight repetitive four-story structures and a two-story support and services center, all clustered tightly around a continuous sunken ground floor that contains the 45,000-square-foot computer center. Thus, the computer center itself is emphatically central and yet subtly withdrawn. Its roof terrace is used as a focal plaza and a pedestrian circulation area. The buildings are joined beneath the plaza and most of them are further linked by bridges at upper levels (see pages 116 and 119).

Preservation and incorporation of the agricultural site, say the architects, was a primary planning objective. This has been achieved in a variety of ways. Views toward the hills and the valley are afforded from the plaza, and the very clustering of the buildings provides for six courtyards which help make the complex one with nature. And architecturally, the cruciform shape of the buildings means that no office is more than 15 feet from a window.

In addition to the large computer center, the facility provides work spaces for 2,100 programmers and support staff. It has a library, classrooms, reproduction facilities and food and medical services. A requirement of the client was that the staff have an "optimal working environment" and that the programmers have private offices for the efficient fulfillment of their highly technical work. It was also requested that as many offices as possible be oriented to the outside. Privacy requirements and the necessity for special storage spaces led the architects to design a basic office unit 10 feet square and to fit it with custom-built furniture. Fifteen offices, a computer terminal room and a conference room form a "team module."

The modules are grouped as wings of a cruciform around the central core that contains support staff and personnel. The modules are organized into a "Tartan Grid" pattern which defines circulation systems and allows for continuous vistas to the outside.

Each building is color-coded throughout. On the exterior, the color-coding extends to the point where the wings of two structures join to form a courtyard. Thus, each courtyard has two colors for adornment and variety. The brilliant colors together with the varying configurations and the profuse use of artworks are a means of controlling scale. The jury commended the de-
Among design factors, energy and earthquakes.

The complex also earned the praise of the jury for the way in which its "reflective and vividly colored surfaces magically blend the buildings into their natural surroundings." The designers, however, faced and solved an array of technical problems, not the least of which was siting an energy-conscious facility in an earthquake-prone area. The steel frame is highly flexible to move as freely as possible under severe seismic conditions.

The exterior wall is a custom aluminum curtainwall. It incorporates flush-glazed reflecting glass and color-coated courtyard panels. The foundation is a spread footing system interconnected with grade beam. The structural system consists of welded steel frame and concrete slab on steel deck.

In addition to the solar reflective glass, the energy features in-
clude, say the architects, insulated walls and roof, variable hydronic systems and a ventilation system capable of delivering 100 percent outside air for "free" cooling. Heating of the entire facility is by heat reclaim chillers that use heat rejection from the computer airconditioning load. Individual switch light fixtures operate through the computer system for maximum efficiency. To the jury, the facility met both esthetic and functional requirements. The jury found in all this "a delicate balance of technical knowledge, artistic ability and imagination."

Barrier-free in all the customary ways, such as access at grade to the lobby and by ramp onto the plaza level, with elevators providing access at all levels, the facility also has equipment positioned for limited reach and uses Braille at the elevators.

Art Institute Expanded and Adorned with Sullivan Relics

An addition to the Art Institute of Chicago, designed by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, the jury said, responded to two almost separate problems. The first problem was to provide necessary new facilities for a major museum in a large city’s downtown; the second was to make it a “significant work of urban sculpture.” It was the second accomplishment which the jury recognized as being “particularly well conceived.”

The jury cited among the demanding challenges facing the architects such matters as a site facing a downtown park off a heavily traveled street, the relationship of large new spaces to an existing structure with both serving differing requirements and the inclusion of significant elements from Adler & Sullivan’s Old Stock Exchange Building which had been demolished. The total achievement, said the jury, was handled “sensitively and with resolution.” The project “is superbly sophisticated and knowing mainstream architecture of character—a work of art in itself,” the jury said.

In addition to the consolidation of food services, separate facilities for serving restaurants and art collection, a long-range plan for future galleries and a sculpture court over railroad track air rights, the program also included: new facilities for the school of art (110,000 square feet); a 1,000-seat lecture hall (22,000 square feet); galleries (25,000 square feet); a new entry to the existing structure and the consolidation of facilities for members (10,000 square feet); a garden where the entry arch of the Stock Exchange structure is reconstructed, and reconstruction of the trading room from the Old Stock Exchange placed in the midst of galleries that exhibit work by the Chicago
school of architecture. Restoration of the trading room was done by Chicago architects John Vinci & Lawrence Kenny, a firm which has long been active in preservation.

Many design considerations were dictated by strict legal limitations on the construction of a building across from a city park, say the architects. The problem was solved by an aesthetic "second front" that relates to the park and is compatible in materials with the existing structure but is at the same time contemporary in design, mass and scale. The pediment of the Art Institute's 1893 structure was made a fundamental part of the design.

The structural system consists of reinforced concrete slab, beams, columns and retaining walls; steel beams, metal deck, and lightweight concrete fill for the roof, and caisson foundation. The mechanical systems are made up of six decentralized air handling units to serve specific functions of individual areas. Chilled water and high-pressure steam generated in the existing main central plants are used. The air is humidified by low-pressure steam in areas where art is exhibited.

There is access by the handicapped to both new and old structures. The auditorium has a ramped center aisle with spaces for wheelchairs. Knurled hardware is placed at hazardous locations, and telephone equipment is designed for use by the partially deaf and is at heights accessible to wheelchairs.

Design for its own sake, said the jury, was not sought in the selection of honor award winners, but the art-music-drama complex at Columbia Basin Community College, Pasco, Wash., was esteemed “for its sense of integrity, however different its appearance from the norm or the fashion of the day.” Designed by Brooks Hensley Creager, the structure is an “outside-in building,” the jury said. It presents itself as a “small walled ancient Middle East village in sharp contrast to the desert.” Its four basic functional parts are connected by bridges, forming covered walkways below.

A problem for the designers was how to respond to the semi-desert climate and to the flat and barren surrounding spaces. The solution was the design of a self-contained, virtually windowless concrete box with internal interconnecting hallways or “streets.” Views of the landscape can be seen only through the three canyon-like gateways through the courtyard. The flat exterior walls are enhanced at night when used for slide and movie projections.

“Massive concrete walls act as energy flywheels since nights are cool and days are often hot, while the interior ‘streets,’ like a Moroccan village, give protection from heat and glare of the sun,” the jury said. The building accommodates faculty offices, workshops, display and support areas for three college departments as well as a thrust stage theater. The finish on most interior sides of exterior walls is sandblasted insulating concrete, where durability and appearance are the controlling factors; other partitions are steel studs with painted gypsum board.

Successful both architecturally and socially, the Three "H" Services Center, Houston, is simple and direct—"almost Oriental in its understatement," said the jury. The 10 small buildings that make up the complex "have the careful casualness of a small tight village." The center resulted from community action taken when a rural slum area was annexed by a fast-growing city, leaving the families stranded without community services. John Zemanek, AIA, an instructor at a nearby university, and his architectural students took on the problem as a class project—and solved it.

A citizens' committee, as clients, expressed what was needed; a drive was launched to raise money; a site was bought, and construction documents produced by Zemanek and his students.

The units are grouped around a covered deck and a raised court at one end of a five-acre site. Nothing is superfluous, and the tower—in fact a symbolic entrance—illuminates the units and the parking facilities. Concrete piers, with floors at three feet above grade, give protection from rising waters that flood the area periodically. There is an "unusual marriage of economic simplicity and esthetic quality," said the jury. Only the doors are painted. Asbestos side sheeting reduces insurance and maintenance costs; interiors are of unpainted particle board. The complex is "rich in spatial and formal complexity without resorting to gimmickry or stylistic contrivance," the jury said. Built at a cost of $18 per square foot, the complex "makes no great claims to polemical or esthetic innovation, but stands simply as architecture, devoid of pretense."

A Modest Country House
That Opens to the Outdoors

Sited on 34 acres in the hills of northern California, this small house (1,200 square feet) is unpretentious, seemingly a part of the land. Virtually everything—even much of the furniture—was designed and built by Chester Bowles Jr., AIA, with the aid of his family. The house was designed as a vacation home for a family, but during the six years of its construction, the children grew up and moved away. They come back periodically and unpredictably, however, and the house, which usually accommodates only two or three people, expands to become home for ten or more, and is used year-round.

"Detailing is simple, straightforward and inventive," the jury said. "The way in which the entire building can be opened up and all of the glazed walls slide back amounts to converting the house to a garden pavilion." The rooms change character "with function and exposure, resulting in an intriguing array of spaces of . . . great richness and interest.

Floor joists overhang the foundation crawl space by three feet or so. There are 3,000 feet of roof overhang for shade; the overhang is three to nine feet over windows, depending on the exposure, and zero at solid walls. Heating is by fireplace; cooking is performed on a wood stove. A homemade solar hot water heater furnishes about 50 percent of hot water needs. Natural ventilation provides effective cooling in summer, even when outside temperature reaches 95 degrees. Although the architect/owner is just now beginning to measure energy consumption, he says that costs appear to be less than $200 yearly.

Lakes Created as Centerpieces of an Apartment Complex

Sited on 80 rolling, tree-filled acres on what was once a hog farm in a rural area near Redmond, Wash., the Sixty-01 Apartments provide 770 dwelling units in two-, three- and four-story structures. Part of the site—more than 15 acres of peat bogs—was once considered unbuildable land. The architects (George Bissell, FAIA, and Frank August & Associates) won the jury's praise for the skillful integration of buildings and site and for the creation of a "sensitive balance between structure and nature."

The designers transformed the bogs into lakes, making them the centerpiece of the development. The lakes serve for recreation and are used also for such purposes as drainage and irrigation water storage. In addition to the lakes, the development boasts of such amenities as a spa, indoor-outdoor swimming pools, tennis courts and stables. Well-designed walks, benches, retaining walls, bridges and fences make outdoor spaces pleasant and comfortable.

Economically, it was indicated that the desired density be 10 units per acre. To save as many trees as possible and to minimize earth moving, the architects designed the structures to fit the varying degrees of the site's rolling slope. Units, which curve with the shoreline and terrain to minimize site lines, are joined in offset patterns, allowing clusters to be formed between and around the trees. The warm, brown shingled roofs serve to unify the complex.

Construction is wood frame with cedar shingles and boarding on the exteriors. Interiors are cedar and painted gypsum board. Clerestory windows and skylights are used as sources of light. Because of the climate, cooling is not required. Heating is by electric baseboard strips, which was considered conventional at the time the development was built.

An Old Marketplace Given New Life in Boston

Faneuil Hall was built in 1742 (John Lambert Smibert), rebuilt after a fire in 1763 and enlarged to three times its original size in 1806 (Charles Bulfinch). Hence, the hall may seem to look down with the condescension of old age upon the adjacent Quincy Markets, opened in 1826 (Alexander Parris). Someone has said that behind every door in Boston there is a preservationist, but the Faneuil Hall Marketplace buildings were condemned. Located on a six-acre site at the city's heart and near the new city hall complex, the three block-long buildings were a natural for restoration. A proposal submitted by Benjamin Thompson & Associates was selected as the most appropriate scheme among several to rescue the landmark area, turn it into an economically viable complex of restaurants, stores, flower and food markets and offices and reinforce the vitality of the downtown.

The jury said that the project's distinction "lies in its respect for the original fabric that allows the sense of the original buildings to come through with real dignity and power." The complex reflects, the jury said, "the excitement of the marketplace as a people place, consolidated by excellent graphics and expanded by the lateral transparency of the glass sheds." The "streets" between the three long buildings have been covered with glass canopies, creating virtually year-round outdoor places of enjoyment. A park runs the length of the southern portion of the market building, and custom-designed street furniture and lighting invite people to linger. Restoration is in three phases, scheduled for final completion in August. Once again, the marketplace is a colorful center, "out of the past into the present and the evolving future."

Turtle Bay Towers was the first major project under New York City's tax abatement program allowing tax incentives for the conversion of commercial structures to residential use. Bernard Rothzeid & Partners took on the challenge of converting a damaged 24-story factory loft building into 342 luxury rental units. The problem was compounded by having to deal effectively with a 200-foot-deep, through-the-block mass while meeting the legal requirements for light and air exposure. Moreover, a gas explosion in 1974 had torn off one side of the structure, completely destroying the passenger elevator core. The renovation had to be accomplished within the economic constraints of the owner/developer and had to meet the city's stringent building code and zoning law.

The architects capitalized on the old building's high ceilings, large windows, unusual spaces and "wedding cake" design. The 20 different setback variations and the organization of apartment layouts take full advantage of urban and river views. The jury commended the project's "spatial ingenuity" in creating "a set of exciting and highly habitable places while dealing with problems that few people have solved credibly." New aluminum and glass greenhouses were added at the setbacks to extend the apartments to the terrace parapet line. Existing freight elevators were converted to passenger use, and glass-enclosed planting areas at the rear of the cab beautify even this space. An existing multilevel loading dock was redesigned as the 100-foot-long lobby and a new ramp added to provide access to elevators and each floor.

The old structure had a steel frame with reinforced concrete slab and masonry perimeter walls. New courts were built to match existing finishes. A 24-story steel column and spandrels were added to form angled walls and to carry the steel remaining after the removal of the damaged elevator core. Insulating glass was set in new aluminum window frames, replacing the existing steel sash and single pane units. Insulation was added to the perimeter walls and the existing two-pipe steam system was overhauled for efficiency. Further energy savings were effected by the installation of a heat transfer coil between the kitchen exhaust system and the 100 percent fresh air corridor supply to extract heat from the exhaust and supply the corridors with recaptured heat. The architects estimate that this alone saves $6,562 annually in oil.

Expansion Through Replication of Part of a House

Designed by an unknown architect and built in 1871, the Elliott house in Chevy Chase, Md., was once an outbuilding for a grander structure, similar in Gothic revival style, that was destroyed in the wake of a rural area's becoming a suburb. The original character of the cottage was changed over the years by periodic additions. When the present owners bought the house in 1975, Hugh Newell Jacobsen, FAIA, was asked to convert it into a home that would be functional in today's world and yet retain its existing charm.

A new front entry serves as the link that joins the old and the new. This link was a deliberate attempt to announce that this is a contemporary house where the original is appreciated but where the new is a reflection of modern life styles. In the words of the jury, the restoration was "beautifully done. Sensitive details originating from the existing house become part of the new design in a solution that is both simple and creative."

Bay windows, running from floor to ceiling on the inside, were added to the existing house and its addition, replacing the front door and helping evoke the spirit of another age. Architectural detailing and color used in small country houses of the 1800s were carefully researched. The bay windows are designed to take advantage of solar heat gain in winter when the trees are bare of leaves; in summer, the natural shading eases heat gain. All of the sash is double-glazed Thermopane, and the entire house is insulated with four-inch Fiberglas foil-enclosed batts.

Old Houses Moved into a New Grouping on a New Site

The owner of several 18th and early 19th century houses, sited on a major noisy traffic route in an old town on eastern Long Island, N.Y., moved them to a 40-acre beachfront site. The structures were reassembled and restored by Howard Barnstone, FAIA. Before the Houston firm was retained as prime architect, work had been done by William Chafee, AIA, of Denver and Morey & Hollenbeck of East Hampton, N.Y. The jury admired the "level of care" exhibited in the project, saying that "in detail after detail, the issues have been faced and thoughtfully dealt with."

At the new site, "whole" and "half" houses were placed in a series of complexes visually related to one another—a departure from their former soldier-like alignment. Three buildings form the main complex, overlooking farmland and ocean. A barn and house, connected by a greenhouse, form a single residence; a half house, with bedrooms and kitchen, is a place for guests. The house contains bedrooms, dining room, study and kitchen, and the barn is now the living room. Its original hand-hewn wood beams form beguiling geometric patterns. The kitchen—a distillation of elegant simplicity—took a year to plan and develop.

Some of the hand-hewn beams used in the restoration were found in old barns, bought just for the lumber. Special hand-cut shingles, milk paint and original hardware were used. The small mullioned windows of another era were kept but supplemented by several large glass windows open to the view. In a word, said the jury, the complex is "impeccable."

A Mansion Made into a Museum Without Disruption

Restoration architects Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates adapted a landmark mansion (Babb, Cook & Willard, 1901) to contemporary use as the Cooper-Hewitt Museum in New York City. "The project," said the jury, "identifies the creative energy involved in the conversion from one use to another while maintaining the context of the original fabric." The architects decided that the rooms should be deliberately evocative of the turn-of-the-century, but adaptation required changes in public circulation, new technical systems for fixed temperature and humidity control and some new construction. The polyglot character of the mansion and its high quality original finish materials were considered assets.

Collections are exhibited on the main and second floors, an array of small jumbled rooms having been converted into a long gallery on the second floor. A library is on the third floor and a study collection on the fourth. The architects ingeniously made use of what was there; for example, an elevator was built into existing cabinetry in space previously occupied by a pipe organ, and all mechanical equipment is integrated into existing building spaces such as coal chutes and plenums. A major portion of the original duct distribution layout was used to provide constant temperature and humidity control.

Each level of the building is organized around a large central hall. Special lighting was provided in the main hall which has become a public thoroughfare.

School Becomes Home
For Repertory Theater Group

A disastrous fire in 1974 destroyed the structure that was home for Baltimore's repertory theater, Center Stage. A school, built in 1856, was donated by the Jesuits and gratefully accepted. Its location, near the city's other cultural facilities, is ideal. After 11 months of construction, the school, converted by James R. Grieves Associates, Inc., became the theater's new home. The jury called the conversion a "superb example" of an architect's creativity in establishing a "successful new use" for what was a nonfunctioning building.

During the first phase of construction, 45,000 square feet of the structure's 90,000 square feet have been converted into a 500-seat thrust stage theater with supporting facilities. The restoration architects removed the building's south section and installed three 11-foot-deep steel trusses from which a steel catwalk was hung to form the ceiling over the theater below. Spaces between the trusses form a third floor for supporting facilities. The top of the truss, covered with concrete plank, creates a floor for a future 300-seat end stage theater. And a courtyard will someday be an outdoor theater.

The old kitchen was made into a contemporary cafe. Lobbies, linking to proposed future classrooms, restaurant and offices, are sited in the building's center section. A concrete slab forms the step risers and platforms for the orchestra level and traps. The 150-seat balcony is formed of steel framing and cast-in-place concrete slabs. Lighting and sound systems are controlled from a booth behind the theater balcony.
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Architects Boyd A. Blackner & Associates conceived an alley/bridge as a glass void to act as a foil and unite two more assertive historic structures in Salt Lake City. The Daynes Building, a four-story walk-up commercial landmark almost completely abandoned because it was thought too small to justify elevators and airconditioning, is now linked to the Kearns Building, a prime highrise office structure that had been maintained and improved with modern mechanical systems. The jury called the solution “imaginative and unique.” It ties a landmark “to the support system of its neighbor through a link that functions like an umbilical cord.”

There is a “symbiotic relationship” among the two buildings and the glass alley—each benefits the other. Kearns shelters Daynes from excessive airconditioning heat gain, and Daynes also benefits from Kearns’ heating plant and elevators. The alley acts as a “seismic hinge” between the two buildings, significantly reducing the heat loss of both.

Richardsonian Police Station Becomes a Gallery

The Institute of Contemporary Art in Boston wanted a facility with a strong sense of identity and found it in a police station (Arthur H. Vinal, 1886). Designed in the vernacular of Henry Hobson Richardson, the building boasts exquisitely detailed stone and brick facades, slate roofs, copper trim and cast-iron columns—all of which Graham Gund Associates, Inc., the restoration architects, cared for but left as designed. The jury said that the project's uniqueness lies in the fact that "it has created a sense of place that is at once both personal and public."

Space that once was used for prison cells, drill halls and guardrooms is now devoted to art. An exhaustive structural analysis established certain design constraints when it was found that central bearing walls and a chimney could not be removed. Large openings were cut and reinforced with new tie rods. Existing column load points were used to restructure the new front space. Another constraint was a program requiring a restaurant of 2,000 square feet. To control circulation when either the restaurant or gallery is closed, the architects created a large two-and-a-half-story space, taking advantage of arched windows. The restaurant slides under the entry on two lower levels. Now, restaurant and gallery are amenities which buttress each other. In a mere 22,225 square feet, the architects were able to provide space for gallery and restaurant, storage room, elevator, auditorium, offices and loading docks.

Some Images They Conveyed in 1977

In addition to AIA, the other major institution which gives recognition to individual works of architecture is the professional press: or that part of it which makes publication of new buildings its stock in trade, in this country the two magazines whose logos are shown above. Indeed, "publication" is, with "premiation," a term that has an honorific meaning peculiar to architecture.

Traditionally, architectural journals have been in part fashion magazines and, in part news magazines, the "news" being the buildings that they engage in a competitive rush to show as fresh out of the ground as possible. Lamentably, they have also been copybooks for the lazier and less generative members of the profession. In these roles they are, willy-nilly, standard setters. Thus any effort to examine the directions of American architectural design, such as this one, should include a look at some of the buildings which these journals recently have chosen to publish/premiate. We take such a look on the following pages, limiting it to American work and to the year 1977.

Of course, it is possible to overstate the similarities between awards and the publication of buildings (as the Record does in claiming that each of the houses chosen for its annual residential issue somehow is thereby an award winner). For one thing, awards are bestowed by juries of the entering architects' peers which change year by year. The magazines' choices are made by a kind of standing jury of their editors, some of whom are architects and some not, which is not changeable annually. This difference can lend a certain capriciousness to the awards and a certain predictability to what is chosen by the magazines.

Another difference is that the identities of awards entrants are concealed from the juries, while the identities of the architects whose work is being considered by the magazines is known, sometimes very well known indeed. Lest this seem a veiled charge of cronyism, let me make a few personal observations as one who has been an editor of two magazines of the kind under discussion. Naturally, friendships do grow between editors and architects, and, editors being more or less human, these friendships do sometimes influence choices of buildings. But this does not happen nearly so often as many architects like to think. Very nearly all of the choices made by the magazines are based on honest, if admittedly fallible, professional judgment.

Nevertheless, there are factors other than the excellence of a given building that do influence the magazine's decisions, and this is another large difference between them and the awards juries. One such factor is, to coin a phrase, the architecture of the magazines themselves. One building may be chosen over another of similar quality because it will look especially good in a given issue, relate well to other content or make a specific point.

And magazines do have axes to grind. The editorial choices of the Architectural Forum in the 1930s were influenced by its espousal of the causes of modern architecture in general, and Frank Lloyd Wright in particular. Neither was uncontroversial among the practitioners of the day. And in the crisis days of the '60s, when I was on the Forum, we gave an extra look to works which had a special urban relevance. Similarly, it doesn't hurt to be a certified L. A. Silver or New York White in the halls of P/A today.

The images that follow were chosen to illuminate directions and what the magazines consider to be directions. In selecting them from the hundreds published in 1977, we definitely do not consider ourselves to be bestowing awards. D.C.
**Pennzoil Place** (Johnson/Burgee Architects, S. J. Morris Associates), won a 1977 honor award and is this year’s winner of the $25,000 R. H. Reynolds memorial award. It stands in dramatic contrast to its neighbors in Houston, as it would in the skyline of almost any other city: twin trapezoidal towers of dark anodized aluminum and steel separated by a 10-foot slot of space; their top eight stories angling toward each other; the angle repeated in a glazed atrium which rises eight stories from the street into the slot. In *P/A* for August, Peter Papademetriou gave a combination appreciation, critique and history of the project, notable for its description of the design’s evolution and the difficulties (and sometimes triumphs) of accommodating office spaces to the angular plan.
Art Center College of Design (Craig Ellwood Associates) is a two-story, rectangular art school of 165,000 square feet. Partially embedded into an irregular Pasadena hillside, its main element is a glazed bridge heroically framed in black-painted steel trusses traversing a 192-foot ravine. In *P/A* for August, Michael Franklin Ross traced the bridge scheme to a 1934 Mies van der Rohe sketch as well as to several earlier Ellwood projects and suggested that the Mies legacy “is alive and well” in the Ellwood office, if “almost forgotten” elsewhere. Indeed the art center is one of a very few Miesian buildings to have appeared in the magazines in 1977. (And Ellwood has announced his intention to spend more time on art than architecture.)
The U.S. Embassy in Tokyo (Cesar Pelli while of Gruen Associates) takes the configuration of an H, with a 12-story and a three-story slab linked at their centers to form courts of pine and bamboo. It was shown in the Record in August and visited last fall by Journal assistant editor Nory Miller. Among her observations: "It is a finely wrought and sophisticated enclosure. Its facade glistens with the exquisite elan of magic materials—reflective glass and the high-tech injection look of spray tile and molded details."
Josiah Quincy School (The Architects Collaborative) is far more than a school. It is the virtual nucleus of Boston's multiethnic South Cove neighborhood and a kind of minicity in itself: In addition to a K-5 school for 820 pupils it contains "sub-schoo"ls" for children with various disabilities, and a battery of community facilities including a "little city hall," and there is a housing tower on one corner of the site. A brilliant physical expression of its role in the neighborhood, and a gift of space to this dense city, is the use of the roof for recreation facilities for pupils and residents alike. All of this came about through a multifaceted planning process that began in the early 1960s (recounted briefly in P/A in December) largely under the guidance of Hermann Field, then director of Tufts New England Medical Center. Quincy School is a building as an act of urban strategy, abetted by architecture.
Dance Instructional Facility for the State University of New York at Purchase (Gunnar Birkerts & Associates). The large skylight at right in the photo below emphasizes the angular form of this two-story building but also symbolizes the importance of light to its design. Corridors also are skylit, and a tilted plane of reflective glass (bottom photo) brings diffused light into the dance studios themselves. In the Record for February, Mildred F. Schmertz rhapsodized that the necessarily long corridors, whose walls jut in and out, were made "as uplifting to the spirit as the dance itself by Birkerts' mastery of light and form." In a thoughtful accompanying essay, Birkerts noted that "there is a clear distinction between bringing in light, and providing windows for looking out. The conventional opening in the wall, the window, is the worst means of illuminating space."
House VI (Peter Eisenman). This small weekend house in Connecticut was the subject of three reviews in *P/A* for June, one by its architect, one by philosopher William Gass and one by sociologist Robert Gutman. Eisenman cited De Stijl and Corbusier and said that architecture "is based on a dialectic between what is real and what is virtual." And further, "Architecture is the synthesis or transcendent state that arises out of that dialectic." Glass said that to him the house was "an environment for the mind and, like a lyric, romantic in its fierce embrace of form, its search for truth." Gutman found the house "a landmark in the history" of a movement variously called conceptual architecture, autonomous architecture and postfunctionalism. He also said, "I am not sure, however, what it would be like to live in House VI for any period of time." □
High-tech as pure elaboration: In the Brooklyn Children's Museum, Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer presents an oil tank recycled as a movie theater, colored air ducts and pipes, tubes shooting through the air, upsidedown fluorescent fixtures, sideways bricks, peek-through windows and all manner of architectural and technical exuberance, buried under a playground (above right).
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Design Directions: Looking for What Is ‘Missing’

The three ‘looks’ of high-tech, slick and historicism. N.M.

It has become a cliche to say that contemporary architecture is pluralistic and questioning, that many have lost the faith—if not the form—of modern architecture, and that the future is up for grabs. Like most cliches, it is true but unsatisfying.

What emerges is a sense of third-generation rebellion, not necessarily against the whole modern movement, but against that which has been most prolific—the postwar work of Mies van der Rohe, Le Corbusier, Marcel Breuer and their not always talented followers. Mies’ neoclassicism seems to be on the way down and, with it, symmetry and travertine (although Philip Johnson and Aldo Rossi are there to catch it). Also fading in popularity is the structural muscularity of postwar beton brut.

The box and the gesture are giving way to the greenhouse, the curve and the kinesthetic experience. Meanwhile, the work of Frank Lloyd Wright, Alvar Aalto, young Corbusier, Constructivist and de Stijl architects is enjoying, if anything, more attention than it has in decades.

If the office tower was the building type of the 1960s, the building type of the early 1970s was the house. Today, it is the small institution—museum, library, medical facility. It has been through these smaller and more flexible projects that many designers have been able to explore what they feel was “missing”—an exploration, however, that also has its counterpart in some of the larger buildings of the ’70s.

While no geniuses of the next wave on the order of a Wright or Corbusier seem to have appeared, there are esthetic choices that are appearing regularly. Perhaps most prominent—and persuasive to fellow practitioners and students—are: historicism (sometimes called postmodernism but with a continuing argument over the membership roster); high-tech (here used as a description of design, not structure or mechanics), and what critic Robert Jensen has dubbed the Slick Style.

It is necessary to make a few disclaimers, for there is work that overlaps categories and contradictory work within each. The categories are not equivalent in any theoretical sense and much is left out. What they each represent is an identifiable “look,” which is not an irrelevant component of esthetics.

The three new “looks” presented here vary greatly in the degree to which they depart from the principles or forms of modern architecture. What ties them together, though, is their search at some level for something else. Postwar building is seen as too minimal, too somber, too repetitive, too capitalistic, too imperialistic, too . . . and not enough.

One quality common to all is an interest in decoration. Whether it be found in pieces and patterns from the past, brightly colored entrails, reflective materials or a jungle of plants, variety and elaboration is preferred to big blank surfaces. Nonmainstream facades may be turning up gridded these days (especially since Isozaki’s Gumma museum), but it is their flesh, not bones, that is articulated.

Another aim seems to be to engage the participation of the visitor on some level. He is expected to associate parts of the building with his own memories or feel the sense of moving from one place to another. He is to try to unwarp visually what the architect has purposely made discordant, follow a changing screen of images in mirrored facades, receive communications (which may be multivalent, complex and ambiguous) and exhibit surprise (probably the most prevalent word in 1970s design discussions). To walk through a high-tech building is to feel not only that you know how it was put together but that you could rearrange it on a moment’s whim.

Even the jargon reflects this changing bias. Colin Rowe’s “phenomenal transparency” is much the same as the old word “interpenetration,” but discussed from the viewer’s perspective rather than abstractly.

The emphasis, then, is less on the building as object and more on the building as experience. Not required by that emphasis but going along with it is a tendency to produce buildings that appear fragmentary, made of two dimensional parts, lightweight and transient. These are qualities also of early modern work and probably, like it, the buildings owe these characteristics to many of the same factors—low budgets, a desire to contrast strongly with what went before, and an unstable sociocultural situation which does not tend to produce images of stolid permanence.
High-Tech: Pipes and bar joists in screaming technicolor; crazy salads of metal, concrete, Fiberglas, canvas; every scratchy screwhead sticking out—that is high-tech. It can be real, like Helmut Shulitz’s house in Beverly Hills—a prefab, interchangeable-part, frame-and-infill Tinkertoy overlooking the valley. Or it can be quasi-real like the Wellesley Science Center in which laboratories can be changed from wet to dry in a half hour without so much as a screwdriver but which also turns out to be poured on site with custom-made furniture.

It can also be pseudo all the way. For now it is a look. It is so much a look that buildings as alien in concept as Hartman-Cox’s National Permanent building in Washington, D.C., and Skidmore, Owings & Merrill’s California First Bank in San Francisco borrow the appearance of big fat tubes—arranged like something between Lincoln Logs and classical columns—or actual tubes, for the sake of a little action on the facade.

Tech (stripped of its hyphenated modifiers) is nothing new, of course. At the very least, it appeared with the Industrial Revolution and meant, minimally, two things. New materials and methods were to be preferred over traditional and, in designing a building, structure was to be set first and allowed to determine spaces. The imagery, however, varied from Corb’s ship prow to Mies’ rolled sections to Gropius’ own “order-it-from-Ward’s-and-paint-it-white” house.

Archigram added, among other things, equal time for HVAC and R. Buckminster Fuller, the concept of a building as a kit of interchangeable parts. Firms like Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer reinvented exposed and brightly painted ducts and found objects. High-tech as a decorative style, as much as an approach to building, has been spreading ever since.

Perhaps the most famous and argued about is Piano & Rogers’ Place Beaubourg. More to the point, high-tech is showing up in the Dubuque, Iowas, all over the Western world.

Slick: As it happens, man turned to mirror to keep the cold in. That was more than 10 years ago. A huge popular success (among architects anyway), it finally hit the big time with Roche & Dinkeloo's United Nations Plaza and I. M. Pei & Partners' John Hancock Tower in Boston. What hit the big time with these buildings was the argument that mirrored glass buildings disappeared into the landscape. People had been looking for this quality at least since Corb and gang had claimed it for plain old glass and, by the mid-'70s, big buildings were in such disrepute as to go beggaring for alibis. If background architecture was in, dematerialization must be ideal. "Does the Pei Hancock tower over Trinity Church?" "What Hancock?" one replies. "I don't see anything." Really? Actually, very little since the legendary cloak and Claude Rains without bandages has really been invisible.

But mirrored buildings are something different—shimmering, sheer, seemingly no heavier than sunlight. The outside changes with each reflection, the inside is anybody's guess. It is packaging, advertising, participatory theater. It may not be solid and eternal looking like a Greek temple bank, but it's an eye-grabber.

Meanwhile, kindred spirits have been at work in Los Angeles. Calling themselves—largely in jest—the Silvers, they are, or were, mostly lead designers at the big commercial houses—among them, Cesar Pelli, AIA, formerly of Gruen Associates, now dean at Yale with his own New Haven firm; Anthony Lumsden, AIA, of Daniel Mann Johnson & Mendenhall; Paul Kennon, AIA, of Caudill Rowlett Scott, now in Houston, and Frank Dimster, formerly of William Pereira & Associates, now on his own. Several of the Silvers, as well as Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo, come out of Saarinen's office, where exterior mirror glass was virtually invented (for the Bell labs of the 1960s).

They often use reflective material on the exterior, but not necessarily mirror. Pelli, for one, is adamant against it. He likes the rich sensuous quality of partially reflective, partially transparent glass. Like much recent L.A. art, the work is deeply involved in intricacies of light and weather, and it is highly, highly finished.

But all that glitters is not glass. Aluminum skins are showing up and hardly anyone is anodizing them dark anymore—TAC's Johns-Manville, Meier's Bronx Center, Stubbins' Citicorp, to name three. Aluminum isn't standing in for fireproofed steel here, or in any other way looking tensed, compressed or weighted down. Aluminum is just shine, a kind of magic paint.

The search for slick is sending designers back to the golden age of sleek—the streamlined moderne. Portman's Renaissance Center in Detroit and Bonaventure in L.A. are perhaps the best examples, resembling nothing if not blown up moderne furniture. But there is also a general reappearance of glass block, interior and exterior tile, translucent materials, neon (or fluorescents in imitation), rounded and inflected shapes.

Here slick overlaps with historicism. It overlaps with tech, if not high-tech, in its molded/injected plastic looks and futuristic celebration of motion. Slick began in Italian interiors some time ago. What America is producing is the big Slick, the enclosure slick. There are also some slick interiors showing up. Oddly, they rarely occur in the same buildings.

Historicism: Eclecticism may have been reborn in the '50s or '60s, but in the '70s it became legitimate. More than that, it became persuasive. As dedication to the future wavers, interest in the past quickens.

When the Museum of Modern Art in New York City decided that modern was over, it didn't show Venturi or Kroll, it presented an exhibit/polemic on the Beaux-Arts. Since, museums have treated us to shows on Palladio, Wright, Italian rationalists and 200 years of American architectural drawings.

The preservation movement began by trying to save seminal but individual landmarks, moved much of its energies onto whole districts and now finds it not so dangerous to occasionally claim that restoration and recycling are the only moral paths for contemporary architecture.

Historicism in new American work is supposed to divide into two categories—white (the New York Five and followers) and gray (also called the new "Shingle Style" or postmodernism). Who is who, and where the equally historicist Europeans and Japanese fit in, is a matter of understandable confusion—sometimes leading to such strange results as Charles Jencks conferring the crown of postmodernism on a premodern Catalan.

A convincing argument can be made that there is as wide a chasm between Venturi (Apollonian) and Moore (Dionysian) as between Venturi and Eisenman. Graves' allusions are to natural surroundings as well as to early Corbu, unlike his fellow whites and, in fact, his buildings are not white. For some years, a guerrilla band mentality (as often forced from outside as generated inside) has attempted to obscure differences within ranks and similarities between, but that is changing.

The thread common to all is historicism. A thread common to many is the conception of architecture not as form-making but fragment-weaving, with the two-dimensional implication intended. At its tamest, this can simply mean that a building is related in placement and appearance to its neighbors. More startling is the aesthetic presumption that a building or addition may appear so much a fragment or assemblage that you can visually feel the ripped edges. It is this quality that differentiates much of the contemporary work from any previous eclecticism.

Disillusionment with the pursuit of Utopia has provoked some of the architects to take rather Dadaist stances (such as Eisenman's claims that we must enter a postfunctional age), aimed more at shaking up the audience than leading them. Others—specifically Venturi and his spiritual students—look not only to the past for relief from the future but also to the previously inappropriate present of commercial strips and subdivisions.

Meanwhile, historians are reminding us that the concept of a world or art in continual progress from worse to better is our rather recent inheritance from the Industrial Revolution and positivist philosophers.
Design Directions: Other Voices

Recently we asked a group of practitioners, historians and critics “to summarize their thoughts on the design directions that are emergent in the pluralist and questioning 1970s.” The responses follow.

Robert Jensen: ‘The Discrepancy Is Between What Is and What Ought to Be’

The phrase “pluralist and questioning” is the most positive characterization of the 1970s. It seems just as plausible to say that there is a disintegration of faith in systems and ideas which have previously sustained us; a loss of self-confidence; a fear of being overtaken by disaster. This feeling contrasts with that of all other decades since World War II. It exists in individuals who struggle to maintain their lives and in institutions out of which any architecture (if it is to be built) must spring. It is a natural mood.

Within it, preservation has become the best carrier of that moral force architecture needs if it is to have value beyond shelter. Preservation is capable of projecting a vision of new possibilities, of hope for our own future, which functionalist modern once claimed for itself and which has now fled from that style. The existing context—city neighborhoods, streets, individual examples of older architecture—in which people have lived their lives and in which they place whatever sense of private wholeness and connection with society that remains to them, has become a primary symbol of our “humanness.”

The best preservation work is split. It reveals contradictions and does not gloss over them. A restored old building is allowed to radiate its own style and the force of its past era like a beacon in new or deteriorating neighborhoods. Or if the building must be altered for new use, its most decorative parts are retained like jewels in a setting which cleanly reveals them. Present functional improvements and technical means are thus made available within the sensual familiarity of private and sacred boundaries (modern physical convenience is not the enemy). This split, this disjunction between old and new, gives preservation its potency: It tells the truth.

Some entirely new projects that lift all of their forms whole out of history are now being designed. But they look too easy; the struggle is given up. The best new work uses ornament that could never have been designed in any other era but this one. Fragments of forms allude to past styles and to immediate nature—plants, trees, streams, hills. Not a real reproduction of a Roman temple front for a new bank, but a trompe l’oeil temple front painted on a flat cheap wall. Or pieces of classical moldings and pediments appear like apparitions; an isolated cartoon-like column, sadly distorted but clearly Ionic, suddenly appears at a corner.

These ornaments seem “slapped on” and often have graceless beginnings and ends. They are not there to decorate essential parts of the building, as historic ornament was. The buildings are not made into symbols of abstract ideas, as were the best functionalist modern buildings, but are made symbolic of other physical things. Some possibility exists of the symbols being immediately recognizable to everyone. It is an attempt to reach sensual and popular energies which are with us if we can find them. We can even make fun of ourselves, an honest and liberating act.

It is a mistake to characterize this ornamented modern as “postmodern,” for only the forms have changed. There is as large a discrepancy in our society today between what we are and what we could (and should) become, as there ever was in the 1920s. The discrepancy is between what is and what ought to be. And it is the knowledge of this discrepancy that defines the modern era, not some specific style.

Preservation and ornamented modern now carry our best values, but are not the major new style of practice. That is the mirror-glass building, those pure Euclidian solids of cylinders, cubes, trapezoids and triangles which began appearing in the late 1960s. They are stretched and slick, acute-angled geometric exercises dismissing human scale, revealing nothing of their structure or functions—abstract shimmering things sealed from all memory.

They are awesome and some are beautiful. They are a different reaction to crisis; they brazen it out. But in some part of this slick style—in its fortress-like quality that reveals nothing about itself and appears to be beyond all adversity—we can sense the fear anyway, glossed over.

This is the style that is clearly winning, the style of the 1970s. If it accurately reflects the tendency of society to conceal things from itself, to either deny or destroy that knowledge of the discrepancy just mentioned, then we will be in a postmodern era. And it will not be a good one.

Robert Jensen is an architect and free lance critic in New York City and teaches architectural history at New York Institute of Technology.

Charles Moore, FAIA, is co-head of the architecture/urban design program at the University of California at Los Angeles.

Alan Chimacoff, formerly of Chimacoff/Peterson Architects, has his own practice and teaches at Princeton University.

Paul Goldberger is architectural critic for the New York Times.

Jonathan Barnett, AIA, formerly director of urban design for New York City and director of the graduate program in urban design at the City College of New York, is now an urban design consultant.

Thomas Hall Beeby is a principal of Hammond, Beeby & Babka and teaches at Illinois Institute of Technology.

John Pastier teaches urban design and architecture at California Polytechnic State University at Pomona and at Southern California Institute of Architecture.

Malcolm Holzman, AIA, is a partner of Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer.

Emilio Ambasz, formerly curator of industrial design at the Museum of Modern Art, has his own practice in industrial and architectural design.

Charles Montooth, AIA, is a senior staff architect at Taliesin West, the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation.
Charles Moore: As at Disneyland, 'We Already Had The Future; it Was the '50s'

Sometime in the '60s, many architects and architectural students stopped looking entirely for the light at the end of the tunnel and started adjusting our vision to the light in the tunnel itself. It is even hard to remember by now the anguish and fury that Robert Venturi's gentle pronouncement that "Main Street is almost all right" let loose among mild-mannered, utopian practitioners. But by now, the profound changes of attitude suggested in that bland announcement have largely come about, and it seems to me (granted that we all see what we want to) that our architectural condition, and our near future will (I fervently hope) be based on the following exaggerated expectations:

No longer will architects see the planet as a slate to be wiped clean in readiness for a utopian vision. As any visitor to Disneyland can see, we already had the Future, and it was the '50s. Instead, and with increasing sensitivity, the messages from what exists (including, soon enough, those '50s buildings themselves) will be received, responded to, even reproduced.

No longer will the kind of utopian diagrams which have produced just yesterday's new towns prevail as planning visions. Instead, places people enjoy, like Charleston, S.C., or Savannah, Ga., will be looked to for the power of their piece-meal responses to different problems. In Charleston, for instance, the problem of cars—solved diagrammatically, in say, Columbia, Md., with huge parking lots which lie in front of entrances that can't help but seem like backdoors—has been taken care of, from time to time, bit by bit. The central part of town is compact, so not so many cars are required. Gardens at the side of "single" houses provide pleasant storage for a car or two each. And some block interiors, left over from previous requirements, provide storage for some more. The sidewalks are often brick, and take you to what is unquestionably the front door. I guess it will be a surprise to nobody when the continent's favorite megastructure turns out to be the 1733 plan of Savannah.

It will be no surprise, either, and a great step forward, when architects get over our frantic compulsion to be original (one of the most bitter residues of the modern movement, and one of the most persistent), and candidly let successful existing buildings and details serve as models. This does not mean an end to freedom or creation. It was, I think, T. S. Eliot who pointed out that "the bad poet borrows, the good poet steals." Perhaps it's only a prejudice, but since most successful models around us are small scale and since most of the big corporate structures around—however beautifully detailed—fill most of us with despair, it seems to me that the small structures on which human care has been concentrated, instead of over which it has been thinly spread, will once again occupy the attention of good architects. An appropriate few structure and the rest of the necessary machinery will be developed to allow that to occur. You only need to look down on Boston from the John Hancock Tower at the liveliness of the Back Bay streets and the aloofness of the new monuments to see how the alternatives assert themselves.

As "reality" gets more complex, we travel more and learn more and remember more places and times. The near and far, in time and place, dance in our heads. The doctrinaire expectations of the recent past about what is "real," and therefore suitable for architectural representation, will give way. The multiple realities of, say, Disneyland will be perceived, and to an increasing extent we can begin to enjoy the city as theme park.

Alan Chimacoff: 'The Emperor's Postmodernism: Clothes but No Emperor'

Architecture is in a state of confusion about style. "Style" is used here not in the sense of the automobile styling of Detroit. It is used in acknowledgment of highest achievement where the characteristics of a work or group of works are so pronounced that a style, either personal or general, can be understood.

From books, magazines, lectures and symposia we are hearing that modern architecture is dead. Offered to us as replacement are postmodernism, neorationalism, postfunctionalism. But we are not given the rules of order for these popular replacements.

It is possible to view the present situation as a natural development from the original precepts of modern architecture. As its roots, modern architecture was stylistically pluralistic. The distinctly different styles of Frank Lloyd Wright, Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe, emerging by 1930, stand as testament. These generally adhere to vague principles of the then new architecture.

But beyond its loose principles, modern architecture was without the rules that in previous styles had determined appearances. Modern architecture emphatically permitted freedom and placed the greatest demand upon individual invention. As a consequence, one can cite such different buildings as James Stirling's Leicester Laboratories and Louis Kahn's...
tendencies in America are consistent with tendencies abroad. Without suggesting a “neo-International Style,” it is possible to see a certain sentiment as extending internationally, with many apparent inconsistencies and contradictions.

The climate is a confused one architecturally and has spawned a lot of licentious behavior among people who make buildings. Seldom do people acknowledge that there must be diction before contradiction, which tends to cast the premise into the category of Articles of Faith. Postmodernism is a case where the participants are writing history rather than making it and then hoping their prophecies will self-fulfill.

But if many of the projects are confused, even perverse, it is a healthy confusion born of frustration. We can be hopeful because, for the first time in many decades, questions are being raised about architecture and urbanism almost as frequently as answers are being posed.

Paul Goldberger: ‘No Longer a Belief That Dogma Will Do Our Work for Us’

Predictions of the future are always dangerous; who could have guessed in 1968 that we would be seeing pediment-topped skyscrapers in 1978? But I think it is fair to say that the general trends we have seen in the last couple of years—trends which have come to be summarized by the term “postmodernism”—will continue. The International Style is no longer a valid ideological force today, and I doubt that it ever again will be; it began as a radical idea but by now is conservative, the very establishment that it is fashionable to struggle against.

There are times when I wonder if the pendulum has not swung too far. There are a lot of very silly things being done in the name of “breaking out of the box,” pretentious, oddly shaped skyscrapers, but in the end suggest no more real depth of thought than did the bargain-basement Mies buildings they are replacing.

I don’t consider, however, Philip Johnson and John Burgee’s proposed AT&T headquarters (above) for New York City to fall into that category—while its scooped-out broken pediments may be startling, it is never silly or deliberately foolish. That building is a serious and earnest attempt to reinterpret historical form in a way that will never be directly imitative of historical styles nor conventionally “modern,” and while I am a bit uneasy about how that form will work at the huge scale of a 630-foot-high building, I am deeply respectful of the impulses behind it. That the nation’s largest corporation could have agreed to build what is in some ways the nation’s most radical skyscraper is clearly a significant event. The move away from the International Style and toward a richer, more historically derivative architecture is now something more than the academic crusade of the Venturis, Moores and Sterns; in one gesture, Philip Johnson has stretched out an arm of the architectural establishment to embrace it.

That does not mean we will see a lot of buildings with Chippendale tops and Pazzi Chapel bottoms. At least I hope we don’t. Because what is significant about AT&T is not the appropriateness of that model, but the message it carries that there are no direct and easy models, that there are no formulas that can do our thinking for us. If there is any truth to be stated about our time, it is not so much that the International Style is dead as that ideology is dead. There is no longer any belief that dogma will do our work for us; there is no longer any belief that there is one true way to the making of good architecture.

Many styles are valid—each has a certain place if it can be justified by factors of program, economics, client preferences, contextual relationships and so forth.

We will continue to see a lot of buildings of a lot of different types, including many that we would consider “modern,” of International Style, in derivation. The point is that when such buildings are made today, it is not because of any belief that they are showing us the one true route to the Kingdom of Heaven—it is merely because they happen to do the job at that particular instance. This end of ideological basis for architecture, in the worst scenario, leads to chaos, but in a more ideal sequence of events it can free us to get in touch with architecture’s basics more than we have done for generations.

Postmodernism is not just historical allusion; it is being free enough from dogma to be willing to use history where it is desirable, but not with the sense that one is bound to do that any more than one should be bound to an I-beam. If architecture comes to focus more and more on what works, rather than on what is correct according to some abstract theory, it is altogether likely that postmodernists will deal more seriously with questions of space, scale, plan, composition, precision and so forth—with architecture’s fundamentals—than their recent predecessors have done. The work of the best designers around today—Venturi & Rauch, Moore, Gehry, Graves, Meier, Gwathmey—succeeds for that reason: They know the basics and they care about them more than about theories.

To talk about "the death of modern architecture" or "postmodernism" only creates confusion. A theory once widely held by art historians is being thrown into the dust bin, but there has been no equivalent change in architecture itself.

The modern period in architecture begins at about the same time as the modern period in everything else, that is, sometime around the middle of the 18th century. Modern materials, new building types, and vast social and geographic changes in the city all begin to develop at this time. Any architecture that continues to use steel, reinforced concrete, laminated wood, large panes of glass, elevators, plumbing stacks, artificial light and ventilation, electric appliances and so on has to be described as modern, as it is profoundly different from the architecture of earlier periods. Similarly, apartment houses, office towers, shopping centers, hospitals, factories and the suburban house may have parallels at earlier historical periods, but they are all examples of modern building types.

The history of art and architecture is also a product of the modern period. It is ironic that this new historical self-consciousness created greater interest in the work of earlier times just when the art historians had evolved a system of classification that assumed no historical self-consciousness. As art history became more sophisticated, the course of contemporary architecture deviated more and more from the stylistic uniformity that the art historian had learned to identify in earlier historical periods. Many art historians concluded that architecture had somehow become sick during the 19th century, as it couldn’t be classified according to a system that seemed to work for all earlier architecture. The alternate explanation, that something might be wrong with the system of classification, seemed to occur to practically no one. The remarkable belief that architecture had become sick led inevitably to a search for a cure—a concern with "modernism" and the need to produce "a style appropriate to our own age."

There is no question that some architects were more inventive than others. Certain individuals found ways to use modern materials unashamedly while other architects were trying to disguise modern innovations as much as possible. Some architects were more interested in thinking about new types of buildings needed by modern society. It was the art historian, however, who took the work of certain innovators and promoted it as the beginning of a "new tradition," an "International Style," a "modern movement."

Siegfried Giedion, Nikolaus Pevsner and their many followers have told and retold, polished and amplified, an essentially partisan kind of history. They sought not only to describe past events but to influence future events. It is not that they are bad historians. On the contrary, they are much too good. Their arguments are so well constructed that it has taken years to see that they were engaged in creating a prospectus for a type of architecture that would meet their own vision of what was right. They were so anxious that the work of certain European architects of the 1920s and ‘30s become the cure for architectural sickness that they suppressed a great deal of awkward information.

For one thing, Le Corbusier’s work began to change radically in the late ‘30s, Oud’s in the ‘40s, Gropius’ in the ‘50s. The earlier, "more correct" work of these figures continued to receive the most emphasis in the historical accounts. Because they wished to create the impression of a style, comparable to earlier historical periods, these historians left out, or under-rated, innovative architects like Hugo Häring, Marinus Dukod, Johannes Duiker, and much of the work of Erich Mendelsohn. In this way they made the work of the innovators seem much more uniform than it actually was. Frank Lloyd Wright could be dealt with in only the most fragmentary way, as he didn’t fit into the pattern very well. Architects like Edwin Lutyens or McKim, Mead & White were ruthlessly suppressed.

These historians then went back and created a historical background for modernism, again through a process of ruthless suppression of anything that didn’t fit the argument they were creating. What gives a historian the right to say that Turbinenhalle in Berlin by Peter Behrens is an important monument of modern architecture while Cass Gilbert’s Woolworth Building does not deserve to be mentioned? What other form of history celebrates a tiny group while ignoring a whole series of major events?

It is a great tribute to the ingenuity of the historians who created the "history of modern architecture" that is taught in practically every architectural school (and appears on our architectural licensing exams) that they got away with it at all. It is astonishing that their story has lasted so long and become so firmly established.

The art historians did influence events by creating a series of expectations about architecture. When these expectations were not fulfilled, architects were uncomfortable. They felt the "spirit of the age" looking over their shoulders. A few art historians, notably Vincent Scully, started saying 25 years ago: "Wait a minute; perhaps the historians are wrong, not the architects." A few people he influenced, a group in which I include myself, started saying the same thing.

In 1957, I wrote a college thesis— at Scully’s suggestion—on American architecture between 1920 and 1940, the period of "reaction and retrogression," and learned that the architects of this period were interested in the same issues as the European "modernists." In 1966, in the 75th anniversary issue of Architectural Record, I wrote a reinterpretation of recent American architectural history that did not rely on the good guys versus bad guys thesis. No one paid any attention.

At a recent Architectural League dinner, Robert Venturi read an article, "Learning from Lutyens," that he and Denise Scott Brown had written in 1969. No one paid any attention to that article at the time, either. Now, however, the old theories of modernism are crumbling. One by one, the architects who had been removed from history are being allowed back in. Architects no longer feel that they must follow "the spirit of the age." Well, I’ll try not to say "I told you so," but I do say: "Whew, what a relief."

Thomas Hall Beeby: Of Manifest Destiny and the Death of Prophets

The leaders of modern architecture are considered to have used revolution for social or political change. Progress was the goal. Tendencies were puritanical or ascetic. The European leaders related directly to indigenous socialist and Marxist movements. The American reformer allied himself with the utopian vision of the "American Dream," thus appearing at once ethically evangelical and pragmatically conservative. The judgment of architecture was removed from matters of taste to the search for truth.

Esthetics was displaced by moral judgment of a religious nature and modern architecture joined temperance and universal sufferage as progressive reform movements of the social gospel. The prophets of reform—Sullivan, Wright and Mies—preached an architecture of "manifest destiny." "Ours is a land of destiny!" Sullivan wrote. "Here nature had prepared, through the ages, a slumbering continent, a virgin wilderness, to be the home of a free man—free in their bodies, free in their souls; that the silently working calm and the power of the wilderness, the potency of the soil, the waters and the air might permeate them physically, mentally, morally and spiritually, and lift them up to be a great people animated by a great purpose, a great force, a great beauty."

The architectural prophets had the
The believers were surrounded by general culture but never usurp the visionary role. They appeared in an apparently corrupt society. Missionary activity abroad, settlement houses in our cities, the Sunday school and modern architecture were all aimed at the salvation of the masses without disruption of privilege—which supported both the church and architecture. [When] "a philosophy or gospel of democracy [is] the motive power of the world," wrote Sullivan, then "will our art cease to be a wanderer and come into its own."

The architectural prophets had to locate the center of the spiritual crisis within their "calling" in order to legitimize their position. "American culture, such as it was, wore a false face, a hideous masquerade. . . . Thus doomed to spiritual sterility, art and architecture were facing extinction in all the Hell there was," wrote Wright. The architect became "saviour of the culture of modern American Society." Virtuous buildings would produce a virtuous society. Legitimacy was ensured by claiming Whitman and especially Ruskin and Morris as ancestors.

Revelation necessarily involved rejection of the past. The result was a "new man" often assuming a pseudonym to graphically illustrate his transformation. A prophet was ascetic. In his transcendent state he was often without feeling; he obstructed sentiment and rejected spontaneity. He loved humanity because it was unchanging but not people because they were unpredictable. He appeared beyond influence. He formed not personal ties, but spread his attention over a larger group who became his disciples. Wrote Sullivan: "I am unfolding to you a philosophy of art simpler and deeper than the world has hitherto known, because, through my love of my land, of my people, of Democracy, and of the Infinite Creator, has come then insight and the power so to do." Wrote Wright: "I gave to all, impartially, the freedom of my workroom, my work and myself."

The followers were given the necessary confidence to combat the surrounding culture but never usurp the visionary role of the leader. "If you do not follow this course," said Mies, "you may go astray and that could slow down architectural development or even make it impossible." The believers were surrounded by general supporters not sharing in the holy state but defending the beliefs. The vision was always millenial, with the leader becoming immortal.

placed in a culture historically valuing ascetic self-denial, pragmatism and industry, the union of evangelical architecture and a society searching for the "Kingdom of God on Earth" was complete. However, as in any evangelical sect, fervor rarely lasts beyond the generation which voluntarily commits itself to the cause. The next generation drifts into either dogma or mysticism or rebellion. This is historically the dilemma of any evangelical sect, particularly those tied to a millenial prophecy which promises historical realization.

It is no accident that the blind optimism surrounding the "American Dream" began to be seriously questioned simultaneously with the attacks on the tenets of modern architecture. Both are based on a faith in manifest destiny which is now threatened on every side by perceived failures—both material and spiritual. Today, the sacred center of Crown Hall is uninhabited; Taliesin lies an empty monastic ruin, and the relics associated with Louis Sullivan stand in splendid disuse at the Cliff Dwellers Club. There are no prophets any more.

John Pastier: 'Progress from Outsiders Free of Tribal Myths and Taboos'.

There are trends and there are trends. The best ones cross your path when you're not looking for them. They scurry into hiding as soon as they sense you peering through the field glasses of speculation hoping to spy their form. What was it that flitted in yonder tree: a full-fledged and rarely seen Trendus Veritabilis, a heavily spotted Trendus Ordinar!us, a scrappy common grey trendlet or merely a dying leaf rattling in the breeze?

The one striking phenomenon of recent architecture is that it is in a healthy state of flux. The "modern movement" has been convincingly undermined by such perceptive revisionists as Robert Venturi, Charles Moore and Charles Jencks, just as it has been enlarged by people as diverse as Philip Johnson, John Johansen, Cesar Pelli and John Portman. It has been turned into a brilliant revival style by fastidious estheticians such as Richard Meier, John Hejduk and Peter Eisenman, while it has been effectively ignored by countless owner-builders and small-scale architect-contractors who find direct involvement a better teacher than academic precedent.

To underscore this pluralism, I would like to discuss a relatively ignored factor: the work of SITE, Inc. This team of New York-based artists and poets have built monumentally paradoxical structures whose wit, vigor and former qualities have produced a highly metaphoric architecture that combines intriguing symbolism, social commentary, popular comprehension and commercial effectiveness.

Whether or not the work indicates a trend, its message is clear: Architectural progress can come from outsiders who are free of the profession's tribal myths and taboos.

But today's diversity and pluralism may prove short-lived. Students, whose numbers total roughly half those of licensed practitioners, are in general less intellectually curious and socially concerned than their predecessors, and are correspondingly more conformist, careerist and security-conscious. If this persists, the present sense of intellectual expansiveness and freedom may be supplanted by a more apathetic Eisenhower-era viewpoint.

Such narrow pragmatism may already be felt in professional practice. The architectural recession and free-spending OPEC clients have coincided to form a situation where some of the busiest firms are gratefully working within cultures and esthetic traditions that they cannot conceivably understand as well as their own, and may also be working for or within countries whose strong class systems, economic processes and political practices contrast sharply with those that operate here.

Other influences also seem to be afoot. Today's low-voltage economy, prohibitive housing costs, energy problems and newfound sense of the past are all grounds to think that a resource and culture conserving architecture based upon soft technology and minimum intervention may continue to develop. Some of my colleagues feel that we will see more reuse and making do. There may also be
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1977, the top executives of AIA and of NCARB said that they share a common goal of "improving professional competence among architects in order to better serve the public." The officers said that they recognize that "there is considerable confusion and anxiety among architects regarding the divergent directions of AIA and NCARB on the method of license maintenance and professional development." Hence, said the signers of the statement, they would "exercise their concerted efforts in the next few months to determine courses of action which can best fulfill the needs for professional development and license maintenance." While such efforts are under way, they said, they would not initiate legislation in this area.

Many people look to Iowa as a leader among the states in requiring professional development for recertification, while others regard the legislation with dismay, predicting that many aspects of the law are so unpalatable that they may be challenged in the courts as a violation of individual rights.

The Iowa law, which went into effect on Jan. 1, requires among other things that regulatory boards submit their rules for administrative review on Oct. 1. A spokesman for the Iowa Board of Architectural Examiners has said that the board will propose a program that requires 20 contact hours of professional development.

Another state which has been watched by those in opposition to mandatory continuing education as just more bureaucratic invasion is California. The California council/AIA developed a proposal for legislative action which is similar to AIA's PDMS. Early in 1977, the council indicated preliminary support of a mandatory provision. In March, however, the council's directors passed a resolution supporting voluntary rather than mandatory continuing education.

An AIA/NCARB program for intern-architect development

Among the groups vociferously opposed to both AIA's and NCARB's programs and to mandatory continuing education as either a requirement for AIA membership or for recertification is the Ohio Society of Architects. That society does not blame complaining consumer groups that are calling for proof of professional competence, but "overzealousness" on the part of AIA and NCARB, a view which is denied by both organizations since neither has sponsored legislation that makes continuing education a requirement for license maintenance.

The Maryland Society of Architects is of the opinion that an architect's performance is "scrutinized and regulated" by many state and federal review and enforcement agencies and that what is needed are "more stringent initial licensing criteria," among other things.

In an effort to have the candidate for registration better prepared, AIA and NCARB have been strongly united in the intern-architect development program (IDP), the aim being to give those entering the profession the best opportunities for exposure and exploration in the broad issues of architectural practice.

In support of IDP, 21 instruction booklets called SupEdGuides were developed and published in 1977. Also developed was a system for recording, measuring and assessing the intern-architect's education and training progress.

After a 16-month pilot test, four AIA state components completed preparations in 1977 for putting the IDP to work. The concept of helping bridge the gap between graduation from architectural school and licensure is currently supported by all 55 registration boards through their membership in NCARB, by AIA and its components and by the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture. Each is represented on the IDP coordinating committee and all are assisting those states now planning to participate in the program.

NCARB says that "many states are taking the actions necessary to incorporate [adopt] the IDP's training experience requirements as satisfactory to their own requirements. Once this step is taken, a jurisdiction is set to go statewide." The ultimate objective "is to take the quantum leap from a few statewide IDP states to a nationwide program that would encompass all of NCARB's member boards and all of AIA's components."

The 100 interns who worked in 60 firms in the states of Colorado, New Jersey and Texas during the pilot project have helped point the way toward having registration candidates better prepared for careers as registered architects.

There may be too many intern-architects seeking registration, however, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The BLS projects that in the next nine years there will be 47,000 newly graduated architectural students seeking the 28,000 positions that will be available. AIA believes that the BLS figure is inflated. On the basis of NCARB reports, it estimates that there will be 2,700 newly registered architects per year for the next nine years.

Not all architectural graduates go into active practice, as a study by the Association of Student Chapters/AIA revealed. The study found that 51.8 percent of recent graduates are employed in architectural practice, this category being defined to include those getting full credit toward licensing. For the others, 21.9 percent are in fields where architectural skills are used but where no credit is allowed and 7 percent are in areas of employment completely outside architecture.

As AIA's long-range planning committee remarks, "AIA is caught between the need for steps to preserve the traditional practice of architecture on the one hand and to foster the expansion of practice on the other. How it responds to this dilemma will have a significant impact on the process of refining the process of architectural education."

The matter of whether A/E services should be selected by competitive bidding or by the traditional method of competence for state and local projects has been under investigation by the American Bar Association. The ABA has developed two...
Crouse-Hinds Bollards.
Rugged, strong, and comfortable to view. Superbly constructed with seamless extruded aluminum housings. No exposed set-screws, fasteners, or other hardware to clutter the design. Simple. Clean. Vandal resistant. Basic.

Bollards and people go together. Crouse-Hinds Bollards are designed for people. Beveled tops mean no sharp edges. The lamp is below the lens to keep the temperature down on the top housing. This makes our Bollards cooler to the touch.

And our unique "see-through" look is easy on the eye. The impact-resistant acrylic lens is an integral element of the housing. There are no reflectors, refractors, or other optical devices visible in the lens area. Polycarbonate lenses also available.

Crouse-Hinds Bollards are designed for use with 70 and 100 watt HPS and 100 watt mercury lamps to accent or set off almost any pedestrian area.

Bollards. A good example of basic shapes. When you think of "basic forms of light," think of Crouse-Hinds. Write for our literature.

Crouse-Hinds Company
Lighting Products Division
Syracuse, New York 13221.
How saving money on roof insulation is a quick way to go broke

Cutting down on roof insulation is like cutting your financial throat. Roof insulation makes good economic sense.

But only when you know how much you really need. Too little and you'll be buried in fuel cost. Too much insulation and it'll seem like forever before you recover the cost.

Here's a not too farfetched example to show you what we mean: A million-square-foot (1,000,000) plant with a minimum amount of roof insulation "R" 2.77 ("C"—0.36) in the northern part of the country with 7,000 degree-days and 500 cooling hours. It can cost you $129,700 per year to heat and cool.

Assuming a 5% annual inflation in fuel costs, seven years from now the same building will conservatively cost you $208,250 to heat and cool per year.

But there's more to come. The original equipment cost for heating and cooling our not so farfetched example could run as high as $1,900,000. How's that for a quick way to go broke!

How to avoid going broke

Take a hard look at these two "Economic Insulation" maps. Using 7,000 degree-days, 500 cooling hours and 80°F temp. difference. The map for a new roof recommends an "R" of 16.67 ("C" of .06). Translated into energy costs a year, that's only $25,000 to heat and cool this building. A savings of $104,700 the first year and a possible reduction in equipment cost of $1,500,000.

How the maps were developed

Owens-Corning has taken twenty years of energy management experience and put it into a computer.

We used a metal-deck commercial or industrial building, with gas heat and electric cooling, as our base. We did thorough calculations for degree zones throughout the country. Then we factored in a 15-year building life. A 5% annual fuel inflation estimate. We put corporate income taxes at 48%. Electric costs at $0.03/kwh, $1.80/M cu. ft. (1 million btu) for gas. Equipment costs were pegged at $1000/ton—cooling. $35/1 M btu—heat. Plus 5% equipment maintenance cost. Roof resist-
RE-ROOFING
Economic Insulation Amount—Heating and Cooling

For equipment design an 80°F temp. diff. and deck LTD of 62°F were used. Allowed for 10% roof insulation cost adjustment and 75% heating system efficiency. The maps are the result.

If you're designing a new roof or replacing an old one, you can call at a glance the economic amount of insulation you should be using for your project. Pure and simple.

Talk to our computer about your special requirements

Our "economic insulation" maps should cover most of new roofing and re-roofing projects. If your roof is a special case, you can talk to our EMS 3 computer by using a touchtone telephone or computer terminal. Give EMS 3 the basic information about your project and EMS 3 will tell you the economic amount of insulation based on your input. It will also give your projected first-year heating and cooling savings, equipment savings on new construction, and added insulation cost. We'll send you full details so you can call EMS 3 about your special requirements.

Ask us about our roof insulation

We've got Fiberglas® Roof Insulation and Fiberglas Urethane Roof Insulation (FURI). Depending on your design and insulation requirements, both products will give you proven performance.

Design help with no strings attached

We will help you determine the economic amount of roof insulation. EMS 3 is hardly a salesman. It's there to help owners, engineers and architects obtain energy-efficient roofs.

Of course we want to sell you our insulation. We believe if we help you find the economic amount of roof insulation you'll probably come to us for the right insulation for your roof.

What you should do now

Planning a new building or replacing an old roof? Incorporate the "economic insulation" amount from the maps into your specifications. If you're not directly involved in specifications, pass them along to the person who is.

If there is anything that you don't understand about insulation, call your local Owens-Corning representative. That phone call might keep you from going broke.

Want more information on our roof "economic insulation" amount maps, or how to talk to our computer, drop us a line. Write to A.K. Meeks, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Fiberglas Tower, Toledo, Ohio 43659.

---

Fiberglas Roof Insulation Thermal Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&quot;R&quot;</th>
<th>&quot;C&quot;</th>
<th>Nominal Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>2-1/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>1-7/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>1-5/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>1-3/16&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>1-1/16&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>1-5/16&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>3/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FURI Insulation Thermal Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&quot;R&quot;</th>
<th>&quot;C&quot;</th>
<th>Nominal Thickness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>3-3/4&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>3-3/16&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>2-5/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>2-3/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>2&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>1-13/16&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>1-11/16&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*T.M. Reg. O.-C.F. Corp. © O.-C.F. Corp. 1978
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alternative A/E procurement systems, one of which calls for competitive bidding.

The first alternative would rank the three most qualified A/E firms and negotiations would take place with the firm ranking highest on scope and compensation. This is essentially the Brooks law approach used by federal agencies and is the model favored by AIA and the major engineering societies.

The second approach considers price, and the three most qualified firms for the project under consideration would be asked to submit estimated costs for A/E services.

Although state agencies and legislatures have shown considerable interest in recent months in revising their procedures for A/E selection, there has been little concrete action. Knoxville, Tenn., and Kentucky are the only jurisdictions to actually enact procurement changes, and they both have elected the ABA model which embraces the Brooks bill approach. Currently, five states and four cities are considering the two alternatives on a pilot test basis.

Setting aside certain contracts just for small A/E businesses

The Brooks law makes no reference to the size of firms. Legislation pertaining to small businesses is now being heard in the Senate (S2259). The law would permit federal agencies to set aside certain A/E contracts exclusively for small businesses. The Committee on Federal Procurement of A/E Services, of which AIA is a member, has suggested that the section of the legislation pertaining to A/E services be eliminated from the bill. By their very nature, COFPAES, says, A/E firms are small businesses. According to definitions of the Small Business Administration, more than 95 percent of A/E firms are small businesses. Hence, says COFPAES, set-asides for small A/E firms would be self-defeating.

In a report submitted to the office of federal procurement policy, an interagency committee of representatives of 11 federal agencies, including GSA, a strong argument was made against the use of fees as a factor in the selection process. The committee endorsed the Brooks law approach by means of which the fee is a factor only in final negotiation.

The report also evaluated the “project proposal method” for A/E services which involves three levels of procedure. Although the process was considered useful in securing better design services, it takes a longer time and runs the risk of discrimination against small, less well-known firms. In level 1, firms respond to a written questionnaire; level 2 supple-ments the data with more detailed written responses and interviews. Level 3 involves the preparation of conceptual drawings, life cycle cost estimates and an estimated project budget. Level 3 was used by GSA in awarding a contract for the renovation of Washington, D.C.'s old post office building.

The committee found that the cost of response to level 1 is about $200 and level 2 costs firms an average of $2,500. Under level 3, competing firms for the old post office building received a development fee of $46,000. The committee urged that “special consideration” be given to smaller firms in the use of the project proposal method.

One of an architect's major clients is the federal government. In the news in recent months has been a report by the U.S. General Accounting Office entitled “Procedures Used for Holding Architects and Engineers Responsible for Their Design Work.” The report deals with the procedures of GSA and the Defense Department in the procurement of A/E services.

The report found that “some federal agencies are not adequately documenting causes for errors and omissions in plans and specifications,” saying that government should not pay “increased construction costs when the A/E is responsible.” Very few attempts have been made by the federal agencies, GAO says, “to pursue potential claims against A/E's.” The reason, GAO believes, is that agency officials have attached a “higher priority to avoiding construction delays than to building a case against an A/E.”

GAO examined 54 contracts valued at $534.2 million and found that change orders valued at $30.2 million had been issued. GAO classified 1,575 of the change orders, costing $13.4 million, as “design deficiencies.” The report concludes that the term design deficiency is loosely defined, sometimes being used as a mechanism to expedite change order approval. The report recommended that the cause of change orders and individual responsibility be determined and that A/E liability be enforced, with costs recovered for negligence.

The matter of liability and other legal problems of architects has been addressed by the Arizona Society of Architects. A plan has been devised to encourage firms to seek legal advice before expensive litigation is necessary. Participating architectural firms will pay $100 for a six-month subscription for legal counsel from a participating law firm. If further legal counsel is required, legal fees will be at a reduced rate. Arizona is one of seven states which has no statute of limitations, and even an architect in retirement may come to appreciate the unprecedented plan.

Building Code Organizations Contemplate Three-Way Merger. Consolidation of Their Systems

Building codes and regulations over the years have so proliferated that today a building must be designed to meet an array of requirements from agencies, regulatory bodies and code officials—locally and federally. It is estimated that 10 percent is added to the cost of construction to meet building code provisions. Some architects think this figure is too low.

James Lammers, AIA, in Architecture Minnesota (Jan./Feb. 1978) said that the “architect has to walk a narrow line in designing buildings that conform to the various codes and regulations. On the one hand, he is vitally concerned with the ultimate safety and well-being of the occupants of the building; on the other hand, he is concerned with the total cost of the project. He must search for an optimum design much as a structural engineer designs a beam which adequately support the load, but will not be overdesigned to the point of being wasteful.”

In recent months, a number of events have occurred that may help simplify matters and bring order out of confusion. AIA has long been concerned about standardized building code procedures and in 1975 published a report entitled “One Code: A Program for Regulatory Reform.” It calls for a single performance-oriented national building code to be based on “accepted consensus standards.”

Thirty-nine months after the AIA board approved the report, the nation's three model building code organizations
Natural choice for beautiful interiors.

Redwood.

Redwood is elegance, warmth, radiance.
And so much more.
Redwood defies time, retards flame spread.
Holds finishes longer, requires less care.
Insulates against heat, cold and sound.
Redwood—in narrow, wide and random widths,
rough and smooth faces, handsome patterns.
Redwood. The natural choice.

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD ASSOCIATION 617 Montgomery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111

Redwood—a renewable resource
STAGGERED TRUSS STEEL
FOUR WEEKS CONSTRUCTION
When this new 377-room Hyatt-Regency Hotel was being planned as part of the $47 million Lexington Center project in Lexington, Ky., it was inevitable that the best design and construction ideas, plus the best materials would be used—with special concern for speed of construction and economy.

For a very simple reason: theotel will be owned by the people who designed and built it: Hunt/Landmark Ltd., an affiliate of Ellerbe Architects, the 65-year-old international architectural, engineering and planning firm...and Huber, Hunt & Nichols, Inc., one of the country’s largest building contractors.

For their hotel, they specified steel construction and chose the innovative Staggered Truss steel framing system developed by I.I.T. under a grant from the United States Steel Corporation.

Mr. K.R. Kaufman, construction manager for Hunt/Landmark Ltd., emphasized the use of the staggered truss design saved time and reduced costs. “The steel erection took three months” he said, “which was faster than we had planned and much faster than any other system. It saved us at least 4 weeks construction time.”

This system consists of story-high trusses spanning the full building width at alternate floors of each column line. The trusses are supported only on the two pews of exterior columns and are ranged in a staggered pattern on adjacent column lines. This achieves an efficient structural frame for resisting wind loads while at the same time providing floor layouts with large column-free areas. Consequently, it is a system that lends itself to high-rise residential buildings such as apartments and hotels.

Structural steel, both ASTM A36 and ASTM A572, Grade 50, was fabricated in only two months, including fifty-six trusses. The pre-assembled trusses measured 60-feet by 9-feet 4-inches. The hotel contained more than 1,200 tons of steel.

In this project, and in many others, the Staggered Truss steel framing system proved to be the fastest, and the most practical and economical construction system. For more information on the design of Staggered Trusses, contact a USS Construction Representative through your nearest U.S. Steel Sales Office. Or write for our booklet, “Staggered Truss Framing Systems for High Rise Buildings” (ADUSS 27-5227-02), to U.S. Steel, Box 86 (C788), Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230.

OWNER: Hunt/Landmark Ltd., Lexington, Kentucky. (the City and County of Lexington, Kentucky are owners of the Arena, Convention Center and Retail Mall).


ASSOCIATE-ARCHITECT: Johnson/Romanowitz/Architects, Lexington, Kentucky.


ERECTOR: Whalen Erecting Co. of Ky., Inc., Lexington, Kentucky.
codes & regulations from page 174

the Building Officials and Code Administrators International, the International Conference of Building Officials and the Southern Building Code Congress—announced in April a plan that may result in the merger of the three. This effort to simplify matters regarding building codes and regulations has the endorsement of AIA's codes and regulations center, whose director is James R. Dowling.

The three groups have initiated a feasibility study for the consolidation of membership services and publications. The long-range objective is to blend the three groups into a single organization, with a national headquarters and regional offices in three cities where the groups are currently located (Birmingham, Ala., Chicago and Whittier, Calif.). Among the significant results of such a merger would be the promulgation of one series of model construction codes using national consensus procedures and the publication of a "one voice" codes officials' journal.

Ottmar H. Becker, president of BOCA, says, "The construction industry would welcome one democratically maintained model code promulgated nationally by the private sector."

Meanwhile, BOCA will include one professional A/E member and one industry member on each of its major code changes committees. This action is the result of a 1977 recommendation of BOCA's advisory council, of which Dowling is chairman. Design professionals, says Dowling, have long believed that code change committees of all model code organizations would benefit from having design professionals deliberate proposed code changes.

AIA supported the establishment by Congress of the National Institute of Building Sciences in part because such a potential ally would help achieve order in the area of building codes and procedures. NIBS has received its first capital funds appropriation from Congress—$1 million for fiscal year 1978. It has established offices in Washington, D.C., and Gene C. Brewer has been appointed president and chief executive officer of the nonprofit, nongovernmental institution.

One of the mandates given NIBS, says Brewer, is "to bring order out of the confusion of building criteria, standards and codes and other regulations that constrain the $170 billion housing and building industry." In pursuit of this objective, NIBS recently said it will undertake in-depth study and research in the areas of building technology and regulations that "will lay the groundwork for a more rational system of building regulations that could lead to savings easily running into the billions of dollars."

Dowling, recently appointed a member of NIBS' consultative council to the executive committee, says that NIBS has established task forces on government activities, installation procedures, standards and testing and information and education. The task forces will report to the council, which in turn will make recommendations to the NIBS board.

Brewer also announced in April that in order to investigate the uses of insulation in "the mounting confusion at each step of the construction process," an insulation task force had been formed. The task force will make recommendations dealing with the development of criteria and standards which will be provided to Congress, federal agencies, all segments of the building community and the public. "In so doing, we hope that a direction will be defined for the nation that will lead to more effective energy conservation in all types of buildings," Brewer said.

OSHA rescinds more than 1,000 regulations deemed unnecessary

Another regulatory body of importance to the architect is the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, established with the broad responsibility of ensuring that as far as possible "every employee in the U.S. has safe and healthful working conditions." OSHA was given the authority to develop and promulgate safety and health standards, to develop and issue regulations and to conduct investigations to determine the status of compliance with standards and regulations.

In late 1977, OSHA announced that it was rescinding some 1,100 obsolete, unnecessary or misdirected job safety regulations. The move resulted from Labor Secretary Ray Marshall's intent to introduce "common sense priorities" in the elimination of "nitpicking" regulations that have "little or no effect on employee safety and health." AIA has worked with OSHA, says Dowling, on the review of numerous proposed regulations and has called for revocation of those requirements "which cannot be documented and/or are unenforceable."

A group from labor and management is acting together to present a unified front to OSHA about reform of regulations which apply to the construction industry. Last fall, the group met at a conference of the New York building and construction industry joint safety committee and voted to launch a campaign for OSHA reform.

More than 20 labor and management organizations met in Washington, D.C., in January to decide on campaign strategy. The group is pushing to obtain a separate safety standard for construction, objecting to a veritable maze of current rules. OSHA Secretary Eula Bingham has asked the group to select the regulations that should be rewritten or deleted—a task which the group views as having been accomplished under other Administrations but is willing to do again. OSHA is undoubtedly concerned with the construction field because it remains one of the nation's most hazardous industries. In a recent report entitled "The Safety and Health Record in the Construction Industry," based on data collected by OSHA from 1972 to 1975, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that the construction industry has had the "highest injury and illness rate of all major industries." BLS says that except for mining, the construction industry has the highest number of work-related deaths relative to the number of employees. Interestingly, BLS found a relationship between an incidence of injuries and illnesses and the size of a firm. Very large firms with 2,500 or more employees had the lowest rates.

In at least one instance in recent months, OSHA backtracked on a former decision. The case involved a ruling in which Skidmore, Owings & Merrill was involved, first cited for exposing its employees to safety hazards during the construction of the Sears Tower in Chicago. In its first appeal, SOM was told that the citations were upheld, but at a later hearing, OSHA reversed itself, ruling that architects "are not engaged in construction" when making routine inspections at the construction site. To be liable, the OSHA ruling said, "an employer must perform actual construction work or exercise substantial supervision."

There has been confusion about whether an OSHA inspector has to present a warrant to an employer. The Supreme Court will rule on a case which challenges the Occupational and Safety Act on the grounds that it fails to protect citizens against improper searches.

'Bill of rights for handicapped' signed into regulations

Last year, Health, Education and Welfare Secretary Joseph Califano approved regulations in Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which can be used to bar federal funds from those who discriminate against the handicapped. This "bill of rights for the handicapped" will have major implications for barrier-free design in public buildings.

Section 504 states: "No otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the U.S. . . . shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any
Laminated architectural glass.

For more reasons than meet the eye.

The J. C. Penney Distribution Center is a beautiful example of how laminated architectural glass, with the Saflex® interlayer from Monsanto, can put a combination of features to work in a single glazing.

The design challenge was to combine aesthetics with functionality. Sloped glazing of laminated glass was a natural solution. The sloped design satisfied the aesthetic considerations. And laminated glass answered Penney's concerns about protection from the elements.

For example, a heavy impact may break the glass but the broken fragments will adhere strongly to the Saflex interlayer, which also holds the lite in the frame. Benefits: no dangerous splinters, no falling fragments. And the strength of Saflex also affords a degree of security against break-ins as well as a functional weather barrier.

Another benefit: Saflex laminated to reflective glass produces a combination glazing with superior solar control. And the reflective coating is protected from abrasion.

Laminated glass also keeps Penney interiors measurably quieter. Provides much better accoustical insulation over the entire sound spectrum than monolithic or airspaced glass.

What more can be achieved by laminated architectural glass? The Saflex interlayer can be tinted in one of a variety of colors to reduce glare and absorb solar heat. In store windows, a special ultraviolet control laminate protects product displays against fading. And, laminated glass is especially suited for atriums and skylights, where design also calls for safety and weather protection.

The fact is, laminated architectural glass combines more performance features in a single glazing system than anything you can name.

For a list of leading laminated glass manufacturers, write: Monsanto Plastics & Resins Company, an operating unit of Monsanto Company, Dept. 804, 800 N. Lindbergh Blvd., St. Louis, Missouri 63166.
One company makes more products that close the door to energy waste than anyone else.

- Insulated Sectional Steel Doors
- Insulation for Existing Sectional Steel Doors
- Insulated Wood Flush Doors
- Strip Doors
- Commercial Operators
- Solar Rolling Steel Doors
- Truck Dock Seals
- Truck Dock Shelters
- Rail Siding Shelters
Get the picture?

We hope so. Because this could save your energy as well. Now there’s only one company you need to talk to for a turnkey job on commercial doors and door-related products for both new and existing buildings. The Overhead Door Corporation. No one has a more complete line to meet your needs, including an unsurpassed group of timely products designed to cut those soaring utility bills.

Check the list. Insulated sectional and wood flush doors, strip doors, perimeter seals, a new solar rolling steel door, dock seals, shelters for truck docks and rail sidings and a full line of “job rated” electric door openers. They all can reduce expensive heating and cooling losses and make your buildings more energy efficient.

All our other products, from sectional and rolling steel doors, complete loading dock equipment and gate operators to the most dependable rolling steel fire door you can buy, also add significant operating efficiency to your facility.

The Overhead Door Corporation. No one can offer more in quantity and quality. You can depend on that. We manufacture, sell, install and service our products and give you a full year’s warranty. With our nationwide network of more than 400 distributors, we can work with you locally and also follow through on any of your out-of-town projects. We hope you’ll call us. We can save you a lot of energy.

Overhead Door Corporation,
P.O. Box 22285, Dallas, Texas 75222 (214) 233-6611

Circle 45 on information card
The regulations will apply to institutions such as schools, hospitals and museums and other organizations such as public housing agencies and local transit systems.

The object of the law is to make programs accessible, but not necessarily in all areas of all buildings. HEW officials emphasize that “not every classroom or dormitory room” must be accessible.

All new buildings receiving funds from HEW “must be designed and constructed to be accessible to handicapped persons.” Buildings renovated after June 1977 must be made accessible to the “maximum ex-
tent feasible.” For existing buildings, the regulations state that required alterations be completed by June 1, 1980.

The Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 (PL 90-480) was the first legislation promoting barrier-free design. The American National Standards Institute’s specifications for making buildings and facilities accessible to, and usable by, the physically handicapped (ASNI Standard 117.1) became the regulations’ model. It described certain minimum conditions of building design, parking, washroom facilities and site grading, among other things, that could make buildings accessible.

But after years of dealing in implementing the 1968 law, handicapped people staged demonstrations to persuade Cali-fano to sign into law Section 504. The new standards most likely to be adopted are the forthcoming 1978 revision of the 17-year-old ANSI 117.1. This revision will be approximately 10 times longer, more prescriptive and, for the first time, will detail accessibility specifications for both single and multifamily housing and related exterior spaces, and for mobile homes.

Meanwhile, HUD is actively pursuing architectural barrier-free regulations for multifamily housing, and it, too, plans to make use of the new ANSI standards. GSA is continuing its effort to make federally owned or leased buildings completely barrier-free. The agency has budgeted $16 million to spend on barrier correction until fiscal year 1979. In addition, the 1977 DOT mandate, issued in face of strong opposition by transit systems and vehicle manufacturers, sets Sept. 30, 1979, as the date when new buses purchased with federal subsidies must be the “transbus,” a recently developed vehicle with a low floor and a ramp to accept wheelchairs.

One recent example of a transit system that ran into barrier-free problems was the partially completed Metro system in Washington, D.C. In 1975, a judge filed an injunction against the opening of a major Metro station because it did not have an elevator—the principal means for wheelchair users to reach the trains. The station remained closed several months. And since then, elevators have been installed at every Metro station at a cost of $65 million (less than 2 percent of the system’s $5 billion total projected cost).

Another incentive for barrier-free design is that businesses can claim up to $25,000 in tax deductions for the expense of removing architectural barriers that restrict movement of handicapped persons. Approved in the Tax Reform Act of 1976, eligible expenses include the costs or grading to make entrance levels, enlarged parking lot spaces, curb ramps, wider doors and doorways, floors with nonslip surfaces and toilets that accommodate wheelchairs. Expenses of barrier-free measures in new construction or in comprehensive renovation are not eligible for tax deductions. IRS published regulations in April 1977.

Bartlett citations given to seven barrier-free projects

Each year, some of the AIA honor award winners are chosen to also receive the Bartlett awards, which recognize outstanding architectural design that is free of barriers to the elderly and physically handicapped. The award is sponsored by the President’s committee on employment of the handicapped. The 1978 winners are:

1. Menil Research Library, Menil Collection, Houston (Robert Venturi, I. M. Pei & Partners);
2. Moderna Museet, Stockholm, Sweden (Olof Elström, Snellman & Öberg);
3. Hunt Hall, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va. (William H. Overstreet, Overstreet & Overstreet);
4. The Tisch University Center, New York (M. Paul Friedberg & Partners);
5. Robert A. Gwathmey’s New York, N.Y.
6. The 1977 award winners for new design: vacation house, Mount Desert, Me. (Edward Larrabee Barnes, FAIA); elderly residential project, Citra Municipality, P. R. (Jorge Del Rio, AIA/Edward Lopez); Humanities and Social Sciences Building, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Ill. (Geddes Brecher Qualls Cunningham); Concord Pavilion, Concord, Calif. (Frank O. Gehry & Associates); 1199 Plaza, New York, N.Y. (Hodges/Stageberg Associates); Pennzoil Place, Houston (Johnson/Burgee and S. I. Morris Associates); Bronx Developmental Center, Bronx, N.Y. (Richard Meier & Associates); Penn Mutual Tower, Philadelphia (Mitchell/Giur-gola); John Hancock Tower, Boston (I. M. Pei & Partners); Spelman Halls, Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. (I. M. Pei & Partners); William J. Campbell Courthouse Annex, Chicago (Harry Weese & Associates).

Awards continued on page 188
A hall of fame for the heroes of space.

ELEVATORS BY DOVER

In the hills above Alamogordo, New Mexico, the International Space Hall of Fame honors the pioneers of all nations who opened the doors of the universe to man. Exhibits, both indoors and out, document the significant events in the exploration of space and offer predictions of marvels yet to come. Visitors and staff move swiftly between the five floors of the multi-million dollar structure on Dover traction elevators. For more information on Dover Elevators write Dover Corporation, Elevator Division, Box 2177, Dept. G, Memphis, Tennessee 38101.

The International Space Hall of Fame, Alamogordo, New Mexico
Architect: Charles Nolan, Alamogordo, New Mexico
General Contractor: Frank Tatsch, Silver City, New Mexico
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Protecting 18th century treasures with 20th century technology.

It's no easy job safeguarding millions of dollars of irreplaceable art, antiques and rare coins against the perils of fire. Particularly when you have working fireplaces surrounded by anxious young school children. That's why Chateau Ramezay in Montreal called Pyr-A-Larm.

With over 20 years of experience and the largest line of early warning fire detection and control equipment, Pyr-A-Larm makes it standard policy to design fire protection systems for any possible application.

At Chateau Ramezay, we designed a 4-zone System 3 Universal Alarm Control with 35 specially-designed delayed action ionization detectors that react to a working fire but still permit full use of the fireplaces. The system also includes thermal detectors, manual stations, and alarm bells. All prepared and installed with maximum fire protection and minimum disturbance in mind.

We kept the same standards in mind for the NASA Computer Center, the Smithsonian Institution, the Library of Congress, the J. P. Getty Museum in Malibu, California, and thousands of other high risk facilities where early warning fire detection means property and lives saved.

And we'll do it for you. Our experts are highly experienced in custom-designed systems for all types of unusual circumstances. All products UL listed.

For a free consultation on how to master your particular fire-hazard problems, write or call Harry Lein at Pyrotronics, A Baker Industries Company, 8 Ridgedale Avenue, Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927. Call (201) 267-1300.
Granite.
The best in first impressions.

Architect: Graham Anderson Probst & White, Chicago, IL

The first impression is the important one. Granite can make that impression more vivid than any other building material available. That's why Motorola, Incorporated selected Cold Spring's Texas Pearl for their corporate headquarters in Schaumburg, Illinois.

Granite affords the architect a resource from which he can create a building that reflects an image of quality...a corporate image. For lasting first impressions, specify Cold Spring Granite.

For more information, plus a free copy of our 16-page, full-color catalog showing all 18 Cold Spring colors available, call toll free 800-328-7038. In Minnesota call (612) 685-3621, or write to the address below.

Cold Spring Granite Company, Dept. AIA-5A 202 South 3rd Avenue, Cold Spring, MN 56320
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FLOUR CITY
The skilled hand of man since 1893
CURTAIN WALLS / ARCHITECTURAL METAL WORK
Awards from page 182

The AIA gold medal, the highest honor awarded by AIA, was given to Philip Johnson in 1978 and posthumously to Richard Neutra in 1977. The Kemper award, given annually to an AIA member who has made an outstanding contribution to the Institute and to the profession, was presented in 1978 to Carl Bradley, FAIA, president of Archonics Corporation, and in 1977 to Ronald A. Straka, FAIA, who heads his own design consulting firm and was chairman of the urban planning and design committee.

The architectural firm award for 1978 went to Harry Weese & Associates and in 1977 to Sert Jackson & Associates. The Charles Eames house, Pacific Palisades, Los Angeles, designed by Charles Eames, is this year's winner of the 25-year award, and the Christ Lutheran Church, Minneapolis, designed by Saarinen, Saarinen & Associates (Hills, Gilbertson & Hayes, associated architects) received the 25-year award in 1977. Lawrence B. Anderson, FAIA, won the AIA/Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture award for excellence in architectural education in 1978 and Henry L. Kamphoefner, FAIA, won the award in 1977.

Pennzoil Place in Houston (designed by Philip Johnson and John Burgee, S. I. Morris Associates) is the winner of the 1978 R. S. Reynolds memorial award. The award is given annually for the design of a "permanent, significant work of architecture, in the creation of which aluminum has been an important contribution."

Pennzoil building cited as 'sculpture, urban space'

The winning work, said the jury, "is most significant for the ways in which it addresses an urban situation. It enhances the city as a composition in solid geometry that works at three separate public scales: first, at five miles as a dynamically changing sculpture of large and simple form, experienced in time and motion; second, at the street scale, forming elegant urban spaces in the city grid; and third, at the site itself, inside the atrium, as an exciting personal space."

The jury consisted of John M. McGinty, FAIA, past president of the Institute; Hans Hollein, an architect from Vienna, Austria, who was recipient of the award in 1966, and Richard A. Meier, FAIA, the 1977 recipient for his Bronx Development Center.

The Reynolds aluminum prize for architectural students was given in 1978 to Roberto E. Paredes of Georgia Institute of Technology for his prototype health center and in 1977 to Daniel T. Dolan of Yale University's school of architecture for his design of a shelter for emergency and multipurpose uses.

The 1978 AIA medals given to artists and craftsmen whose works are related to architecture include: painter Richard Haas, who revitalizes neglected walls of buildings with his paintings; David A. Macaulay, a prize-winning writer and illustrator of children's books on architecture and city planning, and illustrator Nicholas M. Solovioff. Robert Venturi, FAIA, received the 1978 medal given to an individual or organization responsible for a significant project related to architecture—his book Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture. John Portman, FAIA, Frederick Gutheim, Hon. AIA, and the National Trust for Historic Preservation are 1978 AIA medalists for accomplishments toward the integration of disciplines related to architecture. Portman combines the roles of architect and developer; Gutheim is architectural writer, critic, historian and consultant on urban affairs. The National Trust was cited for "conscience for preservation" and its encouragement of public participation. Three individuals who "have inspired or influenced the architectural profession" received 1978 medals: Stanisława Nowicki, professor of architecture for 40 years; August Komendant, a structural engineer, author and teacher, and landscape architect Robert N. Royston. AIA's 1977 medal winners include sculptors Louise Nevelson and Claes Oldenburg, for artistic achievement related to architecture. For significant achievement in recording architectural accomplishments, the 1977 medals were continued on page 196. 

Seagram Building (Johnson/Mies, top left); Lovell 'health' house (Neutra, top); Nevelson artwork (center); Oldenburg 'clothespin.'
The pool is part of a system. And the system provides the utmost in structural strength, hydraulics, water treatment, competitive swimming, and beauty. BUILT-IN CIRCULATION SYSTEM. All perimeter piping is built into the side-wall. It greatly simplifies and speeds construction, and eliminates potential maintenance and repair problems. SELF-SUPPORTING. The pool side-wall is self-supporting. Structural vertical braces and A-frame buttresses provide complete side-wall rigidity. The all-aluminum floor is designed to compensate for contraction, expansion and shear movement without cracking. PRE-FABRICATED. Tested pre-fabricated all-aluminum pool wall sections are delivered to the construction site ready for assembly. Chester's own technicians position, MIG arc weld, and field test each completed assembly. POOL-MATCHED FILTRATION. The Chester vacuum diatomaceous earth filter is designed for the pool. Delivers pure water of perfect clarity at the least cost. COMPETITION. The water-level roll-out ledge reduces backwash and turbulence. The Chester pool is a fast pool. SINGLE-SOURCE RESPONSIBILITY. Pool tank, filtration system, pool-to-filter piping — Chester takes on the system responsibility. WARRANTED. Over twenty years experience has proven Chester performance. Chester Pool Systems are warranted for five years not to crack, leak, or corrode. Call or write us today. We'll send you some figures beautiful to see.
Q: Why pen and ink on film?

From original RAPIDRAW System drawing

To microfilm reduction

To any size blowback, maintaining complete line definition
The "RAPIDRAW" System
is faster and easier.
(This ink-on-film technology provides 8 major advantages.)

Ink drawings on film and their photographic reproductions can be transferred directly to microfilm without costly retouching or redrawing.

The quality of ink lines on film is superior to pencil or plastic lead lines on paper, cloth or film.

Rapidograph point sizes make it possible to select predetermined line widths.

Ink-on-film drafting can be accomplished faster and easier than a comparable square foot of pencil drawing on paper.

Ink lines can easily be erased from drafting film without leaving a "ghost" or other photodetectable traces of erasure.

The Rapidograph Technical Pen is as easy to handle as a pencil while producing ink lines of consistent width and uniform density.

7. Ink-on-film drawings retain highest quality through successive generations of photographic reproductions.

8. Ink-on-film drawings provide maximum dimensional stability and are virtually indestructible.

To know what The RAPIDRAW System of direct ink drafting on film can do for you, send the coupon for a free copy of our new RAPIDRAW System manual. (Or call toll free 800-631-7646; in New Jersey, collect 201-479-4124; in Canada, collect 514-731-1164.) This manual contains descriptions of all Rapidograph and Rapidometric Technical Pens and drawing points, Pelikan and Koh-I-Noor waterproof drawing inks, RAPIDRAW Drafting Film, erasers and erasing kits, and accessories that make The RAPIDRAW System even more effective.

KOH-I-NOOR
The "Breakthrough" Company
Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph, Inc., 100 North St., Bloomsbury, N.J. 08804
In Canada: Koh-I-Noor Rapidograph (Canada) Ltd., Ltee., 4180 Ave. de Courtrai, Montreal, Quebec H3S 1C3
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With *Pitt-Glaze*® Water Based Epoxies

it's "business as usual"
...even in odor sensitive areas!

The new *Pitt-Glaze* WATER BASED Acrylic-epoxy Coatings are well suited for repaint work in areas such as hospitals, food processing plants, nursing homes, schools, factory areas, etc. They do not have the pungent, potentially irritating fumes typical of solvent-base epoxies when they are being applied. Repainting usually can proceed in adjacent areas while work goes on.

We think that our *Pitt-Glaze* WATER BASED Acrylic-epoxy Coatings are the finest products of this type on the market. To the best of our knowledge they have higher volume solids than any other...give excellent hiding, and often one-coat coverage. Ours includes a patented vehicle process, too — something no one else has at this time.

Back up those exclusives with the fact that *Pitt-Glaze* WATER BASED Gloss or Semi-Gloss Acrylic-epoxy Coatings clean up with soap and water, dry to a tile-like hardness, stand repeated washings and scrubbings, and have a U.S. Department of Agriculture acceptance...and you have a combination that's outstanding for your needs.

Call your Pittsburgh Paints Sales Representative or write us for more details.

PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, 3-W, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

*For use on structural, non-food contact surfaces in official establishments operating under the Meat and Poultry Inspection program of the Animal and Plant Inspection Service.
Ceilings

Luminous, lighted, detailed, decorated. We offer a broad range of design alternatives to the flat acoustical variety, and a brand new 16-page catalog that shows them all. It's yours for the asking.

Integrated Ceilings, Inc.

2231 Colby Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90064/Telephone (213) 272-1136.
Spotlight on achievement.

The 1977 CRSI Design Awards Program produced excellence in abundance. The wealth of entries, covering the full spectrum of design problems, made our jurists' decisions difficult. They gave high marks to sensitivity in the use of materials, to successful solutions of environmental problems, with emphasis on energy conservation, and to the harmony of design with function. The 1977 CRSI Design Awards go to these five exceptional structures. All winners share equally in the Awards. There are no specific categories.

The 1977 CRSI Design Awards Portfolio is available. This fully illustrated publication describes structural systems and specific design features of all winning structures. For your copy, write to Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute, Attention: Victor A. Walther, Jr., Director of Marketing.

1977 Design Award Jury

Chairman
John M. McGinty, FAIA, 1977 President of AIA,
The McGinty Partnership, Inc., Houston, Texas

James S. Polshek
Dean of the Graduate School of Architecture,
Columbia University, New York, New York

Leland J. Walker, FASCE, 1977 President of ASCE,
Northern Testing Laboratories, Inc., Great Falls, Montana

Russell S. Fling, P.E., President,
R.S. Fling & Partners, Inc., Columbus, Ohio

Gordon G. Wittenberg, FAIA, Chairman,
Wittenberg, Delony & Davidson, Inc., Little Rock, Arkansas

A.I.A. Representative:
Mrs. Maria F. Murray, Director, Awards Program,
The American Institute of Architects, Washington, D.C.

Hunter Museum of Art, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Jury Comments: "Excellent juxtaposition of a new building to an old museum...honestly expresses concrete technology in twentieth-century terms, made possible by intelligent site analysis."

Owner: Board of Trustees, Hunter Museum of Art, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Architect: Derthick & Henley, Architects, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Structural Engineer: Bennett & Pless, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia.
General Contractor: Raines Brothers, Inc., Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Williamson Hall, Minneapolis Campus, University of Minnesota.

Jury Comments: "The use of reinforced concrete made possible a very sensitive solution...The underground building provided an opportunity to enhance a campus open space."

Owner: University of Minnesota, Minneapolis Campus.
Architect: Myers and Bennett Architects/BRW, Edina, Minnesota.
Structural Engineer: Meyer, Borgman and Johnson, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Award Winners.

Jury Comments: “A unique project ... designed as an art form to enrich the long-neglected visual aspects of our environment. A skillful solution for superb collaboration between architect, engineer, and sculptor.”

Owner: City of Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Sculptor: Joe Kinnebrew, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

National Permanent Building, Washington, D.C.
Jury Comments: “A tour de force of intricate detailing of structural and mechanical systems creates a facade of great interest. A spectacular success as a speculative office building.”
Owner and General Contractor: The Lenkin Corporation, Bethesda, Maryland.
Structural Engineer: KCE Structural Engineers, Washington, D.C.

A Country Estate, Rancho Santa Fe, California.
Jury Comments: “The clear expression of the primary concrete structure is further reinforced by its juxtaposition to elegant wood. The proportioning of individual concrete structural elements and the decorative concrete details are handled in an exceptionally sensitive manner.”
Owner: Roland Sahm, Rancho Santa Fe, California.
Architect: Fred M. Briggs AIA, Laguna Beach, California.
Structural Engineer: Richard L. Foley, Newport Beach, California.
General Contractor: Harry Wankel Construction, Inc., Carlsbad, California.
Awards from page 188
given to Arthur Drexler, who directs the department of architecture and design at the Museum of Modern Art in New York City, and to the Historic American Buildings Survey. Barbara Ward, an authority on economic and environmental development; G. Holmes Perkins, FAIA, dean of the graduate school of fine arts at the University of Pennsylvania from 1951 to 1971, and the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis won 1977 AIA medals in recognition of achievements in inspiring and influencing the architectural profession. Also honored was the City of Boston in recognition of outstanding urban projects related to architecture and the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation for its successful efforts to preserve landmark architecture in Pittsburgh and Allegheny County and to educate the public about the significance of its architectural heritage. Montreal's metro system received the 1977 medal given in recognition of the integration of several disciplines related to architecture.

In both 1978 and 1977, 11 persons outside the profession were made honorary members of AIA. In 1978, 66 members were elected to the college of fellows, a lifetime honor bestowed for outstanding contribution to the profession; in 1977, 56 were elected.

Rehabilitation, restoration and community efforts cited

- The seventh biennial HUD design awards emphasized rehabilitation and restoration over new construction, and community and neighborhood endeavors over individual works of architecture. The winners of the 1976 awards are: honor awards for project design—Arts for Living Center, New York City (Prentice & Chan, Ohlhausen); Gary Farmer's Market, Gary, Ind. (Whitley/Whitley, Inc.); Lancaster Central Market, Lancaster, Pa. (Haak, Kaufman, Reese & Beers); Linwood Court, Cambridge, Mass. (R. D. Fanning Architects, Inc.; Paul G. Feloney & Associates); Market Square Historic Redevelopment, Newburyport, Mass. (Anderson Notter Associates, Inc.); O'Bryant Square, Portland, Ore. (Daniel, Mann, Johnson & Mendenhall); Park Centre, Cleveland (Dalton-Dalton-Little-Newport); Penns Landing Square, Philadelphia (Louis Sauer Associates). Honor awards for urban design concepts include: Buchanan Street Mall, San Francisco (The SWA Group); Mill Hill Historic Park, Trenton, N.J. (City team: architects/designers); Over-The-Rhine Community Center, Cincinnati (Woolen Associates, Inc.; David Niland); Queensgate 11 Town Center, Cincinnati (Urban Design Associates). Honor awards for management approaches are: Baltimore's design review systems, Baltimore; City of

Gary Farmer's Market (top); Mercantile Wharf Building (below).
INTRODUCING TOMORROW'S DOOR CLOSER

Now available only from Rixson, the remarkable Century 2000... so easy to specify... so economical in every respect.

Designed without compromise, in the Rixson tradition.

- No sizing or spring adjustment required. Simple selection of proper closer:
  - Regular Closer — for most interior door applications.
  - Heavy Duty Closer — for high frequency interior doors.
  - Exterior Closer — with new, high efficiency control.
- Unique hydraulic backcheck system. Pre-set at 75°, field adjustable between 50-180°, regardless of arm application or degree of opening.
- Facilitates uniform opening and closing forces throughout building
- Exclusive fluid filtering hydraulic system assures smooth closing action
- High style: narrow projection with narrow stile
- Heavy metal cover and cold-rolled steel arm
- Multiple spring backup system
- Exceptional quality plating and finishing at reasonable price

And many more advantages, including independent stroke and on/off latch valves... precision cast closer body... accommodation for reveals to 8"... U.L. approval and five-year warranty.

Ask the door control specialists:

RIXSON-FIREMARK

ARCHITECTURAL AND
FIRE/LIFE SAFETY PRODUCTS

9100 West Belmont Ave., Franklin Park, Ill. 60131 and Rexdale, Ontario 312/671-5670

Rixson's Century 2000

1. Multiple spring system
2. Unique hydraulic backcheck
3. Fluid filtering system
4. Heavy Steel arm
5. Independent stroke valve
6. On/off latch valve
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Awards from page 196
for a merchant-built house to Fisher-Friedman Associates for the Whaler's Island project in Foster City, Calif.
• Robert E. Zehner and Clement Kilia are winners of the first craftsman of the year award which is sponsored jointly by AIA and AFL/CIO's department of building and construction trades. The winners are honored for their plaster restoration of Iolani Palace in Honolulu. Two awards of merit winners are Clyde Fujimoto for sheet metal work at the Naval facilities project in Honolulu and Charles Coleman for work as foreman lather at St. George Ukrainian Catholic Church in New York City.
• Seven projects won top honors and honorable mentions in Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.'s sixth annual energy conservation awards in 1977. Two top winners in the special category were Bedford Mews, designed by Pomeroy, Lebunduska Associates, and the consulting engineering firm H. F. Lenz Co., for its energy audit of Carnegie-Mellon University's science hall. Top winner in the commercial category was Gunnar Birkerts & Associates for its creative use of architectural/engineering energy saving techniques in IBM's Southfield, Mich., office building. Ellerbe Associates, Inc., won honorable mention in this category for its energy conserving design of Western Life Insurance Co.'s corporate headquarters building in Woodbury, Minn. Winner in the governmental category was a team of architects, engineers and space planners (McGaughy, Marshall & McMillan, Arthur Cotton Moore/Associates, and Associated Space Design) for the proposed renovation of the old post office (top photo) in Washington, D.C. Moore, May & Harrington, Inc., won honorable mention in the governmental category for the energy conserving design of the Gainesville (Fla.) Municipal Airport's terminal building. Rowe Holmes Associates won an honorable mention for the design of the business administration building at the University of South Florida in Tampa.
• Nine buildings and four bridges were selected for top honors in the 1977 Prestressed Concrete Institute awards program. Special jury awards went also to two bridge projects and a convention center. The winning buildings are: Alagco Batch Plant/Shop, Anchorage (CCC/HOK); Dupont Circle Metro Station, Washington, D.C. (Harry Weese & Associates); Federal Correction Institution, Butner, N.C. (Middleton, McMillan); federal office building and courthouse complex, Eugene, Ore. (WEGROUP); Mallinckrodt Center (bottom), St. Louis (Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum); Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Midwestern Head Office, Dayton, Ohio (Lorenz & Williams, Inc.); Nizny Building, Dayton (structural engineers: Winsteadley & Associates, Inc.); Southwest Division Office, Safeco Insurance Co. of America, Richardson, Tex. (Iconoplex, Inc.); West Beach Bathhouse, Indiana Dunes National Lakeshore, Chesterton, Ind. (Howard Needles Tammen & Bergendoff).
• Winners of the 1978 American Plywood Association's design awards program are: Backen, Arrigoni & Ross Inc., for a residential/single-family house in Orinda, Calif; Taylor & Collum, Inc., for commercial/institutional building, the Shenandoah Recreation Center, Shenandoah, Ga.; and Timothy Wood, for a vacation house, Stillwater, N.J.

continued on page 200
This simple, straightforward wall-hung cooler in gray hammertone enamel complements any well-designed architectural environment. It also effectively serves the handicapped with front-positioned bubbler and effortless push-bar operation. For more information, contact Haws Drinking Faucet Company, Fourth and Page Streets, P.O. Box 1999, Berkeley, California 94701.
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Awards from page 198

Four buildings and complexes submitted by Davis, Brody & Associates were Waterside and East Midtown Plaza, housing complexes in New York City; a synagogue, and a New York State University campus complex.

- Nineteen buildings were named as award winners in the American Institute of Steel Construction’s annual competition for steel-framed structures in 1977. They are: the Pavilion, Concord, Calif. (right, Frank O. Gehry & Associates); Pennzoil Place, Houston (Johnson/Burgee with S. I. Morris Associates); the John Hancock Tower, Boston (I. M. Pei & Partners); Prince of Peace Lutheran Church, Burnsville, Minn. (Frederick Bentz/Milo Thompson & Associates, Inc.); Coal Street Park Ice Skating Facility, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Bohl & Powell); Freighliner Corporate Headquarters, Portland, Ore. (Boutwell, Gordon, Beard & Grimes); Larkspur Ferry Terminal, Larkspur, Calif. (Braccia/Debrer/Heglund); Chicago Police Training Center, Chicago (Bureau of Architecture, Chicago Department of Public Works); American High School, Miami (Caudill Rowlett Scott); National Air and Space Museum, Washington, D.C. (Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum); Satellite Ball Casting Plant, Chandler, Ariz. (Lester B. Knight & Associates, Inc.); John A. Volpe International Terminal, Logan International Airport, Boston (Kubitz & Pepi, Inc.); Robin Hood Dell West, Fairmount Park, Philadelphia (John H. MacFadyen & Alfredo De Vido); Ramapo College Physical Education Building, Mahwah, N.J. (Mahoney & Zvosec/Kenneth DeMay); House of Representatives and Senate Conference Facilities, Oklahoma City (Architectural Associates of Meyer/Brown, Inc.); physical education facility, University of Minnesota, Duluth (The Leonard Parker Associates); Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta (Thompson, Ventulett, Stainback & Associates, Inc.); Hennepin County Government Center, Minneapolis (John Carl Warnecke & Associates).

- As part of its mission to promote historical preservation in this country, the National Trust for Historic Preservation gives awards annually to individuals and organizations who make significant contributions to the preservation and restoration of culturally significant sites and buildings. Awards for 1977 include the following: the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in Philadelphia for the restoration of its Victorian building of 1876, restoration under the direction of Hyman Myers, AIA, of Day & Zimmermann Associates; the Mark Twain Memorial in Hartford, Conn., for the “exemplary restoration of a Queen Anne style house.” continued on page 206

That's the beauty of Eternawall™.

Our easy to use, easy to maintain vinyl-covered gypsum board. Use it in offices, hospitals, hotels, motels and schools. In high traffic areas or in wall systems to meet fire resistance ratings. As a demountable partition or permanent wall. For complete specifications, send for our Eternawall color texture selector by writing to: Georgia-Pacific, 900 S.W. Fifth Ave., Portland, Or. 97204.

Georgia-Pacific
IN DALLAS—
WE'RE READY TO DO
BUSINESS WHEN YOU
ARE!

That's because the Dallas Market Center and many showrooms are open 52 weeks of the year—so you can shop the resources you need to—when you need to. It's market time year around at the world's largest wholesale merchandise mart complex. (4.8 million easy-to-shop square feet.)

At the Dallas Market Center you will find the most outstanding and complete display anywhere of contract and residential furnishings and accessory sources for the architect, interior designer and specifier.

Visit the showrooms in the Decorative Center, the World Trade Center, the Trade Mart and the Homefurnishings Mart. You are invited to use the Dallas Market Center throughout the year!

Dallas Market Center
2100 Stemmons Freeway
Dallas, Texas 75207, 214/655-6100
Decorative Center Trade Mart
World Trade Center
Homefurnishings Mart

For More Information, Call or Write:
W.B. McGuire Company
One Hudson, N.Y. 12534
Tel: 518-828-7652

• Hydraulic Dock Levelers
• Mechanical Dock Levelers
• Truck Dock Shelters
• Dock Bumpers
• Rail Dock Shelters

FOR DEPENDABLE DOCK EQUIPMENT...

Make it
W.B. McGuire Co., Inc.

• Loading Door Seals
• Autodok Loading Door Systems
• Impact Traffic Doors
• Wheel Chocks
• Dock Ladders
• Dock Lights
• Transparent Strip Doors

For Hotel Reservations, Call Toll Free:
1-800-527-2730 (Outside Texas, within Continental U.S.)
1-800-492-6618 (From Texas)
Be Original.

Why let the perimeter problems of a project stifle your originality? Levolor helps set you free. With more than 200 colors and finishes from the boldness of our new mirror-like finish, Kroma, to the gentlest of earhtones.

No matter what shape your windows are in, we have ideas for them—whether they're arched, inclined, traditional or even horizontal skylights.

Yet while gaining originality you won't throw practicality to the wind. Levolor helps any commercial contract achieve qualities such as low maintenance, energy conservation and an excellent cost/life ratio.

Like to be original? Then go to the source. Write to us—we'll do all we can to make your schemes come true.

Levolor Lorentzen, Inc.
720 Monroe St., Hoboken, N.J. 07030
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The Empire State Building, 85 stories protected with Cheney Interlocking Thru-Wall Flashing.

Cheney Flashing Company

As the years go flashing by...

Cheney was founded in 1928 with one innovative product that solved once and for all the problem of water seepage through exterior masonry walls. That innovative product was Cheney Interlocking Thru-Wall Flashing, which formed an unbreakable key-bound in every direction through the mortar joint. Cheney Flashing was an immediate success and helped solve seepage problems for, among others, the Empire State Building. After 50 years, Cheney Flashing is still the best method of providing a three-way bond and quick drainage for masonry construction.

Through the years, that kind of imaginative approach has been at the heart of our growth. And grown we have. Our new product development capabilities, inspired by working with architects involved in new concepts of design, have grown with the needs of the time. Today, Cheney is a leader in the prefabricated flashing products field.

Now, as we celebrate our 50th Anniversary, Cheney looks forward to many more years of leadership in design, quality and service to the architectural community.

CHENEY FLASHING COMPANY

623 Prospect Street • Trenton, New Jersey 08605
Phone 609-394-8175 • Established 1928
Write for our free, full-color catalog.

Mansard batten panels • fascia panels
soffit panels • soffit vents
framing systems • concrete reglets
masonry reglet • thru-wall
flashing • stainless steel
gravel stop • coping covers
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PANEL FOR PANEL,  
COREROOF IS THE WHOLE ROOF.

First complete one-step energy sandwich.  
Forget steel decking and insulation. Forget layers of asphalt and felt. And the gravel.  
Just remember Coreroof. One factory-finished sandwich panel from Granco. It does everything a built-up roof does, only better. Much better.  
Because you get an energy barrier with a "U" factor of .05, one of the lowest available today. And a superior, low-maintenance roof that has been tested and approved by Factory Mutual as a Class I roof system.

The ingredients.  
Each Coreroof panel faces the sun and weather with a layer of tough aluminum-coated steel. Tests show an extended life before maintenance (painting) is required. We warrant for 20 years. Factory-bonded beneath the outer skin is a 2½" layer of insulating urethane foam. Bonded to the underside of this sandwich is a layer of factory-painted, galvanized steel which provides a highly reflective, white-finished ceiling.

Two-step installation.  
The 40"-wide panels are simply attached to the structural (1) and crimped together (2) along a standing seam by machine. In lengths up to 32 feet. And because of the lighter weight, only 2½ pounds per-square-foot, the roof needs fewer structural supports. It saves money in both labor and materials, but at no sacrifice in performance.

And, since there's no curing, Coreroof can be installed in any weather, hot or cold, without critical worries about buckling or faulty adhesion. It turns a major chore into a single operation and leaves a superior roof.

Why you need more information.  
In a time of inflationary labor and material cost, Coreroof offers a faster, more efficient roofing system. Add the accelerating costs of energy, and the concern with getting sufficient amounts of energy, and Coreroof starts looking even more like the roof system whose time has come.

Send the coupon and let us tell you more about how Coreroof can cool the concern that's going through the roof. And keep the energy bought and paid for, where building owners pay to put it inside.
Awards from page 200
designed in 1874; German Village Society, Inc., of Columbus, Ohio, and its founder Frank Fetch for the restoration and rehabilitation of historic German Village, a 233-acre area in downtown Columbus; Franklin Savings Association of Austin, Tex., for its "dramatic reuse of the 100-year-old Walter Tipps house" as a branch office; four groups in Bath, Me., for 10 years' effort in the preservation of shipbuilding sites, the downtown trade district and ecclesiastical landmarks, and Kauhuku Sugar Mill on Oahu, Hawaii, for its restoration of an 1890 sugar mill to interpret the history of sugar.

The National School Boards Association has awarded special citations to seven architectural firms for the "excellence" of their entries in the third annual exhibition of school architecture in 1977, cosponsored by NSBA and AIA. The firms honored are: Ashley Humphries & Partners for Garza-Pena Elementary Schools, San Juan, Tex.; William Blurock & Partners/Arthur D. Decker & Associates for the East County Performing Arts Center, El Cajon, Calif.; Carmichael-Kemp for the Development Center for the Handicapped, Glendale, Calif.; Facilities Planning Group for Rose City Park School, Portland; FGM, Inc. for Nathan Hale Middle School, Crestwood, Ill.; HTB, Inc. for the Model Secondary School for the Deaf, Washington, D.C.; Porter/Jensen/Hansen/Manzagol for the renovation of an education center, district administration, warehouse and central kitchen facility, San Juan Capistrano, Calif.

The 1977 Red Cedar Shingle & Hand-split Shake Bureau and AIA honored three architects and their projects which demonstrate design excellence and significant functional or esthetic use of red cedar shingles or shakes, including: Adams residence, Roseau, Minn., designed by Thomas N. Larson, in the single-family residence category; Embarcadero Condominums, Newport, Ore., designed by Campbell-Yost-Grube, in the vacation home category, and Oakes College, University of Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, Calif., designed by MBT Associates, in the residential multifamily category.

Three projects were selected to receive the 1978 Tucker awards, given annually by the Building Stone Institute to "honor the design and build team who contributes to the construction of an outstanding stone project completed within the last two years." Two awards are in the category of a structure more than 25 years of age: the U.S. Supreme Court, designed by Cass Gilbert, Cass Gilbert Jr. and John R. Rockart, and the Tribune Tower, designed by John Mead Howells and Raymond M. Hood. In the category of a

continued on page 210

Adams house (top); Embarcadero Condominums (center); Dillard Plaza.
Integrated Ceiling Systems from Johns-Manville. Styling and performance from one source.

J-M Integrated Ceilings are total systems including acoustical, air handling, suspension and Holophane® lighting components. Each component is designed and manufactured to unite with every other. All backed by the Johns-Manville headquarters team and a nationwide network of 125 sales representatives.

New grid system.
We've just introduced a new modular grid suspension. It's not only stronger, it's better looking. And easier to install. With mitered flanges and a thru-regress at all intersections.

J-M systems can be adapted to a wide range of performance requirements. We can even give you computer-calculated life cycle cost comparisons.

Call us now.
Learn more about Johns-Manville Integrated Ceiling Systems. Call your local J-M office, consult Sweet's, or write: Johns-Manville Sales Corp., Holophane Div., P.O. Box 5108-AAA-5, Denver, Colorado 80217.

First Federal Savings and Loan Assn. of Charlotte County, Punta Gorda, Fla.
Integrated Ceiling Contractor: Davidson and Son, Sarasota, Fla.
and “one of the greatest tests of our national will.” Those are some of the grim phrases used by prominent Americans to describe our national energy situation. Our national will seems to be blunted because there is no consensus about the nature and dimension of the problem itself. Unless we face an imminent crisis, it seems that this society can absorb great changes in life style only when they are voluntary, and are perceived as desirable or contributing to a higher standard of living. When potential changes appear to be forced upon us or to be detrimental to our future expectations, the great defensive reactions mobilized to preserve the status quo may make us unable to deal with the problem until it becomes a catastrophe. We just are not accustomed to running out of things we want.

So, in the interest of developing a national consensus, let’s review the problem and its most desirable solution. Oil makes up only 3% of U.S. energy reserves, but accounts for about 47% of our consumption. We import about 43% of our oil needs, mostly from foreign countries who collectively control international prices at a level much higher than is justified by production costs. The exorbitant cost of imports is causing a serious drain on our international trade balance and has contributed to our domestic unemployment. If present trends continue, we stand to increase oil imports even further with additional reductions in the value of the dollar and even more severe unemployment impact. Natural gas reserves comprise about 4% of our energy reserves, but gas has amounted to as much as 28% of our energy use. At present, gas imports are insignificant but the gas industry has asked for unlimited freedom to import liquefied natural gas in the immediate future. Few forecasters expect domestic production of oil and gas to ever return to historical growth no matter how high the prices become. We have frantically increased drilling for new oil and gas, yet our reserves continue a long-term decline.

On the other hand, coal amounts to about 90% of our domestic energy reserves, enough to last several hundred years. But it presently supplies only about 23% of our energy. Domestic uranium reserves will last only a few generations, but with the breeder reactor, these supplies could be extended indefinitely. Other forms of energy, such as solar, geothermal, oil shale, and gasified coal, are still experimental. Economical sources are not yet available, except in very narrow applications. These may hold great promise if we can adjust to the different life style they will require.

The solution seems to be obvious. Simultaneously, we must decrease our dependence on oil and gas, increase our use of abundant coal and nuclear power, encourage maximum production at the most economical prices of all forms of energy, and become expert managers of our total energy resources. Research and development of renewable energy forms must also be increased.

Indications are that industrial leaders have already realized the benefits of better energy management. Most large companies have appointed energy managers and most industries have taken measures to get more out of their energy investment. The results are noticeable in demand for electricity . . . the most cost-effective way of using our coal and nuclear abundance. This demand is expected to increase from 28% of all energy now in use to about 50% by the year 2000, only 22 years from now. The outlook for a financially healthy and productive electrical industry will determine whether this desirable trend continues. Except possibly for personal transportation and petrochemical products, there is literally no job presently being done by oil and gas that cannot be accomplished efficiently by electricity.

For ten years, NECA has been helping designers to get the most from their use of electricity in building construction. If this is your interest, you may receive a complete topical index of publications by writing to the address below. Ask for the EDL Index.

Don't be surprised if your client walks in, quoting Vitruvius, Hadrian, and Acme Brick.

Acme Brick is promoting **Engineered Brick Design**. In places where investors and people who build are noticing, these people put a lot of money into buildings, and a lot of faith in their architects.

Acme is telling them about the economics of **Engineered Brick Design**. About how one wall can perform the function of six. And how using this system can save money on initial construction cost, cash equity required, annual operating costs, and even increase their maximum rate of return.

So don't be surprised if they start quoting Acme. And don't be surprised by their questions, either. We want to fill you in on all the answers on **Engineered Brick Design**.

Call us collect, or write. We look forward to working with you.

Acme Brick Company, Box 425, Fort Worth, Texas 76101. (817) 332-4101.
Skylighting more award-winning ways

IBG skylighting helped win awards for the distinguished architects who designed—

Denver's John-Manville Building
New York State's SUNY Dance Pavilion
New York City's Turtle Bay Towers

Before you start on your next award-winning skylighted project, send for the appropriate IBG Design Portfolio.

All six are listed on the back covers of our Sweet's Catalog File brochures, index numbers 7.8/lb and 13.6/lb.

If you'd like a desk copy of either or both of these brochures, write us. We'll be glad to send them to you.

Roper IBG, Box 100J, Wheeling, IL 60090. For immediate information call (312) 634-3131.
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structure completed within the last five years, the Tucker award went to Flad & Associates for the Sentry Insurance headquarters building, Stevens Point, Wis.

Two projects were selected to receive awards in the first Tucker award program in 1977; the Stark Museum of Art (below), Orange, Tex., by Page Southerland Page, and Dilworth Plaza in Philadelphia, by the Kling Partnership.

• The Lost Creek Powerhouse and Service Building at Rogue River, near Medford, Ore., received top honors in the U.S. Chief of Engineers' 1977 design awards program. Agencies responsible for the design of the honor award winner were the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers District, Portland, Ore., and the North Pacific Division, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

• The first annual downtown development awards were given by the Downtown Research and Development Center to five cities for "outstanding projects in central business district revitalization." The award winners in five population categories are: Frederick, Md., (population 23,000) for its revitalization and restoration of its downtown historic district (Frederick City Planning Commission); Middletown, Ohio, (population 50,000) for revitalization of 300 acres downtown, including a $45-million mall (Daniel T. Meehan); Eugene, Ore., (population 79,000) for revitalization of the central business district core (RTKL Associates Inc.); Portland, Ore. (population 382,000) for converting a vacant department store into a shop/office environment called the Galleria (George Sheldon, AIA, and Don Eggleston); Philadelphia (population 1,984,000), shopping mall in the Market Street East urban renewal project (Bower & Fradley and RTKL Associates Inc.)
In Warroad, Minn., the "custom" is always right

We do a lot of things that benefit the architect who does beautiful things with wood windows. We gladly provide special shapes and sizes, oversize jambs, true divided lites, special casing, solar bronze or gray glass, and other options. Normal shipping schedules apply, eliminating delays during the building phase. Write for literature. Marvin Windows, Warroad, MN 56763. Phone: 218-386-1430.

You've never been so insulated in all your life.

Architect: Keith Waters

Marvin Windows
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The Chrome Finish
There's only one right way to get a good, durable chrome finish on steel, and that's by applying a layer of copper and a layer of nickel under the chrome. With each layer thoroughly buffed before the next is applied. This kind of quality gives Koch + Lowy chrome lamps a deeper, richer color and a smoother, longer-lasting finish.

The Brass Finish
Koch + Lowy lamps that look brass are brass. Thirty-one years of experience has taught us how to slow the natural brass tarnishing process. We coat the polished brass with a special clear lacquer, and then bake it to a hard finish.

The Swivel
Koch + Lowy swivel lamps have a superb enclosed swivel. With all parts of solid brass. Completely machined so they're free of sand holes and cracks. Koch + Lowy swivels are virtually indestructible. They will never sag, droop or flop. Never need adjustment. And they are noiselessly-smooth thanks to nylon seating-rings. One more reason why Koch + Lowy lamps are a lifetime value. As functional as they are beautiful.

The Glass
All glass used in Koch + Lowy lamps is hand-blown. This allows for specialized design. And subtle nuances of texture, tone and color in the glass itself. Obvious quality your clients will see and recognize.

The Heft
The quality that goes into every Koch + Lowy lamp can be felt when you pick one up. Try the 'heft-test' against one of our competitors. Feel which is heavier. Then judge for yourself.

The Arrival
Each Koch + Lowy lamp is specially packed in foam, shrink-wrap or other cushioning material. Then they're carefully boxed and shipped.

The Wiring
You can't make a quality lamp with substandard wiring. So all our wiring, sockets, switches and connectors meet and often exceed UL standards.

A Final Reminder
Don't confuse wattage with lighting. In the right lamp even 30 watts can provide sufficient lumens for reading. Proper lamp design can utilize the wattage to its fullest. For brightness. For special effects. Or as an art form. And no one does more with lighting than Koch + Lowy.

The Koch + Lowy collection of classic lighting is designed to coordinate with traditional and contemporary decor. Inspect it at our showrooms around the country or write under your letterhead for our 136 page catalogue. For your special large-scale lighting requirements we can start with your designs or ours, and do all the contract work. At Koch + Lowy we do it all .... right here in the U.S.A.

Our new 32-page 1977 supplement is ready. Ask for it.
Lennox introduces the floor-by-floor HVAC system that brings new comfort, savings and safety to high rise buildings.

Take it from Dave Lennox.
The new Lennox "Multi-Mod™", floor-by-floor system offers high rise architects and engineers an uncompromising flexibility that central station systems cannot provide:

- Fits into almost any type structural design. Great for new buildings or renovation.
- Gives tenants control of their own temperatures and power usage.

- Depending on the design, significant energy savings can be achieved by:
  - Reclaiming heat from building lights
  - Outdoor air cooling
  - Efficient part occupancy operation
  - Low transport energy
- "Multi-Mod" is a low pressure system
- Extremely quiet
- Initial cost is less... equipment need not be brought in until space is leased,

because it fits in an elevator.

- If a fire occurs, smoke can be confined easily to that floor.
- Equipment shutdown affects only one floor at a time... less disturbing to tenants.

An outstanding example of the Lennox floor-by-floor, "Multi-Mod" system is in operation at the new Tandy Center in Fort Worth, Texas. For complete information write Lennox Industries Inc., 898 S. 12th Ave., Marshalltown, Iowa 50158.
DEPLOYED CLOSING HELPS THE HANDICAPPED

**LCN Delayed Action Smoothee® Closers** delay the closing of the door making it easier for the handicapped, the elderly, and staff to enter and exit. Models available for push side, pull side and over door mountings. Call (815/875-3311) or write LCN for the correct sizing of door controls to provide easier entry by the handicapped.
For a handsome appearance, acoustical efficiency . . . and economy . . . specify noncombustible Solitude ceilings from Gold Bond. They're ideal for virtually every commercial and institutional application. Four sizes of Solitude panels, from 2' x 2' to 2 1/2' x 5', and five different patterns, give you exceptional design versatility. A scrubbable P/C Plasticrylic finish is available on all panels. And now Solitude is also available in 12' x 12' tiles, in fissured and non-directional patterns and a standard P/C Plasticrylic finish.

Solitude Tile (5/8' x 12' x 12') is beveled, kerfed and rabbeted . . . designed for installation with a concealed spline suspension system, or with adhesive.

The aesthetic side of SOLITUDE

For a handsome appearance, acoustical efficiency . . . and economy . . . specify noncombustible Solitude ceilings from Gold Bond. They're ideal for virtually every commercial and institutional application. Four sizes of Solitude panels, from 2' x 2' to 2 1/2' x 5', and five different patterns, give you exceptional design versatility. A scrubbable P/C Plasticrylic finish is available on all panels. And now Solitude is also available in 12' x 12' tiles, in fissured and non-directional patterns and a standard P/C Plasticrylic finish.

The quiet side of SOLITUDE

Gold Bond Solitude panels and tiles carry a Class 25 fire rating and an NRC from .50 to .65, depending on the pattern. They are made from the highest quality mineral fibers, rigidly quality-controlled and thoroughly tested to meet specifications. A national distribution system through approved acoustical contractors and distributors insures on-time delivery anywhere. And a staff of experienced Gold Bond sales representatives — the largest in the industry — is ready to work with you on any Solitude application.

Answers that make the difference

For the information and answers you need, contact your nearby Gold Bond representative, refer to Technical Information Bulletin 9-4384, or write Gold Bond Building Products, Division of National Gypsum Company, Dept.AA, Buffalo, New York 14202.
TO ORDER

Send a letter with item number and quantity you wish to order, including payment, to: Manager, AIA Publications Marketing, 1735 New York Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.

Furnish firm name, correct mailing address, and name of person to receive order.

Checks may be made payable to The American Institute of Architects. District of Columbia residents add 5 percent sales tax.

Foreign orders must be accompanied with check or money order made payable in U.S. dollars, and include 20 percent of total amount of order for postage and handling.

Compensation Guidelines for Architectural and Engineering Services, 2nd Edition (2-M188)
Prepared by AIA with the assistance of the American Consulting Engineers Council, this financial management tool places equal emphasis on both the architectural and engineering services required for building projects. Provides a rational process for relating design professionals' compensation to cost of services. Shows how to work with the client to analyze a project, item by item, to reach an agreement on scope of services required. Includes fixing the responsibility for cost of each item of service and estimating professional compensation and reimbursable expenses relating to the services selected. Softcover, 160 pages (1978). $12.50 Non-member, $10.00 AIA member

Current Techniques in Architectural Practice (2-M701)
Edited by Robert A. Class and Robert E. Koehler. A cohesive overview of the practice of architecture. Divided into four major areas of practice, the emphasis is on management. Includes a comprehensive, annotated bibliography—after each chapter—for more in-depth study. Hardcover, 275 pages (1976). $25.00 Non-member, $20.00 AIA member

*How to Prepare Professional Design Brochures (3-M223)
By Gerre Jones. Expert help for those planning a promotional brochure showcasing the professional services provided by an office. A start-to-finish guide to procedures, from scheduling to budget, layout, copywriting, typeface, paper, and printing. Includes a chapter on "Why Most Brochures Are Ineffective." Also covers supplemental publications such as newsletters. Hardcover, 277 pages (1976). $19.95 Non-member, $17.95 AIA member

*Problem Seeking: An Architectural Programming Primer (3-M277)
By William Peña, et al. Using actual case histories, shows that when programmer and designer work as a team, the whole design problem is systematically defined and the solution becomes easier to find. Describes crisply how to: conduct interviews and work sessions; draw analysis cards and brown sheets; evaluate the programming package; decide on new automated techniques. Includes a glossary within the expansive appendix. Hardcover, 208 pages (1977). $14.95 Non-member, $13.45 AIA member

*Time, Cost and Architecture (3-M309)
By George Heery. The how-to's of a system of time and cost control shown to be remarkably effective. Teaches control of not only the cost of building construction, but also the time required for the design and construction process itself. By considering equally the contribution to a project of all professional disciplines involved, the author presents an economic approach to construction management with an eye to greater profits. Hardcover, 192 pages (1975). $22.95 Non-member, $20.65 AIA member

*Denotes books published by organizations other than AIA; may not be in accord with AIA policy.
Caribbean by American Olean.

We got the colors where we get the tile: from Nature.

Open your eyes to the beauty of a natural material like real ceramic tile. In colors that deserve to be called Caribbean.

There’s a green as bright as the foliage in a tropical forest. A brown rich as wet earth. An orange hot as the blaze of a sunset. And many other natural shades that rival the real thing. In both bright and crystal glazes.

But try not to let all this brilliant color blind you to the fact that although Caribbean ceramic tile is lovely to look at—it’s also a really practical material, too.

You can use it on interior walls and interior residential and moderate duty commercial floors. It requires a minimum of care. And it’ll last long after other materials have already started to show their age.

Find out about all the natural advantages and beauty of Caribbean today. Write to American Olean Tile Company, 2402 Cannon Avenue, Lansdale, Pa. 19446 for a free brochure.

Caribbean Ceramic Tile. It’s the natural thing to use.”

Circle 72 on information card
There's more to Mutschler than meets the eye.

With a diamond cutter's precision, Mutschler has fashioned new Flush Oak cabinetry, the perfect fusion of function and style.

Ultimate storage flexibility is achieved through Flush Oak floor-to-ceiling cabinetry, with island work center, and a host of interchangeable accessories such as adjustable shelves, slide-out shelf trays, baskets and tote trays. In addition, a built-in bar, appliance cabinet and spacious chef's pantry are beautifully camouflaged by architecturally-matched doors.

Using special rift-cut oak, which allows for the straightest grain possible, Mutschler has created a unique uniform surface look enhanced by edge-veneered doors and vertically matched grain.

Superbly crafted inside and out, the entire collection of Mutschler wall systems and cabinetry features solid-lumber doors and drawer fronts, with drawer construction that offers the same dovetail joints found in the finest furniture. Beauty, quality and durability have been a Mutschler tradition since 1896, so you can specify with confidence. And Mutschler offers a wide spectrum of styles, finishes and hardware to complement every design.

For complete product information, see your Mutschler representative, or send $2.00 for our full-color Design Album.
Beauty & The Bottom Line

(Or why Contract Carpet by Bigelow has been installed in two AIA award-winners.*)

More Bigelow contract carpet has been installed in commercial interiors than any other brand. That's why Bigelow is the industry leader in producing great looking carpet that pays off in the long run.

Because we are the world's largest manufacturer of woven carpets, as well as one of the nation's leading tufted carpet producers, you can count on an impartial recommendation as to whether a woven or tufted product is best for your particular needs. If you need superior styling, dimensional stability, virtual elimination of "runners," no delamination, and a high degree of design flexibility with small yardage requirements, specify one of our woven carpets. If your primary concerns are lower price and fast delivery on large yardage requirements, there's our extraordinary line of richly designed tufted carpets. Our contract specialists can help you choose which is best for your project.

Here are two splendid illustrations of what we mean. BEAUVAIS®: a tufted 100% autoclave heat-set nylon in a handsome gridwork design made possible by our exclusive Tuft-Dye™ process giving clear, bright colors that penetrate to the base of each tuft. It is unsurpassed for restaurants, lobbies and other hard traffic, public space areas.

INTERWEVE™: is a woven 100% Antron III nylon. Its unique and distinctive eight-ply textured diagonal weave is perfect for the contemporary design of contract interiors.

Just two more reasons why Contract Carpet by Bigelow is the specifier's first choice. Beauvais and Interweve. Beauty and the bottom line.

Contract Carpet by Bigelow:
Beauty up-front, performance down the line.

For further information on Bigelow Contract Products, write or call for our "Proven Performers" Booklet:
Bigelow Contract Department, Bigelow-Sanford, Inc.
P.O. Box 3089, Greenville, SC 29602, 803-242-2000.

Name
Title
Address
City State Zip

*Bigelow Contract Carpet has been installed in the Johns-Manville Corporate Headquarters, Denver, Colorado and the IBM Laboratory, Santa Teresa, California.
Compensation Guidelines for Architectural and Engineering Services, 2nd Edition (2-M188)
Prepared by AIA with the assistance of the American Consulting Engineers Council, this financial management tool places equal emphasis on both the architectural and engineering services required for building projects. Provides a rational process for relating design professionals’ compensation to cost of services. Shows how to work with the client to analyze a project, item by item, to reach an agreement on scope of services required. Includes fixing the responsibility and costs for each item of service and estimating professional compensation and reimbursable expenses relating to the services selected. A revision of the popular COMPENSATION MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES FOR ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES, this second edition aims to fulfill the need for greater simplicity, comprehensiveness, uniformity of detail, and broader concerns. Softcover, 160 pages (1978) $12.50 Non-member, $10.00 AIA and ACEC members.

Architect/Engineer Supplement to Compensation Guidelines (2-M188A) is intended for in-house use by the architect/engineer when using cost-based approach to compensation. A discussion of issues that arise when negotiating with the client, it begins with a series of general considerations and deals with the subjects of adjustments and revisions to compensation, contingencies, methods of compensation, and billing. Softcover, 12 pages (1978) Not available to non-members, $2.00 AIA and ACEC members.

Your Architect’s Compensation (4-N902)
Designed as a companion piece to forthcoming (1978) edition of YOU AND YOUR ARCHITECT, this booklet is designed to provide answers to owners’ questions about the cost-based approach to paying their architects. Discusses various methods of compensation and explains how the cost-based approach ties compensation directly to the designated services needed to carry out a project. $75 single copy Available in bulk so architects may supply copies to their clients (4-N902B) $15.00 for 25 copies, AIA members only.

Working in Government: A Profile Study of the Architect as a Public Employee (2-M712)
Prepared by AIA’s Architects in Government Committee. The information presented in this report is intended to give the general public a better understanding of the various functions performed by architects in government; to give educators a clearer view of educational needs and opportunities; and government administrators an opportunity to make comparative assessments of architects in various agencies and at various levels of government. Developed from a survey of over 2,000 architects in government conducted in 1976, it provides a comprehensive profile of those persons practicing as architects in the public sector. Softcover, 40 pages (1978). $5.00 Non-member, $4.00 AIA member.

ProFile/Architectural Firms/The American Institute of Architects: Official AIA Directory of Architectural Firms (4-M310)
Edited by Henry W. Schirmer. Presents in one volume the most detailed description of architectural firms in America ever published. Nearly 6,000 firms are grouped and cross-referenced for the greatest possible convenience. Included are names of the principals of every firm, current and projected work volume of every firm by building type, and the geographic area of firm’s practice. Invaluable reference volume for practitioners investigating the possibility of associations or joint ventures. Hardcover, 674 pages (1978). $56.00 Non-member, $48.00 AIA member (4-M310A)

TO ORDER
Make checks payable to the American Institute of Architects. District of Columbia residents add 5 percent sales tax.
For first class, air mail, special delivery, air express handling add 20 percent to total amount of order.
Foreign orders must include postage in the amount of 20 percent added to total amount of order. Check or money order must be payable in U.S. dollars.
BEAUTIFUL.
AND THE TOUGHEST THING FROM PITTSBURGH. WHEN THE STEELERS AREN'T AROUND.

We're talking about DURANAR® Extrusion Coatings. From PPG.
They're tough as a fluoropolymer coating can be.
And as beautiful.
The building: new Eastern Zone Office, Zurich-American Insurance Company, Mt. Laurel, N.J.
The problem: make it striking and beautiful. And keep it economical and easy to maintain.
The solution: lots of crisp white metal panels accented sparkling glass. Panels of aluminum finished with DURANAR Extrusion Coatings from PPG.

The reason: DURANAR coatings are a two-coat system based on KYNAR 500® fluoropolymer resins. When this highly inert resin is combined with special PPG pigmentation and formulation you get a superior coating that is extremely resistant to chalking and ultraviolet deterioration. It effectively resists weathering, as well as the action of industrial acids, alkalis and salts.
When properly applied, it will resist chipping, peeling and flaking. Normal commercial cleaning solvents may be used without harmful effects.
In addition, DURANAR coatings are exceptionally flexible and color-fast. They come in low and semigloss finishes with excellent color uniformity over a wide range of standard and custom designed shades.
As for durability, it's probably a DURANAR coating's strongest point.

Accelerated exposure and weathering tests indicate that they are PPG's top of the line for film integrity, color retention and adhesion to properly pretreated and primed metal substrates.
There's more you'll want to know, and there's more we want to tell you. For the whole story, see the DURANAR section of Sweets Architectural or Industrial File 9.10/PPG. Or write to Market Manager, Extrusion Coatings, PPG Industries, Inc., Dept. 16W, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15222.
PPG: a Concern for the Future
WHEN MILLER BREWING COMPANY · UNITED AIR LINES · SECURITY PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK · LIBERTY LIFE INSURANCE · NATIONAL GYPSUM CO · PUT THEIR FOOT DOWN

it's on Karastan. It's good business for great companies to stand on a name worthy of their own. You enjoy captivating color and sumptuous textures; in a phrase—"the public carpet with a private look." Our field specialists are ready to plan with you—and stay with you.

We're there, after installation, for compliments or complaints. And, of course, the long life of Karastan is legendary. We're proud of the companies we keep. Corporations that are geared to profit invest in Karastan.
SHINING EXAMPLES OF PURE DESIGN FROM LANDMARK.

Three of our designer series outdoor luminaires. For a glowing account of all of the Landmark lights, write for our new Architectural Series catalog. ITT Outdoor Lighting, Box 100, Southaven, MS 38671.

Circle 77 on information card
Logan.
The first spiral stair designed to comply with the Uniform Building Code (UBC).

For the first time, 1976 Uniform Building Codes specify conditions under which spiral stairs can qualify as legal exits. And now, LOGAN 5 ft. and 6 ft. spiral stairs are the first to meet these qualifications. The primary means of egress, in a convenient, economical installation with the decorator touch. All in one neat package.

Call or write for full information. Logan Co., P.O. Box 6107, Louisville, KY 40206.

Or, see us in Sweet’s

LOGAN CO.
For Interior Elegance and Durability
Whitacre-Greer Thin Pavers in Warm Earth Tones

Whitacre-Greer Thin Pavers bring beauty and durability to lobbies, foyers, game rooms and other interiors. Just 5/8" thick, they are available in a wide range of distinctive earth tones.

Whitacre-Greer Architectural Pavers are products of one of the country's richest clay areas — east central Ohio. The character and wide appeal of this unique range of earth tones is due to these rich Ohio deposits, processed with a variety of additives, under rigidly controlled firing conditions.

For the name of your nearest Whitacre-Greer representative, call SWEETS BUYLINE. Or, write or call collect to Whitacre-Greer, Waynesburg, Ohio 44688. Phone (216) 866-9331.

Thin pavers shown here are available as 3½" x 7½" rectangles. All are 5/8" thick. Compressive strength 10,500 psi. Maximum average absorption rate 4%. Freeze-thaw cycles, 100 minimum. Size and distortion tolerance and color variations on pavers will meet ASTM Designation C-216, Type FBS.
EnerCon® surrounds Auto Owners Insurance with energy efficiency.

AAF's reverse-cycle air conditioner provides year-round energy savings.

When Auto Owners Insurance Company built its new $12 million corporate headquarters in Lansing, Michigan, they were just as concerned with operating expense as the initial cost. They realized the heating and cooling system would constitute a sizeable segment of the operating expense, so they wanted the most energy efficient and cost effective system available.

Based on the criteria provided, the engineering firm of Syska & Hennessey, Inc. recommended a combination of a central station Variable Air Volume system for the building interior and American Air Filter EnerCon reverse-cycle air conditioners for the building perimeter.

The EnerCon system pipe loop interconnects all the EnerCon system reverse-cycle air conditioners with system auxiliaries such as the boiler and evaporative cooler. To minimize operating hours of these system auxiliaries, thereby reducing operating cost, the mass of the water was increased with the addition of a 10,000 gallon water storage tank. System optimization was further achieved by tying heat sources into the primary pipe loop that would normally reject their heat to the atmosphere. Separate secondary pipe loops interconnect the two VAV system chillers, which reject heat into the water loop whenever they are operating, and a third loop extracts heat from water cooled air conditioners serving the computer room. All three of these loops tie into the primary pipe loop.

The EnerCon system is unique in its ability to accept heat that is normally rejected and transfer that heat at mild temperature levels via the closed pipe loop to units on the perimeter of the building calling for heat. The EnerCon system picks up this heat and utilizes it immediately where it is needed or stores it in the water loop for nighttime use.

So with the VAV system working in the core, EnerCon solves the perimeter zone problems. The ability to easily fluctuate demand over a 12-month period ranging from full heating in cold weather to simultaneous heating and cooling in mild weather to full cooling in hot weather made EnerCon the ideal choice. Not only because it is effective, but because EnerCon saves energy and keeps operating costs down.

For more information about EnerCon and how it has helped reduce Auto Owners Insurance Company's energy usage due to increasing its energy efficiency, contact your nearest AAF representative or write: American Air Filter Co., Inc., Dept 218, 215 Central Avenue, Louisville, Ky. 40277.

Better Air is Our Business®
VICRTIQUE®

beautiful vinyl wallcovering
with greater wear-'n-tear resistance

Victique can really take it! Hard knocks...careless carriers...the trials and turmoil of institutional corridors, hotel lobbies—any highly trafficked territory.

Its beauty is not just "skin" deep. It has a robust non-woven backing that is built to withstand daily abuse from today's accelerated activity.

And it's not just another pretty face with beautiful textures, appealing patterns and magnificent colors.

It provides an unexpected degree of thermal insulation and noise-absorption—naturally. So, naturally, you'll want to check it out. Swatches available.

L.E. CARPENTER and Company  A Dayco Company. 170 North Main Street, Wharton, N.J. 07885, (201) 366-2020/NYC (212) 751-3565
DISTRIBUTED BY: VICRTEX SALES DIVISION, New York, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Minneapolis, Toronto, Montreal. HOWELLS, INC., Salt Lake City/PAUL RASMUSSEN, INC., Honolulu

Circle 81 on information card
Pastier from page 164

more hands-on involvement with construction and more design attention given to detail. The California state office building competition has recently shown the important values of energy efficiency, mixed-use occupancy and concern with urban texture and human scale.

Pressed, I say that the fuzzy trend fluttering in the distant foliage is one of humanistic values in the midst of puzzling changes, but perhaps time will show that I am peering at a bright leaf that is soon to fall.

Malcolm Holzman: Expand Preservation to Include the 'Stabilized Ruin'

Interest in old structures during the last decade evolved in part because of three factors. First, the rising cost of construction made vacant land with old buildings appear to be an economic alternative. Second, America’s historical awareness (partially awakened by the bicentennial) reached new heights. Third, Williamsburg showed that considerable revenue could be generated by historic attractions. Many American communities restored houses that belonged to governors, generals or captains of industry as a record of life from past decades. They developed railroad stations into restaurants and stores and adapted industrial buildings for housing, theaters and museums.

Today, planners realize that the built world is a resource with limitations. It is too expensive to restore and maintain many old structures. The cultural value of restoration may not always justify the expense. Finding compatible new uses is a problem (e.g., Cincinnati Union Terminal, U.S. Customs House, etc.). Many finished restorations deny real time. Recycled spaces are new. Restored spaces are also new but carefully fashioned in terms of decorative detail, often furnished in the style of a given period, and appropriately lighted. Both eliminate the physical and psychological distance imparted by use (and abuse) because of their "proper" presentation of a given moment in history.

The scope of preservation work should be broadened beyond its conceptual framework of recycling and restoration. Specifically, it should include a category for "stabilized ruins." A site could qualify for preservation if it were of outstanding social, political or cultural importance. It would not have to be of the highest architectural significance but should possess a unique character. Sites could be in a state of disrepair but not totally disintegrated. There is no proof to date that a ruin can be economically viable. But two decades ago, few people believed that reuse was an alternative to new construction.

The main facility at Ellis Island is proposed as the first "stabilized ruin." It has been selected because its success or failure cannot be measured in dollars. Ellis Island has been the subject of numerous reuse and restoration proposals since its abandonment in 1954 by the bureau of immigration and naturalization. It has deteriorated and has been vandalized. The federal government is developing a program for the island, but its use has not been established. To plan and rebuild the 37 buildings and 27 acres on the island could take at least 10 and possibly 30 years (1988 to 2008), and cost more than $50 million. Instead, it might serve as a prototype for a "stabilized ruin."

Ellis Island is already much more than buildings and land. Almost 25 percent of Americans are related to immigrants who were processed through this point of entry. It is familiar, as well, through books and films that have recorded associated emotions: the joy of freedom from oppressive political systems, fear and anticipation of life in a new land, sorrow at separation from loved ones, bewilderment continued on page 231
Ludowici Roofing Tile.

...the ultimate medium for imaginative design.

Use the enduring beauty of Ludowici Roofing Tile to crown your most artistic achievements. Expanse can be rendered subtle, and small areas prominent.

Whether its roof is steeply pitched or low profile, the building with Ludowici Tile is an architectural landmark. As permanent as the structure it enhances, this truly superb tile is an art form worthy of all time — now, and for thousands of tomorrows.
When you specify high quality floors, should you leave their care to the lowest bidder?

Those nice floors you’re specifying will continue to mirror your good judgement while they look like new. But without proper care, they can soon take on the appearance of a pair of scruffy expensive shoes. That’s why you should reach for the Hillyard Maintainer® in your area. By recommending the proper treatment for the floors you specify, he can help keep you and your project looking good.

He’ll bring you spec data sheets and folders which contain short form specifications plus detailed instructions for your contractor. He’ll help you keep your files up-to-date with periodic mailings. And he’ll even supervise application procedures at the job site.

So you’ll know who he is, we’ve listed the Maintaineers at the right.

Hillyard Floor Treatments, 302 North Fourth Street
St. Joseph, Missouri 64502 (816) 233-1321.

70 Years of Quality in Professional Floor Care Products.
Holzman from page 228

Because of page and physical disability.

A new direction for historic attractions could be developed in the following ways:

The history of the island could be presented as fragmentary and incomplete. The immigrants processed through the island did not come with one unified impression.

New visitors could be asked to create in their own minds the island as they think it stood many years ago.

The government would not provide a homogenized tape-recorded version of history. A visitor’s “understanding” of Ellis Island would depend on them.

Stabilization of the island’s architecture could preserve the spirit of the place better than rebuilding it. A spanning clean series of buildings (or if funds run out, one building) with new paint, perfectly finished floors, up-to-date lighting and security systems cannot match the expressiveness of time: peeling plaster, barri-

caded stairways, and decrepit equipment (wheelchairs, benches, medical cabinets, etc.).

If stabilized, the present state of decay can more closely recall the passage of time. Far fewer dollars need be spent. It could be available in three to five years.

Since an immigration museum exists in the recently rebuilt base of the Statue of Liberty less than three-quarters of a mile across New York Bay, a coordinated program between the two facilities would stabilize the island proved successful, it would indicate that the public has a higher level of sophistication than it is given credit for, that old buildings can be thought about in yet another way, and that the concept of a “stabilized ruin” might even be examined as a commercial venture.

Emilio Ambasz: Architecture Is the Reply to Man’s Passion and Hunger

AIA Journal asks: What is the future of architecture?

The future is the opiate of the people. On the other hand, the future conceived as an ideal serves as a model for approximating, or, in some cases, to steer away from. But in either case the image of possible futures functions as a critical set of dialectical guidelines giving form and meaning to our present alternatives.

Europe’s eternal quest has always been Utopia, the myth of the end. America’s returning myth is Arcadia, the eternal beginning. While the traditional vision of Arcadia is that of a humanistic garden, America’s Arcadia has turned into a man-made nature, a forest of artificial trees and mental shadows.

America’s architect (Arcadian variety), like the first chair maker using the wood of surrounding trees, is now beginning to use the objects and processes (and, sometimes, the memories) surrounding him. But—since no more trees remain, just chairs—he has to be careful that his creations are either capable of returning to their original state or of being reused, lest he find himself the gardener of a man-made desert. The architect, that old thymurgy of the eternal gesture, must now learn both how to celebrate the ritual of the beginning and how to design for the ritual of the end.

The systematic principle underlying such notion of order is the concept of open-ended systems, where the possibilities for changing patterns of relationships remain always open, but where each of the component elements assumes an irreducible identity at the same time as it retains the ability to become a part of a larger entity.

The methodological principle guiding such practice is the search for prototypical solutions. Prototypes are symbolic formalizations; the combination of known types. As the individual and social conditions which prompted the prototype’s creation undergo changes (changes brought about by the action of the prototype making legible the underlying values of the culture which created it), the prototype “understood” becomes a type which, in turn, may later become part of a new prototype.

continued on page 234
This is the Johns-Manville World Headquarters near Denver, Colorado. It is one of the most impressive buildings in the country. Over 2500 insulating glass units are used to conserve energy. And every unit is manufactured with sealant based on LP® polysulfide polymer.

We rest our case.

Specifying insulating glass for a project is not a responsibility to be taken lightly, especially when the building is as prestigious as the Johns-Manville World Headquarters. Past performance is often the criterion.

Past performance is, in fact, the reason why more than 80% of the insulating glass manufacturers rely on sealants based on LP polysulfide polymer to produce high quality insulating glass units for commercial, industrial and residential buildings.

Polysulfide polymers have been serving the building industry for over 30 years, not only as the base for insulating glass sealants but for building sealants as well.

Not many materials have such a track record. We're proud of it; we hope you'll keep it in mind when specifying insulating glass units and building sealants for your next project.

For complete information on LP polysulfide polymers and the many prestigious buildings where they have been used write to: Thiokol/CHEMICAL DIVISION, Marketing Communications, P.O. Box 8296, Trenton, N.J. 08650.
Paradigm Series

Paradigm Series: A new landmark in office seating design. Designed by Richard Schultz for Stow|Davis, the Paradigm Series incorporates functional, ergonomic and aesthetic qualities essential to open plan seating. The basic design theme, characterized by sculptured seat and back, and structural side panels, is developed into six variations. This strong design continuity gives the Paradigm Series unique versatility and range ideal for the open plan.

Paradigm (par's dim): 1 A model or pattern 2 An example 3 An archetype.

Stow|Davis
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles; Grand Rapids, MI 49504
A BIFMA member
An architecture in dynamic consonance with a man-made nature in a constant state of becoming involves specialized tasks. First, empirical, to construct a cartography of the products and production techniques which populate the man-made garden. Second, normative, to develop a program of individual needs and desires in the context of a larger program of social necessities, so as to guide the utilization of the empirical cartography. Third, synthetic, to give form to new structures which will allow man to reconcile his fears and desires with the limitations imposed by the empirical realm and the pressures of the normative domain.

Architecture is not the answer to the pragmatic needs of man (that is the task of building), but the reply to his passion and imagination. It is not hunger, but love and fear, or wonder, which makes us create. The poetic principle is the fundament of our making universes. The architect’s milieu may have changed, but the task remains the same: giving poetic form to the pragmatic.

Charles Montooth: ‘The Quest for Freedom’ and Watchful Consumers

The 1960s and ’70s have seen a veritable explosion of architectural shapes leaving the land with the imprint of, in some cases, men of talent; in others, men of irrepressible but undisciplined ego. At best, ego has been disciplined and combined with talent to produce remarkable architecture. At worst, it has produced complicated designs and transient architecture such as that which results from mural painting on undistinguished forms. In architecture that is an expression of ego the results are apt to be less disciplined, more exuberant, more inventive, and often visually awkward. As the smoke from this architectural explosion clears away, we can discern the culmination of a half-century of architectural adventure, shaped in part by technological progress.

One trend is the consolidation and refinement of a wide variety of forms. This trend reflects the concerns of architects who seek to enclose space in carefully articulated elements of composition. These practitioners appear to be working to obtain the most expressive character of each material used.

Another trend combines engineering and design to produce buildings which clearly express their underlying structure. The architecture of Nervi comes to mind as an example of this direction. More recently, we have seen attempts to integrate the mechanical aspects into the building fabric or, in some cases, to feature them as conspicuous components.

The most successful instances of the former are the air supply in Saarinen’s TWA terminal at Kennedy airport and the lighting of the underground stations of Weese’s Washington Metro. Examples of the latter are to be found in Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer’s Columbus, Ind., Occupational Health Center and Piano & Rogers’ Beaubourg. Beaubourg is the ultimate expression of this trend. It must be said, however, that the maze of exposed tubes, frames and conveyors which characterizes the famous building is a relatively disciplined venture compared with some of its predecessors in this country.

The Occupational Health Center at Columbus, Ind., is colorful, bold, busy, but lacking in repose. A more pleasing solution to light and air distribution problems is found in Warnecke’s Aid Association for Lutherans headquarters. One feels the designer has approached his task with humility and a desire to provide a workable environment for his clients. Here there is no intent to shock the occupants.

Related to these trends is growing public and client participation in design decisions. In the hands of a sensitive artist, this participation can and should be helpful. This is not to say that it won’t at times be difficult. Along with this increased participation of others in our work, we architects can expect far more careful scrutiny of the way our buildings work. Critics and consumers of our products will be watching to see if our buildings perform as intended.

The ’60s and ’70s witnessed the resurgence and flowering of the atrium. Wright’s Guggenheim Museum is, of course, the outstanding example of this form of free flowing interior space. This renowned building and the Portman hotels have made the glass-topped, enclosed court a mandatory feature in all but the most utilitarian buildings. The quest for freedom in interior space represented by atrium addiction is evident in the trend toward open office environments. As experience with this kind of working arrangement is gained, a more humane and useful architecture could result.

An important trend is the development of large structures providing diverse spaces for a variety of purposes. Such structures take advantage of repeated structural elements for economy and of a unified design theme for esthetic simplicity and harmony. Wright’s Civic Center at Marin County, Calif., exemplifies this direction in architecture.

A trend that is related to the exposed entralles approach to design is the application of solar collection devices and energy conservation techniques to architecture. Often the idea is good but the execution is clumsy. In defense of such work though, the clients are usually satisfied even if the critics are not.

One element in the current scene could have both good and bad implications for the future of design. This is a direction that could stem from New York City’s Museum of Modern Art Beaux-Arts exhibition. One hopes that this and the current fashion of rejecting the “modern movement” does not bring about a return to the practice of imitating past styles. What should come from this turning backward is an increasing emphasis on sensible preservation and restoration of good buildings coupled with a renewed appreciation of graphic enrichment of visible elements of structures.

The future will most likely be a continuation of past trends, resulting in increasing numbers of good buildings. We should see a flowering of the architecture of a free and technologically advanced society. It should set an example of restrained use of resources and respect for climate and the natural environment.
When Marina City Corporation converted their Chicago landmark into condominiums, they wanted a wallcovering with exciting color and design, plus maximum durability. BFGoodrich was their exclusive choice.

**High durability. Low maintenance.**
BFG fabric-backed vinyl wallcovering offered Marina City the ideal solution for major renovation. Older walls were transformed into dramatic new environments, long-lasting and easy to maintain. Mostly repainting was virtually eliminated.

**Wide choice of colors and designs and weights.**
Marina City didn't need several sources, because BFG had everything they were looking for. The perfect combination of colors, designs, textures and weights for coordinating every floor of the 61 story complex.

**Koroseal for heavy traffic.**
Koroseal premium grade wallcoverings provide long-lasting protection for Marina City's corridors, elevators, lobbies, entrance ways. Even the central hopping plaza.

Over 32 patterns to choose from. Deeply drawn textures. Soft natural colors. And many patterns are available with Tedlar* coating for added cleanability.

**Korolite™ for economy.**
In the sales office, BFG's lighter weight Korolite was ideal. Over 23 deeply textured patterns and 222 beautiful colors. Tough protection for moderate traffic.

**Specify quality and service.**
Specify BFGoodrich. The name that assures the highest in quality. Select from our many swatch books, or work with us on a custom design basis. Check Sweet's for your nearest BFG distributor, or write: The BFGoodrich Company, General Products Division, Decorative Products, 500 South Main Street, Akron, Ohio 44318.

*DuPont registered TM
You can’t afford to waste water. Not at these prices:

MONTHLY METERED COMMERCIAL RATES
(Per 100,000 cubic feet or 748,000 gallons)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>$482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartford</td>
<td>446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland, Ore.</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucson</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*From January 1976 survey conducted by Business Statistics.

So you can’t afford to install anything less than Sloan Flush Valves.

That’s because a Sloan Flush Valve uses 12 1/2% less water than a flush tank. And this difference increases with use because leaks in tanks go undetected to waste even more water. With today's water rates, it all adds up to a healthy saving on your water bill.

You also save on the energy needed to pump water within a building to upper floors and distant branches. The more water you save, the less energy you have to pay for.

Sloan Flush Valves save water another way, too. Because you can’t hold a Sloan Flush Valve open, it meters out the same minimal amount of water needed to flush one fixture, then shuts off automatically.

Put an end to water waste that’s costing you money. Find out how Sloan Flush Valves use 12 1/2% less water. The facts are in a recent test report prepared by an independent laboratory. For your free copy, write us. We will send you the facts.
For elegant decor, choose a real walnut floor.

And forget refinishing forever.

Two years ago, Gump’s world-famous specialty gift store in San Francisco installed a new floor of GenuWood® II in their main display area. They chose the Jeffersonian pattern, in warm, beautiful walnut. The rich tones and patterns of real wood set an elegant background for the quality merchandise that is Gump’s hallmark.

After two years of intensive foot traffic, this handsome floor shows no signs of wear. The only maintenance it needs is occasional damp mopping and buffing.

The secret of GenuWood II’s lasting beauty is its unique construction, in which real wood veneers are protected by an invisible layer of 20-mil clear vinyl on top, and a resilient backing underneath. Only 1/16” thick, GenuWood II comes in squares, random width planks up to 48” long, and in a variety of herringbone and parquet patterns. It’s easy to apply directly over any existing flat, sound floor.

You can choose from a wonderful variety of real woods: walnut, oak, English brown oak, dark walnut, teak, mahogany, cherry and rosewood. Find out more about this amazing new kind of flooring by calling us at (215) 565-1575.

More than just a pretty floor.

Circle 89 on information card
That’s the key word—business. An architect’s clients are executives who speak a business language. Wouldn’t it make your life easier if you, the architect, spoke your client’s language in addition to your language of design?

The heart of architecture, and the architect’s primary concern, is design. But let’s face facts—you have to run your practice on sound business principles. The unique MBA Degree Program for Architects helps you master these basics so you can give yourself more fully to your real business—design.

Normally, you would have to leave your practice for an extended time to get this degree. But the program, co-sponsored by the American Institute of Architects and Florida Atlantic University, takes only 15 weeks of classroom study to complete.

PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS SAY: “I’ve learned a whole new language; I’ve learned to think the way economists think. I can now talk more intelligently with clients and make more informed judgments. It allows me to serve clients a lot better than before, not only because I can now understand business people’s language, but, freed from a preoccupation with payrolls and other business problems, I can now devote my full attention to the client’s problems.”

The MBA Degree Program for Architects offers you three exceptional advantages:

—The program reduces time spent away from practice. The Florida program enables you to earn a 60-credit MBA in three years, with only five weeks away from your office during each year of study.

—The program concentrates on learning. Course work is packed into intensive sessions—150-credit classroom hours in 25 school days per year supplemented by directed independent study research.

—The program is planned for professionals. The program has high professional credibility, with a business background.

You work with a highly qualified faculty from the College of Business and Public Administration selected for their expertise in working with executives. Yet courses are geared toward the business problems in an architectural practice.

In addition, business and industry consultants from current critical interest fields such as energy participate in the classes from time to time. Architects in the program agree that this is one of its most beneficial offerings because meeting executives from a wide range of professions gives insight into disciplines and concerns shared by clients.

The Florida Program helps you communicate with your clients. After completing the program, you understand their business needs as well as their design needs. And, of course, you can take more efficiently once you are trained in business management.

Most importantly, you gain all this at no cost to your practice since the program takes only a few weeks each year to complete.

Yes! I want to learn my client’s language and improve my practice at the same time. Please send me more information on the Florida Atlantic University MBA Degree Program for Architects.

Name ________________________________

Address __________________________________

Mail to:
Dr. D. B. Unwalla
Director of Executive Degree Programs
Florida Atlantic University
Boca Raton, Florida 33432
ENERGY SAVINGS VS. ARCHITECTURAL FREEDOM?

With ACRYLITE® SDP* double skinned acrylic sheet, it's open and shut:

specially designed aluminum fittings. ACRYLITE SDP double skinned acrylic sheet in 47 1/4" widths and lengths to 20' provides fast, efficient glazing on 48" modules, and a range of design possibilities unequalled by any other glazing material.

And while ACRYLITE SDP sheet opens the way to design and construction advantages, it clamps down on heat loss and high fuel costs. Daylight tailored to the application cuts lighting expense. In curtain walls and large area industrial and commercial glazing, ACRYLITE SDP sheet presents a thermal barrier 45% more efficient than single glazing, and a U factor comparable to insulated glass at substantially lower cost. Builds in energy efficiency and fuel savings for the life of the structure.

Non-yellowing ACRYLITE SDP acrylic sheet is available in clear, translucent white and solar tints. For an even wider range of design possibilities, there's a polycarbonate version, too. Combine energy savings and architectural freedom. There's no contest, with ACRYLITE SDP double skinned sheet.

For more information, see Sweet's, File 8.26/Cy or write, Lou Cipriani, CY/RO Industries, Wayne, New Jersey 07470. He can provide additional technical data and design assistance. Can’t wait? Call (201) 839-4800. In Canada, Chemacryl Plastics Ltd., 73 Richmond Street, West, Suite 500, Toronto, Ontario M5H 2A2, (416) 869-0013.

CY/RO—making news in transparent plastics.
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after MAY 15th, our NEW YORK showroom will be at 150 East 58th St., A & D Building, 14th floor.
An operable flatwall system with a one-hour fire rating.

These photographs were taken during the Underwriter's Laboratories, Inc. fire test of Acousti-Seal® 904 FR (the first operable flatwall system ever to be fire-tested successfully for one hour at U.L.).

The test is brutal. A full hour of flames with temperatures reaching 1700°F. Followed by a punishing 2-minute blast of cold water at 30 psi from a 2 1/2" fire hose.

Acousti-Seal 904 FR stood firm. And is now the only one-hour fire-rated operable flatwall system in the world.

Acousti-Seal 904 FR. Engineered to make space more productive... fire-rated to save lives. For more information, see your Modernfold distributor. Or write Modernfold, Box 310, New Castle, Indiana 47362.

Modernfold
An American-Standard Company
Nothing you can use preserves and protects the natural beauty of wood better than Olympic Stain. All Olympic Stains are factory formulated with the best possible pigment balance for perfect uniformity.

When homes deserve beautiful, natural protection against the effects of sun, rain and harsh climates, they deserve Olympic Stain. For more information about oil or acrylic latex stains, consult the 1978 Sweet's Catalog. For samples on wood, write: Olympic, Dept. S, 2233 112th Avenue N.E., Bellevue, WA 98004.